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“All the works of God proceed slowly and in pain;
but then, their roots are the sturdier
and their flowering the lovelier.”
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October 24, 2010
Dear Reader,
All the works of God proceed slowly and in pain;
but then their roots are the sturdier
and their flowering the lovelier.
These words, first penned by Mother Theresa with regard to the small mission in Freistadt, Austria, describe the
signature experience of her life. From fragile, even uncertain, beginnings comes great growth. This is shown to be
true over and over again throughout her life and in the
course of the history of the congregation of the School Sisters
of Notre Dame.
Today in the twenty-first century we take up these letters with a perspective Mother Theresa could never have
imagined. We learn from her letters how the congregation
spread in Europe during her lifetime. She could not have
anticipated the horrifying events which would divide Europe
and the world in the twentieth century. But she would not
have been surprised that the congregation remained united
through it all. East and west in the congregation, our sisters
refer to themselves as “one Europe” now. Despite the pain
and suffering, God’s work cannot be stopped.
Mother Theresa could not have anticipated that sisters
would travel from Silesia and Bavaria to establish missions
in Brazil and Argentina. Fragile, uncertain beginnings, yes.
But Mother Teresa would not be surprised to see the vigorous and fruitful growth of the congregation that has taken
place in South America nor at how deeply her spirit and
charism continue to thrive there. She would recognize in
this her own experience that “all the works of God proceed
slowly and in pain,” but then, sometimes only seen from the
perspective of the future, what emerges has sturdy roots and
abundant fruitfulness.
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The same pattern is disclosed in her risk to take the congregation to North America in 1847. When she wrote a final
letter to Father Matthias Siegert in Munich before she embarked on her return voyage to Bavaria from New York in
1848, Mother Theresa was leaving behind a good beginning
for the congregation on another continent. Her sisters were
teaching in five schools in two states, Maryland and Pennsylvania. They were making the brave beginning of what
would be an extraordinarily fruitful apostolate. But Theresa
did not know that as she left for home. She was relieved
that the congregation had gained a foothold among the German immigrants for whom they had come, but her heart was
filled with uncertainty.
We discover in her letters that Mother Theresa had been
troubled after she had arrived in New York Harbor almost
a year earlier, realizing that she was not expected, that she
had no invitation from any bishop, and that she could not
show an approved rule for her fledgling congregation. She
went through some moments of doubt thinking, “We came
too soon,” and later, “St. Marys is not a flourishing colony
suitable for a motherhouse.”
So, as she was leaving, never to see America again, there
was doubt in her mind and heart. In that last letter to Father Siegert, when she thought she might be lost on the return voyage, she wrote:
May no one cast into the grave after me the accusation
that I have undertaken too much here, that I have
begun too grandly and extended the work of God too
widely. The future will give a fuller explanation.
We stand today in the midst of that fuller explanation.
We see the vast growth of the congregation extending across
the continent of North America from east to west and north
to south. Too grandly or too widely? No one can accuse
Mother Theresa of this, for it is God who strengthened the
roots and gave the growth. What person today, seeing the
fruits of the congregation’s life and missions in Latin America and Asia and Micronesia and Africa, all founded from
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North America, could say that Mother Theresa was wrong to
have risked that first voyage? The future has given a fuller
explanation.
Looking ahead we can see that the congregation faces
the uncertainties of very different, yet still difficult times.
We can only do what Mother Theresa’s letters reveal to us so
powerfully: Go forward in ever deepening faith and hope,
trusting in God’s ways.
We are strengthened in this determination by the excellent scholarly work of Sister Mary Ann Kuttner evident
everywhere in these fifteen volumes for which I am privileged to write this letter. Since the Second Vatican Council
called us to return to the original inspiration of our foundation, each of my predecessors—Mother M. Georgianne Segner, Sisters Mary Margaret Johanning, Patricia Flynn, and
Rosemary Howarth—did her part to make available the
writings of Mother Theresa and to assist the sisters of the
congregation to get to know her better.
In these newly translated letters we come again closer to
the heart and spirit of Blessed Theresa. What a gift they
are to the Congregation at this time! What strength and inspiration will flow from them as we continue to “extend the
work of God” grandly and widely, even if at times we feel
fragile and uncertain. On behalf of the international congregation, I thank Sister Mary Ann and all who preceded
her in this great work. It is an invaluable service to the English-speaking world. May all who read these letters be inspired and blessed to take their own part in the unfolding
work of God.
Mary V. Maher, SSND
General Superior
October 24, 2010
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Foreword
Since 1833, the deep story of the School Sisters of Notre
Dame (Arme Schulschwestern von Unserer Lieben Frau) has
been slowly but surely woven into the history of the world,
the church, and the lives of thousands of women from many
cultures. Blessed Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, our
beloved foundress, made God’s cause the only concern of her
heart. Her spirit inspired others to do the same with a zealous love for God and for God’s dream for all creation.
For more than three decades, we have had access to
thousands of Mother Theresa’s letters. Her words give us a
window into her heart and her spirit. They reveal the multicolored threads of her deep faith in God and her vision for an
apostolic congregation of women committed to education
and character formation that have the potential to transform persons and societies. Her words allow us to touch the
texture of her spirituality and to see both the fabric of her
unique character and her total gift of self to God and to
God’s mission.
Through the dedicated work of our sister translators and
Sister Mary Hester Valentine, we English speakers could
encounter Blessed Theresa personally by reading her letters, either in the five-volume set of over 5,000 letters which
had been preserved at the Vatican for her beatification
cause or in the three-volume set published in 1977 (Of Spiritual Matters, Historical Dimensions, The North American
Foundations).
In January 1998, Sister Patricia Flynn invited Sister
Mary Ann Kuttner to continue to develop the work on the
original English translation of the letters completed by Sisters Lidoria Balk and Frances Therese Jungwirth. In order
to strengthen the translation, Sister Mary Ann carefully researched historical events and persons referred to in the let-
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ters and prepared notes that could help to provide a fuller
context for the letters. A fifteen-volume set of letters written by Mother Theresa as the congregation came to life and
developed (six volumes) or as it expanded into various mission areas (nine volumes) is the result of a collaborative effort that spanned many years.
Thanks to the persevering dedication of Sister Mary
Ann, we now have the gift of a new resource. This fresh
look at our early history as revealed through Mother
Theresa’s letters may help School Sisters, our associates,
and our colleagues to continue to touch the life and spirit of
Mother Theresa and the realities of her time. Simultaneously we will gather the threads of our current SSND story
and continue to weave the tapestry of our congregation
today.
As School Sisters of Notre Dame, we are part of the
SSND tapestry that has been woven already. In reading
and rereading her letters with fresh eyes, we are also the
weavers gathering the threads of her spirit and weaving
new patterns of our SSND life for the twenty-first century.
If God’s cause continues to be the only concern of our hearts,
then this tapestry of the work of God will continue to be
woven and the flowering of a transformed world will continue to appear in our global community wherever the spirit
of Blessed Theresa takes root.
Rosemary Howarth, SSND
General Superior (1998-2008)
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Preface
When she sat, writing those letters, did she,
from time to time, ease her bones, let her back
stretch itself into the symmetry
of the chair? Did she drop her pen, relax
her fingers, one by one? And did she stare
into the candle flame as you have done,
and I? in utter weariness, aware
of failure, pain and doubt? What had begun
in faith, matured in suffering, how would
this Congregation grow?
Answers? None. ..... 1
When Mother Theresa “sat, writing those letters,” did she
have any idea that 5,337 of her written documents would be
gathered and copied, or that the texts would be transported
to Rome and analyzed as part of a process that would lead to
her beatification more than a century after her death?
Could Mother Theresa have foreseen that in one night,
bombs would destroy the motherhouse that had been her
home for almost thirty-six years and, with it, a major portion
of the documents that could put future generations in touch
with her long after the last sister who knew her personally
had followed her into eternity?
Did she also have a part in the call of Vatican II and Perfectae Caritatis for “a continuous return to the sources of all
Christian life and to the original inspiration behind a given
community”2 that prompted sisters to ask if the copies of letters and documents that had been delivered earlier to Rome

1. Sister Maura Eichner, SSND, “Mother Theresa: the Letter
Writer,” The Flowering of the Works of God (Meriden, Connecticut, 1985)
23. Reprinted by permission.
2. Walter M. Abbott, S.J., ed. The Documents of Vatican II (New
York: Guild Press, [1966]) 468
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could be made available? Could the sisters read and hear
again what their foundress wrote and said?
“Answers? None.”
Nevertheless, in January 1971, persistence on the part of
a few sisters finally obtained for them permission to view
these documents for the first time at Casa Dei Santi in the
Vatican. Perseverance, patience, and hard work resulted in
the acquisition of photocopies of 5,337 letters and their distribution to approximately fifty sisters in Canada, England, and
the United States who then translated them into English.
Sister Mary Hester Valentine of the Milwaukee Province
edited the translations of these letters before they were
printed, duplicated, and distributed to the sisters in five
large volumes in 1976. Three smaller volumes of selected
letters, Of Spiritual Matters, Historical Dimensions, and
The North American Foundations, were published by St.
Mary’s Press in Winona in 1977.
It was not long, however, before discrepancies between
the original German texts and the English translations became apparent. This was not surprising, given the difficulties with which the translators had to contend as they
worked on the texts. (1) The quality of the photocopies, especially those of the first 1,000 letters, was far from what is
achievable today. (2) The letters were arranged chronologically. One pack of letters which a translator received may
have dealt with a dozen or more different topics with no indication of the context in which the letters were written. (3)
In the early 1970s, resource materials with references to the
congregation were not as readily available as they are now.
(4) Unfamiliar nineteenth-century German expressions
posed a particular challenge.
What the fifty translators and Sister Mary Hester
achieved despite all these difficulties and in a relatively short
time is truly amazing. Their work bore fruit since not only
School Sisters of Notre Dame but others as well were able to
read and draw inspiration from Mother Theresa’s words. In
her foreword to the five volumes of letters, Sister Mary Hester had written, “There simply was not time for revision. As
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more and more requests came in for specific information
about Mother Theresa, it became obvious that . . . the Sisters were eager to have the opportunity of reading and studying the documents themselves.”
In 1987, Sister Mary Margaret Johanning asked Sister
Frances Therese Jungwirth of the Milwaukee Province to
coordinate an ongoing project to address the apparent discrepancies “by refining the English translations of Mother
Theresa’s letters.” Sister Lidoria Balk of the Canadian
Province worked with Sister Frances Therese in checking
the translation of each letter and correcting the major errors they discovered. Since Sister Frances Therese was also
teaching at Mount Mary College at the time, several years
passed before the two sisters could work their way through
all 5,337 letters.3
When I was called by Sister Patricia Flynn to serve at
the generalate in January 1998, my job description included,
among other tasks, “to assume responsibility for the letters
of Mother Theresa.” Shortly after my arrival in Rome, I received approximately 300 pages, typed single-space, with
the corrections made by Sisters Lidoria and Frances
Therese. In the process of integrating these corrections into
the text of the letters, the magnitude of the contribution
made by these two sisters became increasingly evident.
At the same time, questions began to surface. To whom
were these letters addressed? Often titles were given, but
no names. What was the connection between individual letters? What was their context? More needed to be done to
provide a clearer image of Mother Theresa by means of her
written responses to real life situations.
In order to cope with the large amount of material, the
letters were divided into three broad groups: (1) developments that affected the entire congregation, (2) missions
founded within Bavaria, and (3) mission areas outside
Bavaria. These groupings slowly evolved into fifteen new
volumes of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
Letters referring to the origin and development of the
congregation as a whole are contained in six volumes: Sow3.

See General Council, News Briefs (November 1996).
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ing the Seed, 1822-1840; Nurturing the Seedling, 1841-1848;
Jolted and Joggled, 1849-1852; Vigorous Growth, 1853-1858;
Living Branches, 1859-1867; and Abundant Fruit, 18681879. Selected letters and documents referring to missions
established in Bavaria are also included in these volumes.
The remaining nine volumes contain letters referring to
mission areas outside Bavaria: North America (Volumes 6
and 7), Prussia (Volumes 8 and 9), Upper Austria, (Volume 10),
Baden and Gorizia (Volume 11), Hungary (Volume 12), Austria and England (Volume 13), and Tyrol (Volume 14).
In the process of preparing these volumes, extensive research led to further discoveries.
1. For years, it was thought that all the original letters
of Mother Theresa were destroyed when the motherhouse
in Munich was bombed in 1944. It is true that a large body
of documentary material was lost during World War II, but
many original letters of Mother Theresa are still held in congregational, diocesan, and government archives.
2. More than 100 letters, which were written by Mother
Theresa but not included in the 5,337 documents collected for
the beatification process, have also been found in various
archives.
3. A significant number of letters which Mother
Theresa received were also located and provide a valuable
complement to the letters which Mother Theresa wrote.
From the very beginning, my purpose in this work was
to help unlock the potential that was still hidden in the letters of Mother Theresa. It is my hope that others will continue to find new keys and open new doors to the heart of
Mother Theresa’s message. In Sister Maura’s words:
Wittingly, she yielded her whole self to God,
in whom, somehow, all that is lost is won.
She paused. Wryly she smiled, listening to a bell
and a night watchman cry: “All’s well. All’s well.”4
Mary Ann Kuttner, SSND
4. Sister Maura Eichner, SSND, “Mother Theresa: the Letter
Writer”
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Chronology
1797

Caroline Elizabeth Frances Gerhardinger is born in
Stadtamhof, a small town on the Danube near Regensburg, on June 20. Her parents are Willibald and
Maria Frances Gerhardinger.

1803 Caroline is enrolled at the Notre Dame Convent
School in Stadtamhof.
1809

Napoleon bombards Regensburg and Stadtamhof on
April 23. As a result of the Secularization, the Notre
Dame Convent in Stadtamhof is dissolved in August.
Caroline completes her elementary education in September and begins teaching under the direction of Fr.
George Maurer in November.

1812 Caroline is certified as a royal teacher at the Royal
School for Girls in Stadtamhof.
1817 A concordat between Bavaria and the Holy See is
signed on June 5. The restoration of convents and
monasteries in Bavaria is allowed.
1822 Caroline expresses her desire to become a religious
and is guided by Canon George Michael Wittmann.
1829 George Michael Wittmann is appointed Auxiliary
Bishop of Regensburg. Caroline submits her petition for the reestablishment of the Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof.
1833 Bishop George Michael Wittmann dies in Regensburg on March 8.
1833 Court Chaplain Francis Sebastian Job completes Spirit
of the Constitutions for the Religious Congregation of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame on
August 14.

xxii Chronology

1833 The congregation of the School Sisters of Notre Dame
comes to life when Caroline and two companions
move to Neunburg vorm Wald in Bavaria and begin
to live as a religious community.
1834 Court Chaplain Francis Sebastian Job dies in Vienna
on February 13.
1834 King Louis I of Bavaria approves the foundation in
Neunburg vorm Wald. Bishop Francis X. Schwäbl
confirms the Religious Institute of the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald and Caroline Gerhardinger as superior of this institute.
1835 Caroline professes perpetual vows in Regensburg and
takes the name, Mary Theresa of Jesus, on November 16.
1836 The first candidates are received into the novitiate in
Neunburg vorm Wald on April 10.
1836 The first mission is opened in Schwarzhofen, which is
three miles from Neunburg vorm Wald, on December
18.
1838 The first novices profess their vows in Neunburg vorm
Wald on April 17.
1841 King Louis I transfers to Mother Theresa the former
Poor Clare Convent in Munich for use as a motherhouse.
1843 The motherhouse in Munich is solemnly opened on
October 16.
1847 Mother Theresa, four sisters, and a novice arrive in
New York on July 30. The missionaries arrive in St.
Marys, Pennsylvania, on August 15.
1848 Mother Theresa leaves New York on July 20 and arrives in Munich on August 9.
1850 The first sisters are sent to Prussia and open a mission at the Brede Convent near Brakel.

Chronology

xxiii

1850 Sister M. Caroline Friess is sent to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where a motherhouse for North America is
established.
1851 The first sisters are sent to Breslau in Prussia (now
Wrocław in Poland).
1853 The first sisters are sent to Freistadt in Upper Austria.
1854 The congregation is approved by the Holy See and
Mother Theresa its first general superior.
1856 The first sisters are sent to Steisslingen in Baden.
1857 The first sisters are sent to Gorizia (now in Italy).
1858 The first sisters are sent to Temesvár in Hungary
(now Timişoara in Romania).
1860

The first sisters are sent to Vienna.

1864 The first sisters are sent to London.
1865

The Rule and Constitutions of the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame are
granted final approbation by the Holy See on August
26.

1865

The first sisters are sent to Pfaffenhofen in Tyrol.

1872

As a result of the Kulturkampf, sisters are dismissed
from the schools in Baden and Prussia, and many
convents are closed.

1879

Mother Theresa dies in Munich on May 9.

1985

Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger is beatified in
Rome on November 17.
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Preface to Volume 1
Volume 1 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger includes documents written prior to the foundation of the congregation of the School Sisters of Notre Dame
on October 24, 1833, and during the congregation’s first
seven years of life and ministry.
As part of the process leading toward the beatification of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger on November 17,
1985, 5,337 documents, which she either wrote, signed, or
commissioned, were gathered and copied by hand. These
copies were notarized, numbered, packed in a large trunk,
and delivered to Rome. On December 17, 1929, they were
presented to the Sacred Congregation of Rites for further examination. In this series, this material is referred to as the
beatification collection, which is now held in the archives at
the Generalate of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in Rome.
Since it was beyond the scope of this work to locate the
original letters still extant in numerous archives, translations were done from the notarized copies that make up the
beatification collection. Some of the material in this collection was copied from archival copies of the original documents and these copies did not always include a signature.
This does not imply that the original document was unsigned.
A few documents in the beatification collection were undated or misdated. Further study of these documents and
their context helped determine probable dates which are indicated in brackets. Since the documents in this volume are
arranged chronologically, they do not always appear in numerical sequence. A list of documents in numerical order
can be found at the end of the book.
Words that appear in brackets were added for clarification. Until 1873, Bavarian currency consisted of florin and
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kreuzer. An approximate equivalent in American currency
at the time is given in brackets.
Italics are used to indicate underlined text found in the
documents of the beatification collection.
Mother Theresa’s use of the name, Poor School Sisters
(Arme Schulschwestern), as well as the word order, has been
retained in this translation.
Place names are those commonly used in Mother
Theresa’s time. If the same place is known today by a different name, a footnote supplies this information. Unless
indicated otherwise, cities and towns mentioned are currently located in Germany.
Efforts have been made to identify the recipients of each
letter. Titles are used in the headings and salutations, but
the nineteenth-century practice of repeating titles throughout the text and closing of a letter has been dropped for the
most part in this translation. Formal closings have been
simplified and are usually given as “Respectfully yours.”
After the beatification collection was delivered to Rome in
1929, additional documents were found that can be attributed to Mother Theresa or were commissioned by her. This
volume includes seven of these documents which are identified with a number followed by a letter, for example, 8a.
In this volume, documents not included in the beatification collection are classified as (1) an autograph, (2) a transcript, or (3) a typescript. An autograph is a manuscript in
the author’s handwriting. A transcript is an early, handwritten copy of an original document. A typescript is a typewritten copy of a document.

xxvii

Introduction to Volume 1
“If you hold fast to the word and spirit of Bishop [George
Michael] Wittmann and remain true to your vocation, then
I can almost predict that the humble abode in Neunburg will
be the mother of many similar institutes in our land. Therefore, off to work with new courage! Begin building with
trust in God! If obstacles, opposition, hardship, or troubles
get in the way, it will be all the better! These phenomena
are reliable proof that the cause has its origin in God.”1
Francis Sebastian Job, Court Chaplain in Vienna, wrote
these words in a letter to Caroline Gerhardinger and her
companions in March 1833, shortly after the city council of
Neunburg vorm Wald in Bavaria approved the foundation of
a school for girls that was to be conducted there by women
religious.
The times were not favorable for such an undertaking.
Three decades earlier, church property located east of the
Rhine River had been confiscated by the government to compensate numerous German princes for territories located
west of the Rhine River, which had been lost to France as a
result of the wars of the French Revolution. This confiscation of church property, which is commonly known as the
Secularization, also resulted in the dissolution of hundreds
of abbeys, monasteries, and convents throughout Europe.
Anyone who wished to restore religious life in any form
could count on strong opposition from many sides.
The letters in this volume are clear evidence that “obstacles, opposition, and hardship” were not wanting in Caroline’s life. She herself wrote later, “How true are the words
1. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Magd des Herrn: Mutter Theresia von Jesu
Gerhardinger.
Gründerin
und
erste
Generaloberin
der
Armen
Schulschwestern von Unserer Lieben Frau, 1797-1879 (Typescript,
Milwaukee) 55.
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often spoken by Bishop Wittmann: ‘The works of God proceed slowly, but then their roots are deeper and sturdier and
their flowering lovelier!’”2
In early 1833, Court Chaplain Job also wrote to his
brother, Martin, the pastor in Neunburg vorm Wald: “I foresee in spirit the blessing that will emanate from Neunburg
and gradually renew the face of the earth! . . . Neither you
nor I will gather the harvest.
From the beginning, our
heavenly Father arranged that each servant will be given a
share in the task. ‘One sows and another reaps.’. God has
given Caroline the exceptional gift of being Mary and
Martha in the same person.
Work together in harmony
and your endeavors will be crowned with success. Under
God’s protection, the cause will come to completion.”3
Caroline learned contemplatio in actione from Bishop
Wittmann, her spiritual guide and mentor for many years.
Her letters reflect this spirit as she writes, sometimes as
Mary would have written, often as Martha would have written, but always as one who integrated contemplation and
action so completely in her life that God’s cause could come
to completion.
It was in this spirit that the seed of the congregation was
sown more than 175 years ago, and it is only in this spirit
that the harvest will continue to be gathered and “the face
of the earth will be renewed.”4

2. See Document 3260 in Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, Vol. 5, Living Branches, 1859-1867 (Elm Grove: School Sisters of
Notre Dame Printing Department, 2009) 81-82.
3. See John 4:37 and Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 54-55.
4. See Psalm 104:30.

1

1822—1832
1:

Prayer
In Jesus!

Stadtamhof
March 16, 1822

I write this now in Jesus who has shown me indescribable mercy and shared with me his poverty, hardships, suffering, anxiety, and need! I cannot describe my interior
peace.
Now I am in Jesus!
Jesus may do with me what he wants;
I trust in him.
“Remain in me, as I remain in you.”1
On him, I will build.
I cannot say anything in my own defense. As reason
reckons, love loves. Love gives everything gladly, everything, again and again, daily. After Mary spent all she had to
prepare Jesus for burial, he said of her, “She has done a
good thing for me.”2 The love of Jesus sees into the future.
Mary thought of the imminent death of Jesus who said
of her that, in her great love, she could not wait until his
burial.
Yes, love cannot wait. Cold, so-called sober reason does
nothing to foster love. Who made the saints so strong except love? Who taught them so much self-denial except love?
Who helped them combat death and hell except love? Who
called them to renounce themselves except love? Love is victorious over all evil.
Love enables me to recognize my sins, to repent, to weep
over them. Love leads me to conversion. Love surrendered
1. John 15:4
2. Matthew 26:10-12
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itself to the bitterest death of the cross, and I do not even want
to surrender myself! Do I really want to remain cold
in the presence of the countless insults offered to this boundless love? Do I really want comfort, honor, and the like,
which Divine Love absolutely cannot endure?
I know I cannot cater to my body; my soul must also be
purified. I entrust this purification to the Vinedresser who
will strip the branches and prune them, a purification which
will probably be painful. Therefore, everything is only by
the grace of God, the merits of Christ, and the intercession
of his Blessed Mother. Amen.
16:

Private Vows

[n. d.]3

1. The Vow of Poverty: I will have neither a definite income nor the least possessions: (a) neither money by giving
a monthly account, (b) nor clothing by having only one
3. On January 22, 1822, Canon George Michael Wittmann (17601833) outlined several means by which Caroline could live contemplatio in
actione: “Be a servant to your children in accordance with the teaching of Jesus (Matthew 20:26). In the teaching profession, this will consist
of the following: (1) praying over professional matters for a quarter of an
hour each evening; (2) spending a half hour in contemplation each morning; (3) being with the children as a servant in the early morning; (4) serving the children in school (a) by having them sit properly, (b) by having
them keep silence, (c) by loving the children when they are restless, (d) by
being very slow to punish, (e) by bearing with the lack of understanding
on the part of parents; (5) being a servant with regard to food, which is
sometimes poorly prepared because of school duties; (6) being a servant
with regard to clothing, which is always homemade; (7) being a servant
in conversations by speaking little and with great patience; (8) being a
servant when suffering minor ailments but continuing to work without
complaining.
“Being a servant of Jesus Christ is a very blessed state of self-denial
and of bearing the cross. In addition to the above, I recommend (9) being
a servant when disregarded and overlooked by others; and (10) being a
servant by not thinking of abandoning this ministry until God changes it.”
Caroline did not content herself with mere resolutions, but “bound
herself irrevocably by these vows written in her own hand on a small slip
of paper.” See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Magd des Herrn (Typescript, Milwaukee)
24.
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change, (c) nor dwelling by moving into the school, (d) nor
food by eating meat only on Sundays and feast days.
2. The Vow of Silence: I will be silent about all that
does not pertain to my vocation: (a) when irritated, (b) when
insulted, (c) by refraining from passing judgment on my
neighbor, and (d) by never speaking in my own praise or to
my own advantage.
3. The Vow on the Use of Time: “Unless a grain of
wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains just a grain of
wheat, but if it dies, it produces much fruit.”4 Therefore: (a)
I will use no moment for myself, (b) I will serve God alone
through prayer and work, and (c) I will neither make
worldly visits nor receive them, for I have no time.
4:

To the Royal Bavarian Government
Munich

Stadtamhof
February 26, 1826

Needlework Course for the Third Class at the School for
Girls in Stadtamhof
1. At this time, seventy pupils are attending the needlework course for the third class.5 Formerly, there were only
fifty pupils at most.
4. John 12:24
5. On December 3, 1799, a royal precept recommended the establishment of so-called needlework classes where girls in the elementary
schools would learn practical skills, such as sewing, spinning, knitting, and
gardening, in addition to the subjects already prescribed by the curriculum.
These subjects included religion, reading, writing, arithmetic,
and other useful knowledge. See Paul Mai, ed., Selige Theresia von Jesu
Gerhardinger (1797-1879) Ein Leben für Kirche und Schule (Regensburg:
Verlag Schnell & Steiner, 1997) 205.
After Canon George Michael Wittmann was appointed school inspector in Regensburg and Stadtamhof in 1813, he added natural history,
geography, the history of Bavaria, drawing, and singing to the curriculum. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, The Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame: A
Contribution to the Bavarian History of Education (School Sisters of Notre
Dame: 1985) 17.
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2. Instruction is required in various fields of needlework, with several types in each field. These types are also
divided into different levels with, for example, practice in
four methods of spinning, to which is added the preparation
of cotton and wool.
3. We have not only pupils who learn ordinary, practical
needlework, but also some who require more advanced instruction. Otherwise, they would have to learn fine needlework skills elsewhere, and this would be very expensive.
4. In addition to the hours spent in classroom instruction, preparation for teaching and the proper correction of
the children’s work also require much time.
5. In the future, would it be possible for pupils, who are
either very poor or have little means and who would be in
the fourth class if they had not left school, to attend an advanced needlework class after school hours? Without this instruction, they might not even know how to make their own
clothes.
At this time, the needlework course could continue without further help, but if the proposed advanced class is not accepted, I ask that the needlework course would continue to
receive the formerly designated amount.
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher
5:

Bill of Sale
(Excerpts)

July 18, 1827

Bill of Sale for 950 Florin
The parties listed below appeared and declared the following:
I, Frances Gerhardinger (née Huber), widow of the shipmaster and fisher from Stadtamhof, and I, her daughter,
Caroline, single but of legal age, record and declare that, having first satisfied his creditors, we lawfully sold the following
property from the inheritance left us by our deceased hus-
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band and father, Willibald Gerhardinger,6 to Mark
Haibinger, day laborer from Stadtamhof, and his wife, Afra
(née Reidel), for the sum of nine hundred fifty florin (950
gulden) [$380], according to the agreement made and entered into the protocol of June 7, 1827:

I
The house, No. 63 am Gries,7 together with a small yard
and the garden across the way, which is unrestricted property of approximately .75 acre (3,000 qm).

II
A section of the meadow near St. Magnus Church,8 approximately .75 acre, which is currently used as a garden
and, according to the transcribed revenue office document,
contributes to the royal revenue office the annual fixed tax
of 35 kreuzer, 7 heller [24 cents]. This tax is in addition to
the annual property tax of 1 florin, 14 kreuzer [49 cents] on
the house and small garden, the ordinary day laborer’s pay
of 1 florin [40 cents], and a little more than a quarter bushel
grain from the meadow near St. Magnus Church. . . .
6. Willibald Gerhardinger (1771-1825), shipmaster and property owner
in Stadtamhof, was born in Ingolstadt. He inherited the property
in Stadtamhof that belonged to his grandfather, Anton Gerhardinger. On
September 15, 1795, Willibald Gerhardinger married Maria Frances
Huber, the daughter of a brewer from Abensberg, Bavaria. They lived at
No. 63 am Gries in Stadtamhof, where their only daughter, Caroline Elizabeth Frances, was born on June 20, 1797. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 3.
According to church records, Willibald Gerhardinger died of encephalitis in Stadtamhof on May 5, 1825.
7. After Stadtamhof was incorporated into Regensburg in 1924, the
street address was changed to Am Gries 19. In 1979, the former Gerhardinger home and an adjoining building were purchased by the Bavarian Province of the School Sisters of Notre Dame and rebuilt as a convent
for the sisters in Stadtamhof.
8. St. Magnus Meadow extended along the Regen River northeast of
St. Magnus Church in Stadtamhof. Due to frequent flooding, however, it
yielded only limited produce.
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We, the heirs of Willibald Gerhardinger, will give a receipt for the entire purchase price and will transfer complete
ownership of the property to Mark and Afra Haibinger. At
both parties’ request, this was then recorded in the Mortgage Register. 9
Read, approved, and signed by,
Frances Gerhardinger (+++)
Igl, Witness
Caroline Gerhardinger
Mark Haibinger
Afra Haibinger
7:

Certificate

Stadtamhof
August 23, 1828

School Leaving Certificate
Magdalena Fischer, daughter of a miller, was born in
Oberwörth on January 13, 1815. For seven years, she attended the school for girls in Stadtamhof near Regensburg,
where she gave evidence of many abilities, great diligence,
and excellent moral conduct. Attendance was very diligent.
Magdalena made good progress and is considered legally
qualified to leave school.10
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher

9. Document 5 can be found in its entirety in the beatification collection.
10. According to a royal precept issued on December 23, 1802, children between the ages of six and twelve were obliged to attend elementary school. The school year lasted from the beginning of September until
the middle of July. A school leaving certificate was required to obtain a
marriage license or acquire land. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 205.
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Local Royal School Commission
Michael Wittmann11
Inspector
8:

To the Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior
Munich
Stadtamhof
[ca. September 14, 1829]12

Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior!
Encouraged by His Royal Majesty’s publicly expressed
devout wish for the reestablishment of religious communities,13 as well as statements made by the surviving members
of the former Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof14 who
11. George Michael Wittmann (1760-1833) was ordained in Regensburg in 1782. He was appointed subregent of the seminary in Regensburg
in 1788 and regent in 1802. In this position, which he held until his death
in 1833, he guided the education and formation of almost 1,500 priests.
From 1804 until 1829, he was also the cathedral pastor in Regensburg
and, beginning in 1813, the school inspector in Regensburg and Stadtamhof. On June 28, 1829, George Michael Wittmann was ordained Titular Bishop of Comana and Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg. See Mai,
Selige Theresia, 215.
12. On September 14, 1829, Bishop Wittmann wrote a recommendation for Caroline, which was enclosed with this letter and helped to determine its date.
13. After the Secularization in Bavaria, Louis I (1786-1868), King of
Bavaria (1825-48), promoted the restoration of twenty-three religious orders and congregations on the condition that they would engage in scholarly, pastoral, educational, or charitable works. During King Louis’ reign,
132 religious houses were called to life in Bavaria and generously financed
from his private treasury. See Peter Pfister, Leben aus dem Glauben: Das
Bistum Freising, Vol. 4, Das Erzbistum München und Freising (Strasbourg
Cedex: Editions du Signe, 1991) 15.
14. The first members of the Congrégation Notre-Dame were called
to Stadtamhof in 1732 and lived in the Notre Dame Convent that was built
for them in 1735. See Karl Bauer and Dr. Max Hopfner, eds., Stadtamhof,
(Regensburg: Manzsche Buchdruckerei und Verlag, 1981) 61.
On August 1, 1809, the Bavarian government ordered the dissolution
of the convent and the dispersal of its sixteen members by September 1,
1809. Some of the eight choir sisters and eight lay sisters were accepted
into the convent in Pressburg (now Bratislava in Slovakia), and others
tried to support themselves in Regensburg and Stadtamhof. The royal
government paid each of them an annual pension of 220 to 320 florin ($88
to $128). See Mai, Selige Theresia, 206-207.
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would like to see a convent come to life again in the future by
means of both their collected assets and those of their predecessors, we submit our petition that these assets be used for
our school for girls in Stadtamhof.
1. Ever since the dissolution of the Notre Dame Convent
on August 9, 1809, we have been employed as elementary and
needlework teachers at this school for girls. Anna Hotz taught
the second class. Caroline Gerhardinger taught the first class
for the first twelve years and the third class for the next eight
years.
We feel obliged to make known our calling to this school
because universal experience, both on the part of royal authorities and on our part, shows that only a religious institute
dedicated to education and character formation is capable of
appropriately forming the hearts of young women for God and
for country.
2. In addition to six hours of teaching daily, other opportunities to work very quietly for the education of girls have
opened up for us. Ever since 1818, four to six girls from various places have been coming to us for their education. Their
parents were very happy for the opportunity to bring their children to a place where the learning of fundamental elementary
subjects and practical needlework skills is supervised and welldisciplined, and the accommodations are common and ordinary. If there would be a larger building with more space, and
if a religious association would be there to help, a school of this
kind, which the common people are seeking, would develop
very quickly.
3. Furthermore, since 1819 our school building has
housed an institute for the education of poor orphan girls. This
institute is supported by a fund of 1,000 florin [$400] which
was invested for this purpose. The second orphan girl from
Stadtamhof is already at home in this little institute. If,
blessed by God, this institute develops further, how many capable Christian servants in Stadtamhof will receive an education and character formation there! A simple and unassuming
religious association would be very helpful for these poor girls
who would be taught the ordinary skills required for good
household management.
4. A needlework school was opened seven years ago at the
urgent request of good mothers who wanted to safeguard their
daughters from the world’s pernicious example and keep them
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under the supervision of teachers for a longer time.15 For almost five years, this school was conducted free of charge by
Josepha Schmid, a former choir sister at the Notre Dame Convent.16 Due to increasing age and poor health, however, she
is no longer able to do this. By often giving religious instructions, Josepha brought about much good in the moral formation of adolescent girls, ages twelve through fifteen, and
splendidly promoted their Christian growth and development.
She is now supported through the charity of Bishop [George
Michael] Wittmann, the former cathedral pastor and school
inspector, who is now the bishop of Comana and the auxiliary
bishop of Regensburg.17
If this beneficial seedbed of womanly virtue and devotion
is to continue and improve after the demise of our current
benefactor—our memorable pastoral bishop—what means
could give greater edification and be more serviceable and
more easily implemented than a convent school?
5. Furthermore, would not a religious community redound to the universal joy of the townspeople of Stadtamhof
if, in the course of time, one or other of its daughters, with or
without means, would be provided for in such a beautiful institute?
The fund, which was promised for our school when the
Notre Dame Convent was dissolved, still exists and, if it would
be used to achieve these purposes, it certainly would be used
well. This convent fund is described in the enclosed copy of
the document prepared by the city council administration.18
Therefore, we would like to submit our petition:
a. For the renewal and confirmation of the promise that
this convent fund is available for the reestablishment of the
former convent school.
b. For an extension of the royal precept issued in 1829
which granted, as an additional benefit to the surviving sisters, the pensions of the sisters who have died.
15. See Document 4, pp. 3-4.
16. Josepha Schmid was born in Stadtamhof in 1767 and professed
her vows in 1794. After the Notre Dame Convent was dissolved in 1809,
she returned to her relatives and taught needlework. See M. Traugott
Schindlbeck, Vom Orden der Armen Schulschwestern von Unserer Lieben
Frau, zusammengestellt 1933/34 (Typescript, Munich), 241.
17. See Footnote 11, p. 7. Comana is a titular see in Asia Minor.
18. This document was not included in the beatification collection.
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Since the surviving sisters will be our companion sisters
in the future, we ask that from now on the pensions of the
deceased sisters might be equally and rightfully applied to
our convent school. Surely these sisters cannot be opposed to
such a good cause.
c. For reception into religious life now at the beginning
of the school year and for directives by the auxiliary bishop.19
Since this worthy bishop was the extraordinary confessor20 at the Notre Dame Convent for ten years, he would certainly be knowledgeable of the religious rule and
organization of the former convent.
In addition to receiving our salary of 250 florin [$100] and
230 florin [$92]21 from the school endowment fund, we also
ask that a royal directive would determine that the convent
fund’s annual earnings of 205 florin, 8 kreuzer [$82.05], as
shown in the enclosed statements, could be used to support a
third individual who is already prepared for religious life.
d. For the former convent building, which now belongs to
the military but is often unused for six months at a time.
Since this building suffered much damage after it was
converted into a barracks, we would like to suggest instead
the building adjoining St. Magnus Church that formerly
housed the disbanded Canons Regular.22 The royal district
court is now using this building, but since it will be sold as a
royal building this year, perhaps an agreement could be
made with the local city council to exchange it for our current school building which would be suitable for a district
court building. At one time, the school building belonged to
19. Bishop Wittmann
20. An ordinary confessor was appointed by the bishop for each convent in the diocese to administer the sacrament of Penance to the sisters
living there. An extraordinary confessor was appointed to administer the
sacrament four times a year during Ember days.
21. Caroline Gerhardinger received 250 florin and Anna Hotz received 230 florin.
22. In the twelfth century, a few Canons Regular of St. Augustine established a foundation near St. Magnus Church in Stadtamhof and placed
it under the patronage of St. Andrew. Since the canons were not monks,
the foundation was known as a convent. In the early eighteenth century,
the canons built a new church in baroque and rococo style which serves as
the parish church in Stadtamhof today. As a result of the Secularization,
the convent was dissolved in 1803. The canons were dispersed and never
returned to Stadtamhof. See Bauer and Hopfner, Stadtamhof, 26-32.
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Academic Councilor von Bossi, and it is not very far from the
district court building.
It would be well to consider what a great advantage it is
that the above-mentioned building adjoins the church.
Since the Mass Foundation from the Notre Dame Convent is
continued at this church,23 we accompany all our pupils
there for the daily school Mass.
After serving for twenty years with the purest intention—not for our own welfare, but for the common good—
we respectfully submit this, our petition, and confidently
hope that, rather than denying our request, the royal government will graciously support it instead.
We confidently await royal confirmation with even
greater anticipation since we ourselves were educated in
this school. We were twelve years old when this school was
completely abandoned, and we gladly worked and made
every kind of sacrifice for it ever since. Royal approval of
our petition, which expresses the deepest urging of our
hearts, would give us joyful encouragement as we strive to
fulfill our duties with tireless zeal.
The royal authorities will be relieved of any further burden because only as many capable persons as are needed to
continue our school will come together to form a religious
community. Since they will live frugally, the fund mentioned above will be able to provide for them.24
Respectfully submitted,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher of the Third Class of Girls
Anna Hotz
Teacher of the Second Class of Girls
Stadtamhof
23. Proceeds from an endowment known as a Mass foundation were
used to support a priest who would say the prescribed number of Masses
at a particular church.
24. Although King Louis I was determined to restore convents and
monasteries in Bavaria, many in his government opposed this move, especially for financial reasons. Therefore, it was necessary for religious
communities to prove that they had the means to support themselves and
would not rely on the government for financial assistance. See Georg
Schwaiger, ed., Das Erzbistum München und Freising im 19. und 20.
Jahrhundert (Munich: Erich Wewel Verlag, 1989) 54.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Government
Regensburg
Stadtamhof [Before
October 6, 1829]25

Royal Bavarian District Government!
Department of the Interior!
With deepest respect, we present to the royal government
of the district of Regen the enclosed petition for the restoration of the convent school once taught by the sisters from the
Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof. We submitted this petition to the Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior and
we confidently hope that it will receive royal approval.26
At this time, we are requesting permission to begin practicing a very limited religious life in the current school building. We would continue to receive our salary from the school
endowment fund, that is, 250 florin [$100] for the teacher of
the third class and 230 florin [$92] for the teacher of the second class.27 Six years ago, a bonus of 36 florin [$14.40] was
allocated for every teacher. (Only 10 florin [$4] were given in
1827-28, however, and nothing was given in 1828-29.) A sum
of 20 florin [$8] was allocated for conducting the holiday
school.28
In accordance with the royal directive, we also ask that
the entire convent fund of 43,960 florin, 55½ kreuzer
25. The autograph of this letter indicates that it was received on October 6, 1829.
26. See Document 8, pp. 7-11. Caroline traveled to Munich in order
to deliver this petition in person to Edward von Schenk (1788-1841), Secretary of the Interior and Cultural Affairs (1828-31). Secretary Schenk
had become a Catholic in 1817 and was very influential in the restoration
of religious orders and congregations in Bavaria.
On October 1, 1829, the Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior
issued a resolution instructing the royal government of the district of
Regen to take the necessary steps to initiate the plan proposed by Caroline Gerhardinger and Anna Hotz. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 39-40.
27. See Footnote 21, p. 10.
28. A royal resolution issued on September 12, 1803, made obligatory the conducting of classes on Sundays and holidays for young people
between the ages of twelve and eighteen who had already left school.
These classes provided religious instructions and an opportunity to review the basic knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary school.
See Mai, Selige Theresia, 205.
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[$17,584.37] be given to us. After the last sister from the
Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof dies, this fund will be allocated solely and exclusively to the educational institute for
young girls. We also ask to use the annual interest of 205
florin, 8 kreuzer [$82.05] from this convent fund to support a
third person.
We will carefully avoid being a burden to anyone and quietly leave any further development to the future. Therefore,
we are certain that neither the royal district government, nor
the Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior, nor the diocesan ordinariate, nor the city council in Regensburg will refuse our petition for this very small, but for us very adequate,
beginning of religious life.
With deepest respect, we remain,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher of the Third Class of Girls
Anna Hotz
Teacher of the Second Class of Girls in Stadtamhof
(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/1, Bl. 10

8b:

To the Diocesan Ordinariate
Regensburg

[October 7, 1829]29

Most Reverend Diocesan Ordinariate!30
After many years of interior longing, we are compelled by
29. The date of this letter was determined by the response from the
diocesan ordinariate written on October 10, 1829. See Copia Publica,
(Transcript, Generalate), 3541-43.
30. John Nepomucene von Wolf (1743-1829) was incapacitated during the time he was Bishop of Regensburg (1821-29). In 1822, John
Michael Sailer was ordained the coadjutor bishop of Regensburg. Bishop
Wolf died on August 23, 1829, and Bishop Sailer was installed as the
bishop of Regensburg on October 29, 1829.
John Michael Sailer (1751-1832) was ordained in 1775. A professor at
various universities, he instilled into several generations of priests and
laity a spirit of deep faith, living Christianity, and openness. Crown Prince
Louis of Bavaria was one of Sailer’s students. Measures that were taken
later by King Louis I, including the restoration of religious orders and congregations, can be traced in part to Bishop Sailer. See Footnote 13, p. 7.
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His Royal Majesty’s favorable disposition toward the reestablishment of convents to present to the diocesan ordinariate
the enclosed document.31 This document, which we sent to
the Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior, explains our
religious vocation for our school for girls in Stadtamhof.
As you can see from the enclosed overview, after the death
of the last member from the former Notre Dame Convent in
Stadtamhof, the fund with 43,960 florin, 55½ kreuzer
[$17,584.37] from that convent will be used solely and exclusively for the same purpose as that of the first devout foundation. The convent fund is managed by the city council in
Stadtamhof and accrues an annual interest of 205 florin, 8
kreuzer [$82.05]. If the royal government assures us of this
fund, this small amount of interest, together with our current
salary, could support a small beginning with possibly three
women religious in our school building for the time being. If
the diocesan ordinariate gives us directives and spiritual guidance according to the rule followed in the Notre Dame Convent, then this very ordinary beginning with Christian
poverty as its foundation could also be approved.
Until the new community is further established, there will
be no church in our school building, and therefore it will be
necessary to leave the enclosure to go to church. This situation will impede religious discipline, and surely the diocesan
ordinariate will know what to do about it.
Since such a small beginning would require no particular
support from the royal government, and since this Christian
edifice could be built gradually, it will remain solely up to the
diocesan ordinariate to lay the foundation and to build on it
over a number of years.
Therefore, we repeat our petition arising from the deepest urging of our heart. In return for the endeavors made by
the diocesan ordinariate, we promise to work solely for the

31. See Document 8, pp. 7-12.
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glory of God and to be submissive and obedient spiritual
daughters.32
Respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger and Anna Hotz
Teachers at the School for Girls in Stadtamhof
(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/1, Bl.1

9:

To Bishop George Michael Wittmann
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
October 28, 1829

Reverend Father!
Since directives from the diocesan ordinariate still have
not arrived, Mr. Ziegler, the master builder, could not be
called either.
When classes were ending yesterday, the mayor and two
strangers suddenly appeared and took a hurried and superficial look at the school. When I asked the mayor to introduce
the two men, I was ridiculed and given no definite answer.
From what I could gather, however, they were royal government inspectors who supposedly had already been in the royal
district court building.
Respectfully yours,
Your spiritual daughter,
Caroline Gerhardinger

32. In his letter of October 10, 1829, to the royal government of the
district of Regen, Vicar-General George Siegert stated that Bishop Sailer
also hoped that the convent in Stadtamhof would be restored because the
sisters would dedicate themselves entirely to the school, the school would
be well-managed, substitute teachers would be provided in case of illness,
and the sisters would not require a substantial pension. Moreover, the
two petitioners demonstrated exemplary conduct during their twenty
years of teaching in Stadtamhof. See Copia Publica, 3541-43.
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To the Diocesan Consistory
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
[Before November 3, 1829]33

Most Reverend Diocesan Consistory!
We are honored to reply to the request, which was graciously issued to the respectfully undersigned on October 27,
1829, for both an architectural drawing of the building adjoining St. Magnus Church which we proposed for our use34
and for a report on the possibility of adapting this building for
a convent, the required number of convent personnel, the
amount needed to support them, the cost of maintaining the
convent building and adjoining church, and the way of life
which is to be introduced.
In order to save time and expense, the architectural drawing can be requested from the royal building inspectors’ office
which has available not only the architectural plan of the
building mentioned above but also a precise list of all the
property formerly belonging to St. Magnus Convent.
We contacted Mr. Ziegler, the master builder from Stadtamhof, about the renovations in the building that would be
necessary to begin a convent for women religious there. These
renovations could be easily made and consist of the following:
On the first floor, there would be four classrooms for the
elementary school for girls, as well as a room for the portress
and a room for the servants.
On the second floor, it would be necessary to add a parlor
and to install a door to the lower choir of the church so that it
could be connected with the sisters’ choir. All the rooms on
this floor would be used either to accommodate the boarders
or as a kitchen, and none of them would need to be changed.
On the third floor, there would be thirteen cells, each with
a window. Approximately six cells would have a window facing the court.
The garden that is part of the property would be outside the
enclosure, but the spacious courtyard could be made into
a small garden. A board fence would have to be built, how33. The autograph of this letter indicates that it was received by the
diocesan consistory on November 3, 1829.
34. See Document 8, pp. 10-11.
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ever, in order to separate the convent from the rest of the
former convent property that was sold.35
In summary, the structural arrangement of the new
convent would include four classrooms and two rooms for
servants, twelve rooms for the sisters, one room for the superior, one refectory, one kitchen with a pantry, one room
for kitchen utensils, two large rooms for the boarders, one
parlor, one choir, a small garden, a place to do the laundry,
and a stable. There would also be a garden outside the enclosure.
By order of the royal government, a superficial inspection of our school building by the retired building inspector,
Mr. Windscheid, took place on October 27,36 which leads us
to conclude that, in the future, the royal government could
also order an inspection of the building adjoining St. Magnus Church. Therefore, we did not submit for your review a
building plan or an estimate of building costs, and we await
further directives regarding this report, which we are very
willing to prepare.
It must also be mentioned that a small legacy of 300 to
400 florin [$120 to $160] is attached to the building housing
our school for girls.37 The honorable city council paid this
amount which could be used to cover the convent renovation
expenses. Since we cherish the hope that the entire convent
property will be fully restored again, only the most necessary changes will be made.
With regard to the convent furnishings and personnel,
we must distinguish between two different phases—the
present time with a small beginning and the future when
the fund of 43,960 florin and 55½ kreuzer [$17,584.37],
35. One section of the building adjoining St. Magnus Church was
used for the royal district court, but a larger section housed a brewery,
which was known for a time as St. Magnus Brewery. See Bauer and
Hopfner, Stadtamhof, 34.
36. See Document 9, p. 15.
37. After the dissolution of the Notre Dame Convent in 1809, classes
were held in the empty convent building until it was converted into a barracks in 1812. Classes were then held at St. Katharina, a care facility
for elderly persons, until 1816 when the city of Stadtamhof acquired the
so-called Bossi building for use as a school for girls. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 218, and Document 8, p. 11.
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which is still encumbered with 1,300 florin [$520] in annual
pensions,38 will return to the convent.
At this time, five religious would be sufficient—one superior, two teachers for the second and third classes, one
needlework teacher who could also provide help in the classroom if one of the teachers is ill, and one house sister whom
the orphan at our school could help with the farm and garden chores.39 A secular person could provide external services without charge.
The money needed to support these individuals would
come from our current salary of 306 florin [$122.40] and 286
florin [$114.40]. According to the statement made by the
royal authorities, this amount will soon come to us as a pension after twenty years of service. An additional source of
income would be the annual interest of 205 florin, 8 kreuzer
[$82.05] from the convent fund, as we requested.40 Therefore, our total income would be 797 florin [$318.80]. Since a
religious is able to live on 160 florin [$64] annually, this
amount would be sufficient for the five initial members.
Experience has also shown that one teacher can care for
six to eight boarders outside of school time. If the number
of boarders increases, there would be sufficient income to receive a new novice who could provide further help. We think
that the teacher of the first class and her assistant should
stay in their positions until the fund comes to us, and then
they would be free to enter the convent or leave their positions. Likewise, the surviving sisters from the Notre Dame
Convent would be free to enter the religious community,
which would make life easier and less expensive for them in
the afflictions of their advanced years.
With regard to the second phase—after the entire fund
comes to the convent—this fund would continue to be allocated in more or less the same way so that the convent per38. Pensions were paid from this fund to the former members of the
Notre Dame Convent.
39. Walburga Schwarzbauer (1767-1849) was a lay sister at the
Notre Dame Convent when it was dissolved in 1809. She then supported
herself by doing needlework in Regensburg. When Caroline proposed the
reestablishment of the Notre Dame Convent in 1829, Walburga offered
her services. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 101.
40. See Document 8, p. 10.
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sonnel could be increased by six members, that is, by two additional teachers, two retired teachers, one portress and sacristan, and one house sister.
The fund of 43,960 florin, 55½ kreuzer [$17,584.37] earns
an annual interest of 4% or 1,758 florin, 26 kreuzer [$703.37].
The convent with eleven persons could survive on this.
It is possible that tuition could bring in approximately
160 florin [$64], but this sum will be needed to continue conducting the school. The 55 florin [$22] formerly allocated for
school supplies, which the Notre Dame Convent received annually, may not be withdrawn from us either.
We ask for permission to live according to the reformed
Notre Dame Rule compiled by Blessed Peter Fourier.41 In addition to the three ordinary vows, a fourth, the vow to educate
young girls, is obligatory. Originating in France, the order
spread so rapidly that, during the lifetime of the blessed
founder, forty-seven convents were established within a period of twenty-four years.42 Three convents of this congregation were established in Bavaria—in Nymphenburg,
Eichstätt, and Stadtamhof.43
Together with this letter, we are presenting three copies
of the Notre Dame Rule as documentary evidence of this proposed way of life. We also submit our petition that Marie
Xavier Sanche,44 the former choir sister who is still very ca41. St. Peter Fourier (1565-1640) was a Canon of St. Augustine and
the pastor in Mattaincourt in Lorraine. Together with Blessed Alix Le Clerc
(1576-1622), he founded the Congrégation Notre-Dame in 1597. To
assure their recognition as apostolic women religious, the members of this
congregation were also known as Canonesses of St. Augustine after 1628.
On August 28, 1645, Pope Innocent X approved the Notre Dame Rule,
which Peter Fourier wrote for this congregation.
Peter Fourier was beatified by Pope Benedict XIII on January 20,
1730, and canonized by Pope Leo XIII on May 27, 1897.
42. The first convent of the Congrégation Notre-Dame was canonically established in Nancy by a papal bull in 1616. Peter Fourier died
twenty-four years later in 1640.
43. The first Bavarian convent of the Congrégation Notre-Dame was
founded in Eichstätt in 1711 and suppressed in 1809; the second was
founded in Nymphenburg in 1730 and suppressed in 1817; and the third
was founded in Stadtamhof in 1732 and suppressed in 1809. None of
these three convents was ever reestablished.
44. Marie Xavier Sanche was one of the sixteen members of the
Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof when it was dissolved in 1809.
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pable, would organize the establishment of the convent. We
would certainly revere her as our Reverend Mother in a twofold respect. If the diocesan ordinariate thinks that she is no
longer capable of this because she is already eighty, or if
Marie Xavier herself considers the burden to be too great, we
know that there is still a Notre Dame Convent in Pressburg,45
which began with two sisters from Stadtamhof. Aschaffenburg [sic] also has a Notre Dame Convent which was reestablished about seven years ago.46
Respectfully submitted,
Caroline Gerhardinger and Anna Hotz
Teachers at the School for Girls in Stadtamhof

(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/1, Bl.24-31

9b:

To Bishop George Michael Wittmann
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
[Before November 10, 1829]47

Most Reverend Bishop and Spiritual Father!
Scarcely had I received your written report when I learned
that Mr. Sturm, the teacher, met today with Mr. Böhner, the
retired school inspector. Mr. Sturm was told that, since the
Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior sent word to the
royal government that a convent would be reestablished in
Stadtamhof,48 nothing could be done for him just now, and all
his hopes for the promised convent fund are gone!
45. At the invitation of Maria Theresa (1717-80), Archduchess of Austria (1740-80), two sisters from Stadtamhof established a Notre Dame Convent in 1747 in Pressburg (now Bratislavia in Slovakia). See Marjorie Myers,
SSND, and Barbara Brumleve, SSND, Congregation of Notre Dame
(Canonesses of St. Augustine): Source Book on Its Founders and History
(School Sisters of Notre Dame: 1984) 9-10.
46. A Notre Dame Convent was never established in Aschaffenburg,
but a convent was established in Offenburg in the Grand Duchy of Baden in
1823 and was probably meant here.
47. Since this letter refers to Anna Hotz as a possible member of the
new congregation, it must have been written before Document 10, pp. 23-24.
48. See Footnote 26, p. 12.
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After Night Prayer
I recognize very clearly that, through you, Reverend Father, God will give us a new convent founded on the spirit of
penance and poverty. Before God, I envision only a very
small beginning, which will happen without any special influence on the part of secular authorities. Perhaps God
wants the convent in Stadtamhof to come to life again with
only five members, just as the Congrégation Notre-Dame came
to life.49
However, if you have to fight your way through for us, it
would be pointless to make a statement for this purpose.
With childlike openness, therefore, I venture to say that, if
you would present to the government your report of the estimated number of personnel for the new convent, the government would see that the convent could increase in
proportion to its financial circumstances. The government
would consider the fund appropriately allocated and conclude that no financial assistance from any government office will be necessary.50
From the position taken by Secretary of the Interior [Edward von Schenk] and the royal government, I know that
they would like to have your report considered now. I also
know that our city council will be ordered to contribute to
the cause, and it will have to be made clear to the royal government that a small beginning here will be sufficient. Beginning now, the convent could increase by one new member
each time a retired sister dies.
As teachers, the two of us who are making this petition
receive salaries of 306 florin [$122.40] and 286 florin
[$114.40] respectively but, according to a statement made
by the royal government, we could already receive this as a
pension because of the number of years we have served.
The royal government would have to give us only the annual interest of 205 florin, 8 kreuzer [$82.05] accruing from
49. On December 25, 1597, Alix Le Clerc and four companions made
a public consecration to God during the celebration of Midnight Mass in
the parish church in Mattaincourt. This solemn act marks the beginning
of the Congrégation Notre-Dame.
50. See Footnote 24, p. 11.
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the convent fund for a needlework teacher who would enter.
If one of the teachers becomes ill, this teacher could also help
in the classroom.
This would give us a total annual income of 797 florin
[$318.80]. Since one person can live in a convent on 160
florin [$64], this amount is sufficient to support five persons.
The three teachers who could enter are [Anna] Hotz, the
needlework teacher who can serve as an assistant (but who
must still be accepted), and myself. The fourth must be the
superior who could perhaps take care of the inside entrance.51 The fifth person would be a house sister whom our
orphan girl will have to help.52 My mother would surely be
willing to perform some services inside or outside the
house.53
In our petition, we suggested only an ordinary, middleclass boarding school for children.54 In my opinion, there is
a greater need for precisely this kind of boarding school, because when middle-class children are sent to one of the already existing institutes, they become overeducated for their
social class, which often has sad consequences.
Experience has taught me that one teacher can care for
six to eight children outside of school hours. Therefore, it
would be reasonable for three teaching sisters to care for approximately eighteen boarders. An increase in the number
of boarders also brings in additional money, which will make
it easier to receive another person to help us because the
convent can prove that it is able to support her.
The teacher of the first class55 and her assistant could
keep their positions here. When the fund comes to us, they
would be free to enter the religious community or to leave.
The surviving sisters who receive a pension would also be
free to enter so that their advanced age would not be a burden to them.
With regard to the allocation of rooms in the proposed
building, there could be three large classrooms on the first
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Marie Xavier Sanche
See Footnote 39, p. 18.
See Footnote 6, p. 5.
See Document 8, pp. 7-11.
Walburga Späth
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floor. The boarders must be accommodated on the second
floor where there is also a very convenient kitchen with the
necessary adjoining rooms. Bedrooms for the sisters would
have to be arranged on the third floor. Not much would
have to be done to make the place ready for us—only a door
would have to be installed between the convent and the
choir. God will provide very quickly for what is now lacking
in the building.
After three years, the brewery can be sold because, by
then, the foundation will have expired.56
Since the church does not have a fund, it will have to be
maintained by charity, just as it has been up to now.
In the midst of the greatest interior suffering, which I
have never before felt so deeply, I firmly trust that our merciful God will soon give us what has been so beautifully initiated.
With deepest respect,
Your spiritual daughter,
Caroline Gerhardinger
(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/1, Bl. 42-43

10:

To Bishop George Michael Wittmann
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
November 10, 1829

Reverend Father!
If the convent is to be responsible for heating and cleaning the school, then two house sisters are needed from the
very beginning.57 Moreover, St. Teresa says that, in a community with twenty-four sisters, three house sisters are
hardly sufficient.
Although there is much money in Stadtamhof’s city
treasury, almost every time the city council meets, arguments arise about the annual expense of maintaining our
school building.
Eternal gratitude to God and to you, Reverend Father!
This is my quiet, heartfelt prayer. Enlightened by the Holy
56. See Footnote 35, p. 17.
57. See Document 9b, p. 22.
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Spirit, you wrote that a convent that begins this way will
have stability in God.
Now I must tell you something. Miss [Anna] Hotz is
painfully uneasy about the slow and gradual movement of
this holy work. With bitter complaints, she demanded that
I withdraw her name because, in her unsettled state, she
said that she would be making the sacrifice for me and not
for the good cause, and that she would be a dissatisfied religious and lifelong scourge to me.58
This information is disclosed to you from an anxious
heart in order to receive your advice and direction in this
new work of God.
Asking for your prayer for our school, I remain respectfully yours,
Your grateful spiritual daughter,
Caroline Gerhardinger
10a:

To Bishop George Michael Wittmann
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
February 1, 1830

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Father!
With deep respect, I submit the following report:
1. The retired city president said that the royal government greatly desires the restoration of the convent and that
he would give the entire cause his strongest support. The
building will be appraised. The royal cabinet sent everything to the royal district court in Stadtamhof so that the
district court would receive direct information regarding the
royal will, contact the city council, and inform its members
about this.
2. Mr. Böhner, the retired senior civil servant, was surprised that the city council still had not received from the
58. In 1882, Anna Hotz explained: “I loved Caroline and, if I could
have shared her love of poverty and mortification, I would have willingly
followed her.” See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 42.
Anna Hotz continued teaching in Stadtamhof until her retirement in
1852. She died at the age of 87 on April 13, 1884.
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royal district court any information in this regard. He explained everything at great length, saying that it must now
involve finances. He mentioned how much the city of Stadtamhof would have to do, since anything involving the fund
must be reported. He also made a remark regarding the age
of the sisters who are still living, how much pension they receive, and so forth.
3. The mayor said that since the city received nothing
in writing, no definite statement could be made. The city
council cannot and will not give one florin for the cause, because it must be on its guard against doing such a deplorable act and saddling itself with being cursed by the city
in the future. The mayor pointed out that it is easy to build
castles in the air, that the fund is city property, and that the
girls’ school building is much more valuable than the royal
district court building.59
Respectfully asking for your patience, I remain,
Your spiritual daughter,
Caroline Gerhardinger

(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/1, Bl. 44

59. The city authorities in Stadtamhof protested against the proposed convent, demanded that the royal government defeat the plan, and
maintained that, if the three teachers wanted to live as religious, they
should enter an already existing convent in Bavaria because their proposal would never be recognized as being in the best interests of Stadt amhof. The townspeople of Stadtamhof were afraid of losing the district
court building, that is, the former St. Magnus Convent. Since Stadtamhof
already had a model school for girls attended by children from the surrounding area, a convent school was considered unnecessary.
Negotiations were discontinued, but on March 16, 1830, the royal
government ordered that the fund from the former Notre Dame Convent
be preserved to finance the eventual restoration of the convent school.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 41.
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To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
August 27, 1833

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!1
Through the local school commission in Stadtamhof, the
royal government of the district of Regen demanded a statement as to whether I, the respectfully undersigned, would be
willing and able to leave Stadtamhof and accept a teaching
position at the new school for girls to be established in
Neunburg vorm Wald.
Imperial and Royal Court Chaplain [Francis Sebastian]
2
Job promised to give this foundation to Neunburg only on
the condition that the teachers would be allowed to live as a
religious association established according to the direction
1. After Bishop Wittmann died on March 8, 1833, Francis Xavier
Schwäbl (1778-1841) was installed Bishop of Regensburg on June 1, 1833.
Prior to his ordination in 1801, Bishop Schwäbl studied in Landshut
under John Michael Sailer. After serving in several parishes in the diocese of Regensburg, he was called to the archdiocese of Munich and Freising in 1823, where he was given charge of the formation of priests. In
Regensburg, Bishop Schwäbl fostered the restoration of religious life as
part of a general renewal of faith in the diocese.
2. Francis Sebastian Job (1767-1834), a native of Neunburg vorm
Wald, was ordained in Regensburg in 1791. He was a professor of philosophy and theology in Regensburg, where he worked closely with Bishop
Wittmann until 1808. Fr. Job then served as a court chaplain in Stuttgart
(1808-16) and in Vienna (1816-34).
Deeply concerned about the education of girls in his birthplace, Fr.
Job established a foundation for a school for girls in Neunburg vorm
Wald, which was approved by the royal government of the district of
Regen on June 21, 1833. Fr. Job also promised to support a small religious community of teachers for this school. On August 14, 1833, Fr. Job
completed his work, Spirit of the Constitutions for the Religious Congregation of Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame.
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and spirit of Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann of blessed
memory.3 This statement was also presented to the royal
government.
If my companion sisters and I are not allowed to teach as
members of a religious community, we would not be able to
go to Neunburg. Therefore, I venture to request your provisional approval of the religious life which we practiced for
several years under Bishop Wittmann’s guidance.
In Neunburg, we would like to continue living as religious in private quarters that will be reserved for us until
the convent is completed. Then, in due time, we will submit our rule for episcopal confirmation.
We would like to begin our life as religious immediately.
In the foundation of a spiritual structure, so much depends
on a penitential and devout beginning under the direction of
its own confessor and, therefore, in his last statement of intent, Fr. Wittmann chose for this office Fr. Matthias Siegert,
prefect of the Marian Congregation in Stadtamhof.4 Court
Chaplain Job will provide support for our confessor for the
time being, and he will submit a statement in this regard to
the diocesan ordinariate.
Repeating these requests for episcopal approval of our
religious life and the appointment of the confessor named
3. After Bishop Sailer died on May 29, 1832, Bishop Wittmann was
named Bishop of Regensburg, but he died on March 8, 1833, the day his
appointment was confirmed by the Holy See.
4. Matthias Siegert (1804-79) was ordained in Regensburg in 1828.
In December 1828, he was appointed assistant at the cathedral in
Regensburg and prefect of the Marian Congregation in Stadtamhof.
This provided him the opportunity to be under the spiritual guidance of
Bishop Wittmann and to study pedagogy in preparation for his life work
with the new religious congregation.
In 1563, the Congregatio Mariana (Marian Congregation) was formed
at the Jesuit College in Rome for the purpose of deepening in its members
a life of faith and devotion to Mary and of encouraging them to carry out
apostolic and charitable works. The Confraternity of the Visitation of
Mary was established in Stadtamhof in 1753 and officially associated with
the Congregatio Mariana in 1864. An assistant at the cathedral in Regensburg was appointed to be the prefect of this confraternity, presided
over the confraternity’s religious functions, and lived in Stadtamhof. See
Bauer and Hopfner, Stadtamhof, 98-99.
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above, and in the consoling hope that these requests will be
granted,5 I remain respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher of Girls
15:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg

Stadtamhof
September 4, 1833

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
With this letter, I am submitting the requested statement regarding the religious way of life which my companion sisters and I practiced up to now under the guidance of
Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann and which would be continued in Neunburg on a provisional basis.
Enclosed are the rules of the Congrégation Notre-Dame
which are fundamental to our way of life. They include the
following modifications made for us under Bishop
Wittmann’s guidance: (1) that we practice a midnight hour
of prayer and (2) that we live like people of the poorer classes
with regard to food, clothing, and dwelling.
The following may also serve as evidence that Bishop
Wittmann instructed us in the religious life according to
these rules: (a) the beginning of his handwritten revision of
the prayer book used by the Congrégation Notre-Dame (Enclosure No. 1), (b) the conferences which he personally outlined and presented to us (Enclosure No. 2), and (c) the
material with which he was occupied on his deathbed (Enclosure No. 3).
We now submit our petition for permission to continue
practicing our religious way of life in Neunburg. After our
5. On August 30, 1833, Boniface Urban (1773-1858), Auxiliary Bishop
of Regensburg (1835-42), responded to this letter and stated that Bishop
Schwäbl was very favorable to Caroline’s plans. Bishop Urban then requested “a further explanation of the religious life which they had been
practicing for several years and wished to continue in Neunburg . . . so
that a plan that is so pleasing to God could be promoted as much as possible.” See Mai, Selige Theresia, 227.
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little convent is ready, we will submit our religious statutes
for episcopal confirmation, because they should be compiled
by then.
A further statement on our temporal circumstances is
included in the fourth enclosure.6
According to a recent letter from Imperial and Royal
Court Chaplain [Francis Sebastian] Job, the archbishop of
Salzburg7 expects me to arrive any day now at the institute
in Hallein.8 In accordance with your expressed wish, I will
go there to gather experience in religious life.
I now submit my petition for episcopal approval of the
above request and of my first petition of August 27, that is,
that Fr. Matthias Siegert would be our confessor.9
I also ask for the immediate return of the four enclosures
accompanying this letter because I cannot travel without
6. These four enclosures were not included in the beatification collection.
7. Augustine Joseph Gruber (1763-1835), Archbishop of Salzburg
(1823-35)
8. The School Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis, now known
as the Hallein Franciscans, were founded by Maria Theresa Zechner in
Austria in 1723. On a visit to one of their schools, Fr. Job became acquainted with the sisters whose primary apostolate was the teaching of
girls. Impressed by what he saw, he asked if two or three sisters from
Hallein would teach at a school for girls in Neunburg vorm Wald and offered them generous financial support. The city council in Neunburg
vorm Wald, however, did not accept Fr. Job’s offer to establish a convent
school for girls there.
In February 1833, Fr. Job appealed to Bishop Wittmann “so that a religious or charitable institute of some kind would be established in his
birthplace.” He also offered to establish a foundation fund to provide a
building for the convent school and promised to give his annual pension
from Bavaria to support the sisters who would teach there. See Mai,
Selige Theresia, 223.
In response to Fr. Job’s renewed proposal, the city council of Neunburg vorm Wald offered the church building connected to the former Franciscan monastery, but it needed to be renovated before it could be used as
a convent school. See Pfarrjubiläum 1491-1991 Neunburg vorm Wald
(Oberveichtach: Forstner GmbH, 1991) 90-91.
9. See Document 14, pp. 27-29. In a letter of September 6, 1833, the
diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg informed Fr. Siegert that he was
granted episcopal approval to serve as confessor for the new religious association in Neunburg vorm Wald. Fr. Siegert continued to serve in this
capacity until his death on May 28, 1879. (Typescript, Generalate)
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them. If the trip is postponed, the delay will cause difficulties in school.
Trusting that my petition will be heard soon, I remain
respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher of Girls
17:

To King Louis I
Munich

Vienna
March 10, 1834

Praise and glory be to God!
Your Royal Majesty! Most gracious King and Lord!
Some months ago, you were pleased to issue a public
statement expressing your highest approval and gratitude
for the foundation made by Court Chaplain [Francis Sebastian] Job for the purpose of providing a convent school for
girls in Neunburg vorm Wald.10
Fr. [George Michael] Wittmann (Bishop of Regensburg)
laid the religious foundation for us (my companions and myself), and Fr. Job endowed the foundation. Both of them,
now deceased,11 placed the affairs of the new, small convent
into my poor hands and burdened me with the office of superior. Therefore, I consider it my sacred duty to present
my concerns to Your Royal Majesty.

10. According to a royal government precept issued on July 31, 1833,
King Louis I recognized the school for girls founded by Court Chaplain
Francis Sebastian Job in Neunburg vorm Wald. The royal government of
the district of Regen was informed of this so that the necessary work on
the convent school building would begin. (Transcript, Munich) 14813
11. After a brief illness, Fr. Francis Sebastian Job died in Vienna on
February 13, 1834.
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During my last vacation from school duties, at my request, I made a journey to Salzburg, Hallein, Gmünden, and
Munich in order to learn about religious life.12
With the approval of the royal government of the district
of Regen, I then resigned from my royal teaching position in
Stadtamhof and went to Neunburg, together with a few
young women and the devout priest, Fr. Matthias Siegert,
who also resigned from his position as prefect and was assigned to us by our Bishop Francis Xavier [Schwäbl] from
Regensburg.13 This was done so that we could live according
to the Notre Dame Rule even before the small convent is finished. When we first saw the new seedbed in Neunburg, we
recoiled at the unspeakable neglect.14
Suddenly, with the unexpected death of Fr. Job, God tore
away our means of support, the annual pension of 800 florin
[$320] which Fr. Job received from Bavaria. Beginning in
October 1833, Fr. Job gave his pension to us for our support,
for the maintenance of the convent and school building, and
for the accumulation of a small reserve fund.
The building is scarcely half-finished and we are far
away from our classrooms. We stand like poor orphans, exposed to the mockery of the enemy.15
We remember Wittmann’s words, “We live in sad,
threatening times! What the marrow is to the bone, penitential convents are for the people.” We also recall Job’s
12. Salzburg, Hallein, and Gmünden are located in Austria. Fr. Job
planned this journey, contacted the convents Caroline would visit, and
covered the travel expenses. Bishop Schwäbl sent Fr. Siegert to serve as
Caroline’s traveling companion. The journey ended in Neunburg vorm
Wald on October 24, 1833. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 64-66.
13. See Footnotes 4, p. 28, and 9, p. 30.
14. At the end of September 1833, Barbara Weinzierl, Maria Blass,
and a girl who was deaf moved from Stadtamhof to Neunburg vorm Wald.
Since the work on the convent building was not finished, they stayed in
a house provided by Mayor Wifling. Caroline’s arrival in Neunburg vorm
Wald on October 24, 1833, is considered the beginning of the new congregation. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 66.
15. When the news of Fr. Francis Sebastian Job’s death reached
Neunburg, it was feared that the city would have to cover the cost of the
convent and school. Work on the building stopped immediately, and the
teachers were ridiculed: “The one and a half nuns can go back to where
they came from.” The continued existence of the foundation was in danger. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 72.
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statement, “If the evangelical counsels are taken out of the
Gospel, the foundation is undermined and the structure’s
collapse will be great.”
Finally, proud and unbelieving freethinkers express
themselves with crude ignorance, which is dangerous to
both altar and throne. Therefore, in God’s name and not my
own, I venture to place my petitions before Your Royal
Majesty’s throne:
1. For the confirmation of our religious life. In a
prophetic spirit, our two founders (saintly men) called the
present convent foundation a motherhouse, a branch from
which God wants to extend blessing upon people who are
poor and ignorant.
Since 1,800 florin [$720] were used for the building, the
foundation fund now consists of only 6,664 florin [$2,665.60].
Very little will be left when the building is finished, but we
do not want to become a burden to Your Royal Majesty.
Through our boarding school for girls, God will provide our
scanty daily bread, and the city council promised to support
us with 200 florin [$80] annually. Our founder found it difficult to take tuition from poor people and wanted us to depend on voluntary charitable contributions of food from the
good country people, which we are also willing to do.
The Austrian transfer of the fund rests on a royal government confirmation.16 It must also be taken into consideration that the shares have a high value now and a
fluctuation could perhaps result in a significant loss. It is
the same with the delivery of the church vestments.17 Our
founder’s purpose and intent can be fully realized only if the
convent is confirmed.
16. Although Bishop Schwäbl gave permission for the sisters to live
as religious, the royal government would only confirm a congregation that
had an approved rule and proof of an adequate foundation fund. Through
his position as court chaplain, Fr. Job had hoped to obtain this confirmation for Caroline before he died. Without royal government confirmation,
Caroline would be unable to claim Fr. Job’s legacy for the community.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 73.
17. Fr. Job endeavored to have the convent chapel in Neunburg vorm
Wald properly furnished. With donations from noble women in Vienna,
he obtained a number of sacred vessels and vestments for the sisters.
Only some of these had been delivered to Neunburg vorm Wald when Fr.
Job died. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 228 and 339 (ill.).
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2. If Fr. Job of blessed memory could have submitted
his request to you, the church vestments would have been
delivered duty-free to our poor convent chapel. Since we
have now become even more destitute, I also venture to
make this, our founder’s request.
If Your Royal Majesty has mercy on us Poor School Sisters, we will gladly spend our entire lives separated from
the wicked world, praying in our quiet convent, and working
for the youth of our country.
I am writing this letter in Vienna. I came here from
Neunburg vorm Wald with the intention of claiming everything promised us by our deceased founder and of asking
Her Imperial Majesty [Empress Caroline Augusta]18 to intercede for us. For the glory of God and with complete confidence, I place this sacred cause into the hands of Your
Royal Majesty and remain in deepest respect,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Teacher of Girls in Neunburg vorm Wald
18:

To King Louis I
Munich

Munich
March 21, 1834

Your Royal Majesty! Most gracious King and Lord!
By graciously accepting the letter from Her Imperial and
Royal Majesty of Austria,19 you gave me hope that, after you
18. After the marriage in 1808 of Princess Charlotte Augusta (17921873) to William, Crown Prince of Württemberg and a Protestant, Fr. Job
was called to Stuttgart to be Charlotte’s confessor. After this marriage was
annulled in 1816, Charlotte married Emperor Francis I (1768-1835) of Austria. She then changed her name to Caroline Augusta and called Fr. Job
to serve as court chaplain and confessor at the imperial court in Vienna.
Empress Caroline Augusta never had children and devoted her life to
charitable works, fostered and promoted several religious communities,
and established various educational institutes.
19. When Caroline was in Vienna, she visited Empress Caroline Augusta who promised to intercede with her brother, King Louis I, on Caroline’s behalf. The next day, Caroline received from the empress a letter to
take to the king in Munich and a gift of 1,000 florin. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 73-74.
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had read it, I would be privileged to hear a few words from
the good father of our country.
Now, however, my suffering heart allows me no peace
until I report to Your Royal Majesty that, for four weeks, I
have been absent from Neunburg vorm Wald in the interest
of our orphaned foundation. During this time, only three
persons are left to teach elementary subjects and needlework to 250 girls during the week and 100 young women on
Sundays and holidays and to care for a few boarders. Therefore, I am strongly urged to return to the hard-pressed
school, lest it and the entire work collapse under the burden!
Since the devout empress instilled in me so much childlike trust in you as the good father of our country and assured me of consolation and help for the good cause, I believe
that, despite your many responsibilities, you will not take it
amiss when I express my anxiety over the school.
On bended knee and in great timidity, therefore, I submit my plea to Your Royal Majesty.
Caroline Gerhardinger
19:

To the City Council
Neunburg vorm Wald

Neunburg vorm Wald
March 29, 1834

Honorable City Council of Neunburg vorm Wald!
Having returned from Vienna where I went to settle the
affairs of our convent, I venture to present to the esteemed
city council the results of this journey for our convent school
foundation.
1. According to a statement handed to me in Vienna by
Katherine Aschenauer, the former housekeeper of the
founder, Court Chaplain [Francis Sebastian] Job, the four
bank shares deposited for the foundation will be transferred
to us without any objection as soon as the convent school is
confirmed by religious and secular authorities.
In order to pursue this, I went to Munich and to King
Louis, who immediately handed over the statement of con-
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firmation written in his own hand. He also specifically
stated that I should say only that it is His Majesty’s wish
that the matter be handled as soon as possible.20
Immediately after I returned to Regensburg from Munich, I obtained episcopal confirmation of our convent. The
bishop’s statement is enclosed for your examination.21 In
order to withdraw the bank shares, I also sent a certified
copy of this confirmation to Vienna.
2. As proof of the royal recognition and acceptance of
our religious foundation, His Majesty immediately handed
me a gift of 1,000 florin in Rhenish currency [$332.50]22
which I may use for the foundation. I hereby hand this gift
over to the esteemed city council so that work on the convent building can resume.
In addition to the return of the three enclosures, I also
request a receipt for the convent archives.
I leave it up to the wise judgment of the city council
whether or not it wishes to send an official letter of gratitude to His Majesty.
Requesting that work on the convent building be continued in every possible way as expressed in the royal gov20. On March 22, 1834, King Louis I issued a statement to the royal
government of the district of Regen in which he approved the religious
institute, “provided that it would not claim any support from state funds.”
The king also stated that Caroline would receive a special resolution regarding the duty-free delivery of the vestments from Fr. Job’s legacy. See
Mai, Selige Theresia, 228.
When handing this decree to Caroline on the following day, King
Louis I stated: “It is my will that the entire work be organized and carried out precisely according to the intention of the founder, Court Chaplain Sebastian Job.” See Magd des Herrn, 76.
21. In his letter of March 26, 1834, to the royal government of the
district of Regen, Bishop Schwäbl declared his confirmation of the religious institute. In his letter addressed to Caroline on the same day,
Bishop Schwäbl stated, “We grant episcopal confirmation to this institute
as a religious association living according to the Notre Dame Rule. At the
same time, we formally confirm Caroline Gerhardinger as the superior of
this religious institute.” See Mai, Selige Theresia, 230-231.
22. Rhenish currency was used in European international trade until
the end of the nineteenth century. Gold and silver coins of other currencies were assigned their value in accordance with the Rhenish florin (also
known as gulden).
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ernment precept and by His Majesty himself during the past
year,23 I remain respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger
21:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
May 18, 1834

In Jesus and Mary!
Your Excellency!
The urging of my heart does not allow me to rest until I
submit two petitions to Your Excellency.
The first petition concerns dispensations from the Notre
Dame Rule. Our little convent building will be finished this
year24 and we want to regulate our interior life at the same
time.
I would like to submit to Your Excellency the following
requests:
1. That we may pray in choir between midnight and one
in the morning.
When God entrusted our spiritual direction to our confessor, Fr. [Matthias] Siegert, through our father, Bishop
[George Michael] Wittmann of blessed memory, during the
year of his final illness, Fr. Siegert asked him about this
point. Bishop Wittmann replied that, since God had given
us this grace for such a long time, in God’s name, we should
continue it.
2. That we may receive Holy Communion daily or at
least during every other Holy Mass, but this would be left up
to the mother superior.
23. See Footnote 10, p. 31.
24. In an extraordinary session of the city council in Neunburg on
April 1, 1834, it was decided that, since the religious community was approved by the royal government and confirmed by the diocesan ordinariate, and since funds were again available, work on the convent building
would resume as soon as possible. (Typescript, Generalate)
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The school is always a heavy cross which God can help
us bear. Fr. Wittmann also told me, “If the sisters wish,
they may receive Holy Communion daily. God placed on
their shoulders a great burden, a heavy cross. They need
this help and it is allowed.” It is very difficult for us here.
3. That we may pray the rosary in public before the exposed Blessed Sacrament in the chapel each evening.
We prayed the rosary with the boarders for years, and
Fr. Wittmann often prayed with us, even after he was a
bishop. He also added some very nice prayers in Mary’s
honor that are based on her virtues. For some time, I have
been thinking that this quiet evening devotion might be held
publicly here in Neunburg’s little India where it would redound to the greater glory of God, to our own salvation, and
to the salvation of others. Perhaps God will draw some children away from the wicked world to join us in the chapel.
4. That we may have adoration of the Blessed Sacrament.
The Servites have both schools and perpetual adoration.25 How much good this would do for a soul if, worn out
from work and no longer teaching in school, she could rest at
the feet of her veiled Divine Bridegroom until she is called
to eternal contemplation in his wedding hall. In the beginning, devout boarders could also help our small number of
religious during the day.
5. That we may abstain from meat except during illness
or when poverty requires it, for example, if we receive perishable alms.
With several boarders, however, this is very unlikely.
Bishop Wittmann also expressed himself on this point, just
as he did on the first point.
6. That we may have hard, wooden beds. Fr. Wittmann
said, “This gives us strength.”
25. The Order of Servants of Mary (OSM), whose members are
known as Servites, was called to Munich in 1715. The sisters conducted
a highly respected school for girls and sewed fine vestments for church
services. Perpetual adoration of the Blessed Sacrament began as soon as
St. Elizabeth Convent was established in 1715. As a result of the Secularization, the convent was dissolved in 1803, but the sisters were allowed
to continue living there.
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7. That we may wear a light penitential garment next
to the skin.
8. That we may use the discipline in common every Friday after praying in choir during the night.
9. That, if God grants growth to our congregation, we
may leave the enclosure.
10. That, if the need arises, we may care for the sick.
Fr. Wittmann said, “Caring for the sick will be very difficult.” When there was danger of a cholera epidemic, he offered to care for the patients.
11. Our confessor [Matthias Siegert] said that it would
be too difficult for us to add to our sung office the penitential psalms on the designated days and the ferial office during Lent.
12. Since the school schedule is different here, it is impossible for us to keep the daily order as prescribed in the
rule book. Local circumstances and the current personnel
situation also make it impossible to keep some other points
of the rule.
Bishop Wittmann often said that spreading devotion to
the Sacred Heart would be desirable. In connection with
Number 3 above, perhaps there could be a small confraternity whose members would be our schoolchildren.
Our founder was deeply concerned about preparing orphans to become good Christian servants. Since we do not
have a foundation fund for this, little hope in this regard remains for us. For many years, God has given me the grace
to know how to handle these poor children.
The second petition is with regard to the reestablishment of the convent in Stadtamhof, and therefore I submit
the following:
1. After I first admitted to Bishop Wittmann the innermost and irresistible urging of my soul and asked for his
spiritual direction, he gave it careful consideration, offered
many Holy Masses, and then assured me, “Yes! You! God
will give the convent, but I will not live to see it. I prayed for
this intention for five years, and now God sent you and gave
you the same desire. This cause is from God and now, in
God’s name, we will trust in God.” From then on, he guided
and directed me in the religious life.
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2. As often as my confidence wavered and my suffering
heart sought rest in an already existing convent, he held me
in supernatural faith to the school for girls in Stadtamhof.
The last time he walked to Stadtamhof, he told me about the
convent proposed for Neunburg.26 I offered myself to God and
told Bishop Wittmann of my willingness to do this work,
which he accepted. Then I went to Neunburg, but I asked my
confessor, Fr. Siegert, to ask Bishop Wittmann on his
deathbed if I would have to do anything further with regard
to the desired convent in Stadtamhof. Bishop Wittmann
replied, “Yes, she should go. It is God’s will.”
That night, Bishop Wittmann spoke consoling words
about the measures God had already taken in 1829 for the
Stadtamhof Convent and then added, “Now there is another
connection” (that is, with Neunburg).
3. In his statement of March 19, 1833, Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job foresaw the connection between Neunburg and
Stadtamhof.27
Following Fr. Wittmann’s directives, I ventured to make
a journey to Munich in 1829 in order to apply to the royal government for the reestablishment of the convent in Stadtamhof.28 It was evident from the precepts that were sent
ahead that the entire diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg was
willing to support this application.29 Only the townspeople of
Stadtamhof were against it because they were afraid that
they would lose the district court building. They also wanted
the convent fund to be city property. The royal government
then ordered that the fund and any surplus interest be kept
together in accordance with a royal precept issued in 180930
26. See Footnote 8, p. 30.
27. In his letter of March 19, 1833, to the city council in Neunburg
vorm Wald, Fr. Job described the motives for his foundation and gave directives regarding how it should be carried out. He stated that Caroline
would be responsible for the establishment and direction of the small convent. Fr. Job then asked the city council to help this new work in Jesus’
name and “in the name of the friend of children [Bishop Wittmann] who
welcomed this new institute and gave it his fatherly blessing before he
died.” See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 53-54.
28. See Document 8, pp. 7-11.
29. See Footnote 32, p. 15.
30. See Document 23, Paragraph 1, p. 45.
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and saved for a future convent institute This fund now contains approximately 49,000 florin [$19,600].
1. Sister Xavier [Sanche], a former sister,32 died recently,
and only one choir sister and two lay sisters are still living.
2. The obstacles stemming from the transfer of the district court building no longer apply. When compared with
our small foundation sum of 6,000 florin [$2,400] in Neunburg, the fund in Stadtamhof, which includes the pensions of
the sisters of the former Notre Dame Convent, would be sufficient for a group of us to settle and live there.
3. Already in 1829 and again recently, the royal government was very favorably inclined toward me. For sixteen
years, Fr. Wittmann worked, suffered, and prayed for the
reestablishment of the convent in Stadtamhof. Surely this
cause, which occupied him on his deathbed, continues to occupy him now in heaven. Since I fear new, hostile attacks
with regard to the fund mentioned above, I am constantly
urged to ask that you would kindly secure the convent fund
until we are able to send a group to Stadtamhof in the near
future.
If it would promote the good cause, we would also be willing to take over the home for poor and sick people in Stadtamhof.33
In any case, I can and will begin this great work only in
union with the Church, and therefore, I submit my request
that you would present my petition, together with a statement of your episcopal approval (as you did the first time
with regard to Neunburg),34 to His Majesty [King Louis] in
the manner you consider best.
Respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger
31

31. See Footnote 59, p. 25.
32. See Footnote 44, p. 19.
33. St. Katharina, a care facility located in Stadtamhof, traces its origins to the tenth century. After the Reformation in the sixteenth century, it
was conducted by lay personnel until 1860, when seven Sisters of Charity of
St. Vincent de Paul were called to care for the residents at St. Katharina. See
Footnote 37, p. 17, and Bauer and Hopfner, Stadtamhof, 35-39.
34. In his letter of March 16, 1834, Bishop Schwäbl asked King Louis I
to give the congregation a definite statement of approval so that the money
and goods which Fr. Job left to Caroline and the sisters could be released and
given to the intended recipients. See Copia Publica, 3706-08.
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To the City Council
Neunburg vorm Wald

Neunburg vorm Wald
June 6, 1834
In Jesus and Mary!

By virtue of the authority granted me by the city council, a trustee in Vienna withdrew for me the two restricted
bonds of 250 florin [$100] each (conventional currency) and
four bank shares from the foundation of the deceased Court
Chaplain [Francis Sebastian] Job that were intended for
us.35 According to the enclosed certified calculation, the
bank shares earned 1,265 florin (conventional currency)
[$506].
Following the mayor’s recommendation, I retained the
two restricted bonds as well as a dividend of 144 florin
[$57.60] and another outstanding dividend of 149 florin
[$59.60], which our deceased founder transferred to the
legacy from Msgr. [Martin] Job36 to cover our living expenses
this year.
Therefore, I entrust to the city council’s administration
six thousand florin (6,000 gulden) [$2,400] in cash and make
the urgent request that you would oversee and safeguard
our small fund because it is still church property—sacred

35. According to his official statement of March 19, 1833, to the
royal government of the district of Regen, Fr. Francis Sebastian Job established a convent school in Neunburg vorm Wald and, for this purpose,
promised to give 1,200 florin ($480) on March 19, 1833, 600 florin ($240)
in July 1833, four bonds worth 6,144 florin ($2,457.60), and two restricted bonds worth 500 florin ($200). Fr. Job also promised to donate
church vestments and a chalice with an estimated value of 1,100 florin
($440). (Typescript, Generalate)
36. Martin Job (1765-1833) was Francis Sebastian Job’s older
brother. He was ordained in 1788 and became the pastor in Neunburg
vorm Wald in 1818. He wished to restore the Franciscan monastery that
had been established in Neunburg vorm Wald in 1722 and dissolved in
1802 as a result of the Secularization.
See Footnote 8, p. 30. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job’s appeal to Bishop
Wittmann regarding the establishment of a school for girls in Neunburg
resulted in the city council’s acceptance of the plan and his brother’s support for this school rather than the restoration of the Franciscan
monastery. Msgr. Martin Job died on April 13, 1833, however, and did
not live to see the foundation’s completion. See Pfarrjubiläum, 90-91.
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property—and is designated as the main source of income for
our poor way of life.
In accordance with the will of our founder, who personally told us to transfer the foundation document to the
bishop’s administration, I will contact our bishop after the
convent building is completed and the accounts are submitted.37 Therefore, I request a copy of the foundation document
mentioned above, as well as a receipt for the one thousand
florin (1,000 gulden) [$332.50] given to you earlier.
Finally, I also request the return of the statements of
episcopal and royal approval that were enclosed in my first
letter to the city council for examination.38
The most grateful,
Theresa of Jesus
(Caroline Gerhardinger)
44:

To the Aspirant Dallinger
[ca. June, 6 1834]39

You are applying for admission to our poor little convent.
I am very happy that your good angel is guiding your steps
to God and to heaven, but you are asking for something that
is not easy. Where God reigns on earth, things do not go the
37. In his foundation document for the Religious Association of the
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame in Neunburg vorm Wald, Fr. Francis
Sebastian Job described (1) his intent in making the foundation, (2) the
foundation fund (see Footnote 35, p. 42), (3) the purpose of the foundation,
(4) the administration of the foundation fund by the city council in
Neunburg vorm Wald, (5) the use of income accruing from the fund by
the Poor School Sisters, and (6) the obligations on the part of the religious
association. This document was signed by Bishop Schwäbl on August 10,
1834. (Typescript, Generalate)
38. See Document 19, pp. 35-37. On June 5, 1834, Mayor Wifling issued a receipt for 1,000 florin, returned the requested documents, and expressed his gratitude to Caroline for the attention she was giving to the
school for girls in Neunburg vorm Wald. See Copia Publica, 3712.
39. The use of both names in the signature, Theresa of Jesus and
Caroline Gerhardinger, indicates that this undated letter was written at
approximately the same time as Document 22, pp. 42-43, which is dated
June 6, 1834.
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way the two disciples thought when they asked Jesus to let
one sit at his right and the other at his left. Rather, things
go exactly according to what Jesus said, “You do not know
what you are asking. Can you drink the cup of suffering
that I will hand over to you?”40
Will you have the heart to live in lifelong poverty, constant chastity, and perfect surrender of your own will? Are
you willing to persevere until the end, to renounce everything, and to follow Jesus carrying the cross?
Consider these things carefully before God. If, like the
two disciples, your heart responds, “Yes, Lord, with your
grace I can,” then please inform your servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
(Caroline Gerhardinger)
23:

To King Louis I
Munich

Neunburg vorm Wald
June 22, 1834

In Jesus and Mary!
Your Royal Majesty!
Most Gracious and Illustrious Father of our Country!
When I was in Munich the last time on business regarding Court Chaplain [Francis Sebastian] Job’s foundation,
Your Majesty granted me the great favor of an hour’s audience, which I missed because I was praying in church.41
Encouraged by the statement of Her Majesty [Caroline
Augusta], the Empress of Austria, to turn with childlike confidence to Your Majesty’s fatherly heart at any time, I now
venture in God’s name to present another great concern.
When I was still a royal teacher in Stadtamhof under the
direction of Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann, I longed for
40. See Matthew 20:22.
41. See Footnote 20, p. 36. On March 23, 1834, Caroline missed her
appointment with King Louis I, but she still went to the royal palace and
met with him briefly.
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the reestablishment of the Notre Dame Convent in Stadtamhof. In 1829, I submitted my request for the still available
fund of approximately 49,000 florin [$19,600] from the dissolved Notre Dame Convent.42 According to a precept issued
by the royal government in October 1829, Your Royal
Majesty was also favorably inclined toward this.
We applied for the building where the royal district court
is located, but the city council in Stadtamhof was concerned
about losing this building and postponed the matter. The
royal government of the district of Regen ordered that, after
the annual payment of the pension to the surviving sisters
was made, the fund and the remaining interest should be
maintained for the purpose mentioned above for the time
being.43 Thanks be to God and to Your Royal Majesty for this
favor!
Fr. [George Michael] Wittmann and Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job thought that, because of your well-known convictions and devotion to the Catholic Church and because of
the urgent needs of our times, our religious institute here in
Neunburg would soon spread.
1. According to the royal precept of June 25, 1809, the
property of the former Notre Dame Convent was expressly
designated to fund the education of girls or, if this was already funded, to provide school buildings in Stadtamhof.
2. The obstacle for the people of Stadtamhof mentioned
above—that, with the funds assured us, we wished to purchase another site—would no longer apply.
3. With the pension that the surviving sisters receive
from the substantial fund (in contrast to our poverty here), a
religious institute of our order could be established and continue to exist in Stadtamhof as easily as here in Neunburg.
4. Institutes like ours prove to be very beneficial and
conducive to the honor of God by providing an education to
those who are most in need.
In God’s name, therefore, we submit our petition that
Your Royal Majesty would also establish this second work of
God by (a) securing the convent fund for Stadtamhof and (b)
granting permission for a group of religious from Neunburg,
42. See Document 8, pp. 7-11.
43. See Footnote 59, p. 25.
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whom we could prepare within a short time, to staff the
school in Stadtamhof.
Bishop [John Michael] Sailer joyfully and lovingly promised to achieve this work of God through Your Royal
Majesty, but then he died.44 May our deceased father’s
promise now become our intercession!
God will certainly be pleased to accept this work of Your
Royal Majesty and reward it abundantly. For twenty years,
Fr. Wittmann worked for its realization and, filled with the
Holy Spirit, even spoke of it on his deathbed in a manner
that both touched and amazed all who were present.
Bishop Wittmann’s intent and the situation in Stadtamhof do not allow my heart any rest. Therefore, before I
relinquish my royal teaching position in Stadtamhof, which
is still being held for me,45 I cannot refrain from presenting
to your merciful, fatherly heart my repeated plea for dear
Stadtamhof, which I served as a royal teacher for twentythree years.46
Respectfully yours,
Caroline Gerhardinger
Superior of the Notre Dame Convent
44. See Footnote 32, p. 15. Bishop Sailer died on May 29, 1832.
45. On August 17, 1833, Fr. Michael Rothfischer, Bishop Wittmann’s
successor as school inspector in Stadtamhof, asked the royal government
to issue a decree that Caroline be given a provisional assignment to a
teaching position in Neunburg vorm Wald so that it would be possible to
have “this excellent teacher” return to Stadtamhof as soon as a model
school was established in Neunburg. The royal government issued the
requested decree on August 26, 1833. See M. Traugott Schindlbeck, Ein
Hundertjähriger Bayerischer Schulorden, Seine Vor- und Frühgeschichte
(Typescript, Generalate) 45.
46. According to Document 61, pp. 91-95, King Louis I was well-disposed toward Caroline’s request regarding the convent school in Stadtamhof. However, the same Fr. Rothfischer, who did not want to release
Caroline from Stadtamhof, stated that women religious were less suitable than secular teachers for conducting the school for girls.
Bishop Schwäbl then advised Caroline to wait with her plans, but
also pointed out the contradiction in the school inspector’s report, since
the school in Stadtamhof owed its success to the teachers who had worked
with Caroline, and its continued success could be assured only if a convent
school for girls were reestablished. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 189190.
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To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich

47

Neunburg vorm Wald
November 20, 1834

Your Grace!47
I do not wish to be as slow in answering your second letter to me as I was with the first. In your charity, you will
certainly forgive me.
Please accept the repeated expression of our gratitude
for the very beautiful and pleasing paintings and all the
other gifts. Everything was so carefully packed, as only experts can do, and the contents arrived completely intact.
I ask that you would kindly extend the expression of our
heartfelt gratitude to all who contributed toward this generous gift, especially to our noble benefactor, [John Baptist]
von Bertram. We will pray for all our benefactors.
With the exception of the altar, the incomparably beautiful paintings will certainly be the finest adornments in our
chapel, which otherwise would be completely bare. I think
you would also find the chapel very pleasing.
The pastor in Schwarzhofen48 told me that he received
the money which you sent him. I also gave your enclosed
letter to your mother-in-law. They are all grateful and send
their best regards.
In return for your many efforts and entreaties on our behalf in Munich, we can only pray that God will bless and reward every step you take.
47. In 1822, Frederica von Hartmann (1791-1877) married Dr. John
Nepomucene von Ringseis (1785-1880), a native of Schwarzhofen and a
prominent physician and university professor in Munich. From 1825
until 1871, Dr. Ringseis was Senior Medical Officer of Health for the
Royal Bavarian Department of the Interior. When they visited Dr. Ringseis’ mother in Schwarzhofen in 1834, they also met Caroline and her
companions in Neunburg vorm Wald, which is three miles (5 km) from
Schwarzhofen, and became aware of their extreme poverty. Returning
to Munich, they told their friends and acquaintances of the great need
and, as a result, the sisters were recipients of generous donations. See M.
Apollinaris Jörgens, Rings—Eis Innen—Heiss: Zu Leben und Persönlichkeit des Geheimrats Professor Dr. Johann Nep. von Ringseis, 17851880 (Typescript, Generalate).
48. Msgr. Andrew Meller
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We urgently recommend the Schwarzhofen cause to God,
in whose power and mercy we trust.49 If God helps us—even
if God’s grace always comes with suffering and obstacles—
then we will be helped!
With deepest respect, I ask that you would continue to be
well-disposed toward us and remain,
A poor servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
75:

To Emilie Linder
Munich

[After November 30, 1834]50

Your Grace! 51
Through your generous gift of 100 florin [$40], a deed
prompted by love, you have strengthened and comforted us
again with the thought, “Where the need is greatest, God’s
help is nearest.” The word of God, spoken to us now, remains eternally true, “Do not worry about tomorrow! Do not
ask in fear, ‘What will we eat; what will we wear?’ Your Father in heaven already knows what you need, even before
you ask.” The merciful God, who clothes the flowers of the
field so beautifully and feeds the birds, has not forgotten the
orphans either.52 Surely God will reward you with repeated
49. Shortly after classes began in Neunburg vorm Wald on November 5, 1833, the desire grew for a similar school in Schwarzhofen. As a result of the Secularization, a convent of Dominican Nuns in Schwarzhofen
had been dissolved in 1802. The former convent building eventually became the property of the mayor, Joseph Trautner, the brother-in-law of
Dr. Ringseis, who encouraged him to sell one wing of the building to
Mother Theresa so that it could be used as a school for girls and living
quarters for the sisters. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 45-46, 249.
50. The probable date for this letter was determined from Document
73, which can be found in the beatification collection.
51. Emilie Linder (1797-1867) was born into a wealthy family in
Basel, Switzerland. An artist, she dedicated her life to the promotion of
religious art and to works of charity for those in need. After moving to
Munich, she was closely connected to the Ringseis family and, after many
years of preparation, converted to Catholicism in 1843.
52. See Matthew 6.
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heavenly blessings. We will earnestly implore God for this
each day.
Commending ourselves, poor orphans that we are, to your
loving heart, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

25:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich

Neunburg vorm Wald
December 7, 1834

In Jesus and Mary!
Your Grace!
Today, December 7, we received the small crate with 25
florin [$10], the picture frames you mentioned, and the small
bookshelves. Once again, we are obliged to express our heartfelt gratitude, not only to you, but also to Fr. Brand, the prefect, to Captain Seyfried, to Madame von Sessel, to the mirror
manufacturer, to the caretaker, and to all our benefactors who
remain unknown to us. We will offer our prayer to God for
each of you when we pray the rosary in the presence of the exposed Blessed Sacrament.
Nothing else came to us from Munich in addition to what
your motherly hand sent us. The crates will be returned at the
earliest opportunity. Mr. Hennevogel sent us everything free
of charge, saying that whatever follows from Munich will also
arrive at no cost to us. Thanks be to God for this favor!
In response to your kind questions, we now have two irons
and are satisfied with these. If possible, however, we ask for
twelve plates and one bowl for meat, noodles, and vegetables.
We still do not have a picture of the Sorrowful Mother, but
we will receive a picture of Mary and John standing beneath
the cross. These paintings above the tabernacle will complete
our altar in the chapel.
Perhaps a devout and compassionate benefactor will be
moved to give us a beautiful tulle veil, which we would also use
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to cover the Blessed Sacrament in the monstrance on Good
Friday.53
The solemn dedication of our chapel on the first Sunday
of Advent54 was a moving celebration. To our great consolation, many devout adorers, penitents, and innocent souls
come here daily to pray diligently. All of them have a great
devotion to Our Lady of Perpetual Help.
Nevertheless, our chapel still lacks so much! In particular, we need a cope for the priest (perhaps a devout woman
will make an offering to the Lord and sacrifice a dress), a
censer and incense boat, a vessel for keeping the consecrated
hosts in the tabernacle, and a few stoles (blue, white, and
red).
It would do much to attract the hearts of children if we
could put up a simple crib during the coming days of Christmas and a sepulcher on Good Friday.
Artificial flowers or material to make them would also
help to decorate our very poor and barren chapel.
We are in special need of benefactors to maintain the
sanctuary lamp for our chapel and to supply the candles.
When furnishing our living quarters, we Poor School Sisters gladly limit ourselves to the most necessary items, but
we are still in urgent need of curtains for the windows and
bedsteads.
Now and then, we receive small orders for needlework,
such as reliquaries, scapulars, or framed pictures, but we
lack the materials needed to make these. Even very small
pieces of silk, velvet, braid, sequins, and similar items could
be used for this.
53. In many churches, a large replica of Jesus in the Holy Sepulcher
is displayed after Good Friday services. A monstrance with the Blessed
Sacrament is placed above the sepulcher and covered with a thin veil.
Adoration continues until the Easter Vigil begins.
54. On November 30, 1834, the convent in Neunburg vorm Wald was
solemnly dedicated to the Holy Cross. In accordance with Fr. Francis Sebastian Job’s statement in the appendix to Spirit of the Constitutions, the
chapel was dedicated to Mary and to St. Michael the Archangel. Fr.
George Maurer (1783-1854), under whose guidance Caroline began teaching in Stadtamhof in 1809, celebrated the liturgy and preached a moving
sermon for the occasion. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 86-87.
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Since we do not have a rug for the chapel, the altar steps
are still bare, just as they were when they came from the
carpenter.
Your motherly love makes me so trusting that—although with great timidity—I can very sincerely pour out to
you our needs. May God give you patience with us!
We will use the beautiful white piece of embroidery to
cover the pulpit on solemn feasts and the tulle to make an
altar cloth.
As you requested, the pastor from Schwarzhofen55 sent
us several copies of the printed petition. How well and accurately you gave all the details!
The elderly mother in Schwarzhofen,56 who had your letter delivered to me yesterday, is feeling somewhat better.
The convent cause in Schwarzhofen is moving slowly,
but we are not shaken or disconcerted. If it is God’s will,
God will carry out this work in our best interests through
you. Nevertheless, I must say again that we Poor School
Sisters are satisfied with very little for our own support.
My heart urges me to remind Senior Medical Officer of
Health [Dr. John N. Ringseis] that, in accordance with your
discussion with our confessor [Matthias Siegert], you want
to help us by interceding on our behalf regarding the Stadtamhof convent.57 Several devout priests have already confirmed this and said, “The senior medical officer of health
surely serves as God’s special instrument. No one can accomplish more with His Majesty, King Louis I, than he can.
His devout religious sense, which is completely contrary to
the opinions of the world, promises effective action, no matter what happens.”
Please forgive me for having written at such great
length. In the future, I will not risk tiring you so much.
With prayer and deep gratitude, I remain,
A grateful servant of the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
55. Msgr. Meller
56. Dr. Ringseis’ mother
57. See Document 23, pp. 44-46.
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To Fr. John Baptist Käs
Neunburg vorm Wald

Neunburg vorm Wald
December 25, 1834

Reverend City Pastor!58
According to the statement given me in person by our
founder,59 it was his will and intent that, on feast days, the
Notre Dame Convent would allow the parish church in
Neunburg to use one of the costly vestments and the beautiful silver and gold chalice studded with jewels and six
enamel miniatures.60 According to the expressed will of the
founder, however, the responsibility for safeguarding both
articles belongs to the convent.
Therefore, I hereby give written notice of this and request that these articles be returned to the convent after the
celebration of each feast.
We are also placing this notification in our convent
archives.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
27:

To the City Council
Neunburg vorm Wald

Neunburg vorm Wald
December 26, 1834

Honorable City Council!
At the request of His Majesty, our all gracious King
[Louis I], our bishop61 issued four copies of the foundation
document for our convent.62 According to the will of our
58. After Msgr. Martin Job died on April 13, 1833, Fr. George Morgenstern was the temporary administrator in Neunburg vorm Wald. On
February 15, 1834, Fr. John Baptist Käs (1782-1849) became the pastor, a position he held for the rest of his life. See Pfarrjubiläum, 54.
59. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
60. Three enamel miniatures (Last Supper, Resurrection, and Ascension) are on the cup of this chalice and three miniatures (Baptism of
Jesus, Garden of Olives, and the Crucifixion) are on its base. Jewels surround each miniature. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 228-229 and 339 (ill.).
61. Bishop Schwäbl
62. See Footnote 37, p. 43.
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founder, one copy is for the royal government, the second is
for the bishop, and the other two copies are for me.
I hereby submit one of these two copies to the esteemed
city council, together with my request that you would graciously continue to administer the small remaining foundation fund with the same generous charity and interest as
before. We can only pray for you in return for this good
deed, but God will abundantly reward everything.
Enclosed is the receipt for the one hundred forty-four
florin (144 gulden) [$57.60] from the foundation fund that
had been handed over to me and which, with the permission
of the retired mayor, I kept for our support.63
Although my five-week journey to Vienna and Munich
on convent business cost more than 144 florin, I did not take
anything from the fund to cover these expenses.64
We have other great concerns:
1. In our house, we painfully miss a place to do our
laundry and an oven—two indispensable necessities for
most people.
2. As soon as we have enclosure, we must also have an
extern,65 but we do not have a room that can be heated for
her.
3. We can no longer endure conducting classes in our
refectory, which also serves as our workroom, without endangering our health. Whenever we are called to the parlor,
we must go through the midst of the children and disturb
the class.
4. We also need more space to teach spinning.
5. The boarders’ dormitory must also serve as their
classroom and living room, which is completely contrary to
all prudence and impedes their progress.
Since our neighbors will not let us purchase any part of
the building that adjoins ours,66 we submit our request for
63. See Document 22, pp. 42-43.
64. See Document 17, pp. 31-34. According to the convent accounts
for the years 1833-59, this journey cost 184 florin, 40 kreuzer ($73.87).
(Transcript, Munich)
65. A so-called extern lived at the convent and took care of necessary
business outside the enclosure.
66. The former sanctuary of the Franciscan church in Neunburg
vorm Wald had already been sold to another party when the nave of the
church was transferred to the sisters.
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the unused vacant area in front of our garden wall and
across from Dr. Bogner’s house. Then, at our own expense,
we would build a few classrooms, a laundry, and so forth.
God has already sent benefactors to help us with this addition.
To our great consolation, the city council’s generous
charity up to now allows us to trust that our request will not
be made in vain.
In the consoling hope that these, our urgent requests,
will be granted, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Convent Superior
28:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich

Neunburg vorm Wald
December 28, 1834

In Jesus and Mary!
Your Grace!
I received your letter with 100 florin [$40], but the other
things you mentioned still have not arrived. For all of these,
I say in advance a thousand thanks! May God bless every
step that you take for us orphans in our poverty!
You gave us unexpected joy by mentioning the beautiful
paintings in the church. Our large crucifix hangs over the
tabernacle.67 If only we had a pair of paintings in the front
of our bare chapel so that we could have an altar in honor of
the Holy Cross. These paintings could be approximately ten
to twelve feet high (3 to 3.5 m). We will leave the choice to
the director, to whom we extend our best regards and expression of great joy.
We dare not clean the expensive laces.
At this time, we urgently need approximately twelve bed
curtains for the boarders and the novices. We would like
them to be of very ordinary material as long as they are
washable and durable.
67. This crucifix was from Bishop Wittmann’s legacy. See Mai,
Selige Theresia, 43.
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We do not have any coffee spoons, and we need a pair of
silver spoons for giving medicine to the sick. We use bone
spoons and very ordinary knives and forks.
We urgently need a censer and incense boat.
I would have sent you an older copy of our rule, but almost all of it must be changed.68 Would you still like this
copy?
It is almost the same story with Schwarzhofen as it was
with Neunburg. We expressed our wish to the mayor of
Neunburg, a reasonable and zealous man, and he will go to
Schwarzhofen in the next few days to search for the underlying cause. (The town clerk is too witty and sluggish.) The
mayor will also show the people how to bring this work to
life.
Only Senior Medical Officer of Health [Dr. John N. Ringseis], however, can encourage the people of Schwarzhofen to
realize this work of God or pursue with great impartiality
both the release of the current teacher from the school for
girls69 and the just sale of the building by [Joseph] Trautner. As soon as possible, I will let you know what we are
able to negotiate.
We pray that you will have the fullness of grace and
blessing for the coming New Year.
With the expression of deepest respect and gratitude, I
remain,
An unworthy servant of the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus

68. See Footnotes 41, p. 19, and 21, p. 36.
69. Andreas Dietz, the only teacher for 215 children in Schwarzhofen, was often ill. Although he had one or two assistants, they were
unsatisfactory. See http://www.schwarzhofen.de. Accessed on November 19, 2009.
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To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich

Neunburg vorm Wald
January 15, 1835

In Jesus and Mary!
Your Grace! Our dear Mother!
Your meaningful and practical works of charity prove to
us better than any words could that God has given us a
mother in you.
On Sunday,1 we received the shipment of one crate, two
boxes, and two spinning wheels. Since the mail did not
leave until today, I could not respond any sooner.
All the items arrived in perfect condition. Since I asked
for precisely these items, they are exactly what we wished.
We can learn many things from the flowers. To state it
briefly, in our poverty, everything is very useful and valuable. We also wish to express our deep gratitude to Fr.
Wiedemann and all our benefactors.
With regard to Schwarzhofen, I can tell you that the pas2
tor gave his word to our mayor and to our confessor
[Matthias Siegert] that the 600 florin [$240], which the mission church in Mitterauerbach still owes him, are designated
for laying the foundation for the branch convent. We told
this to the bishop3 who recently expressed his joy over it in
a letter to the pastor.
Since the pastor is elderly, frail, and somewhat changeable, the mayor thinks that it would also be good and necessary if Senior Officer of Medical Health [Dr. John N.
1. January 11, 1835
2. Msgr. Meller
3. Bishop Schwäbl
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Ringseis] would encourage him. Describing the practicality
and need for a convent school in Schwarzhofen would also
prompt the city council to take an active interest. It could
even bring about the fair sale of [Joseph] Trautner’s building.4 Otherwise, the entire cause will lie dormant again. If
only the building would be purchased! That alone would
further the cause much more.
The town clerk said that he would like to have the two
paintings of Saints Barbara and Catherine that you sent to
us. He would give us statues of the twelve apostles in exchange. I can hardly refuse, unless you would write to me
and say that we should keep the paintings in the refectory
as a memento from you.
Deeply aware of our poverty and filled with both timidity and trust, I would like to request once again a censer, an
incense boat, and the curtains for which we long. It is completely impossible for us to obtain these urgent necessities.
Since I do not know if you received the three empty
crates which we returned, I am wondering if I may send
back the last small crate and the two boxes.
Gratefully assuring you, our dear Mother, of our unceasing prayer for you, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
33:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 3, 1835
In Jesus and Mary!

Your Grace! Our dear good Mother,
Countless are the works of God’s mercy for us poor servants! Out of love for God, you have taken the trouble to
feed and clothe us in our poverty—indeed, to provide us with
everything we need most urgently—for more than six
months. Oh, dear Mother, rejoice in Jesus, for your reward
will be great before God!
4. See Footnote 49, p. 48.
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God has chosen you to be an instrument and has given
you the strength to help and defend the holy work which is
subject to so much suffering. In a shameless manner, the
enemy wants to destroy this holy work at its inception.5 You
further strengthen our unconditional trust in God, unworthy
as we are, by caring for us in external things. Contrary to
all human wisdom, we want to continue working courageously in the Lord’s vineyard until the end of our lives.
It is strikingly evident how pleasing to God are your devout works for us! As you know, the venerable Servites, together with three lay sisters from the former Notre Dame
Convent in Nymphenburg,6 already sent us a package. A
letter announced the coming of a second package which Mr.
Hennevogel still has. May God reward you, dear Mother,
and all our benefactors a thousandfold!
You would be as pleased as we were with the cordial letter with a quarter ducat7 from Mr. Zellner, the merchant,
which arrived from Reichenhall.8 (It was delivered by the
district courier.)
Through the bishop of Regensburg9 we also received 50
florin [$20] from Her Royal Highness, the Duchess of
Bavaria.10 The steps you are taking bring us blessings from
God.
If time would allow, I would gladly speak in detail about
each item in your last shipment. Briefly, however, we re5. Candidates who had been dismissed began to spread gossip accusing Mother Theresa of desiring power and being overly strict, wasteful, and too eager to put up buildings. They also cast suspicion on Mother
Theresa’s relationship with Fr. Siegert. These rumors spread as far as
Munich where they reached the congregation’s principal benefactors. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 101-102.
6. After the convent in Nymphenburg was dissolved in 1817, some of
its members lived with the Servite Sisters. See Footnote 25, p. 38.
7. Until the formation of the German Empire in 1871, gold and silver ducats were issued by many independent cities and states, and therefore it is difficult to determine their approximate value.
8. Now Bad Reichenhall in Bavaria
9. Bishop Schwäbl
10. Sophie of Bavaria (1805-72) married Francis Carl, Archduke of
Austria, in 1824. A sister of King Louis I and Empress Caroline Augusta,
Archduchess Sophie was a benefactor of the congregation from its beginning in 1833 until her death in 1872.
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ceived the black trunk on April 29 [sic]. With joyous and
grateful hearts, the sisters gathered, and when we opened it,
deep gratitude came over us as we saw the beautiful censer,
incense boat, and relic of the Holy Cross. Our confessor
[Matthias Siegert] was also present. I will be silent about his
joy, but must mention how fervently he remembers you at the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.
We were amazed to find so many dear surprises that you
did not mention in your letter. The alarm clock will remedy
one of our great needs. Since we lacked one until now, the
sisters had to take turns keeping watch every night, but now
we are relieved of this burden.
Many articles were wrapped in linens. May we keep these
as well?
Since I dare not make use of the beautiful drinking
glasses which hold the exact daily portion of beer for each sister, I will put them away for now.
Our library also contains fine spiritual and scientific
works that are very serviceable to us. I will not mention all
the other things that were in the trunk.
With the exception of the statue of the Infant Jesus,
whose little head was broken, everything arrived here in good
condition.
To our great consolation, another 50 florin [$20] from Emilie Linder arrived with the next mail delivery. We also received from you a truly motherly letter with admonitions that
I will certainly try to follow in accordance with the promise
that I gave to you in person. Will I be a nuisance if I send another thank you letter to Emilie?11
When our institute opens, there will be seven children,
most of whom are orphans who will eventually have to earn
their living as servants. We will be happy if God gives us the
grace of sending them out into the world as capable, devout
young women.
From some inquiries we received, I noticed that members
of the middle class, for example, minor officials who often
have many children, are also interested in our new institute.
Although we ask for only 6 florin [$2.40] for one girl until she
is twelve, and after that 7 florin [$2.80], in this poor area, it
11. See Document 75, pp. 48-49.
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is still too expensive. We will wait and see what God does
with our good will.
We have already begun to teach our boarders how to do
the laundry.
Today we received the beautiful painting of Christ
which, I believe, came from Mr. Hatschier. We were greatly
impressed by the other two paintings and the statues which
also arrived. When we opened the second box with the
statue of Mary, however, we found, to our deep sorrow, that
both shoulders were broken. Since not a fragment is missing, the statue could be mended if we knew how to glue the
pieces together. Our confessor [Matthias Siegert] would be
glad to do it. How exquisite are the two statues!
At the first opportunity, I will send back the trunk with
all the boxes.
Just as a helpless child becomes accustomed to a
mother’s kindness, I venture to ask if you could find a benefactor who would easily do without some old tin which we
could use to plate our copper utensils. Could you kindly give
some thought to this?
We still lack many holy water fonts. . . .
We also need table linen that is approximately twothirds yard wide and two and one-half yards long (.6m x
2.3m). If used linens are available, we will be happy to sew
them together.
Oh, dear Mother, please forgive the great requests so
candidly expressed after you sent us such abundant alms. I
am very conscientious and thrifty in how I handle the alms
because I would like to collect enough to build a desperately
needed laundry, a bake oven, and a room for an extern. We
are approaching reception, and we still have to do the laundry away from our house.12
May God reward you a thousand times for the cope that
will be sent to us!

12. In the beginning, it was necessary for the sisters to wash their
clothes in a stream and to walk to their neighbors in order to bake bread
in their ovens. They also needed to carry water from the public well. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 91-92.
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Apologizing once again that this letter is very long and
written so hastily, I remain, with all my sisters,
An eternally grateful servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
45:

To Mr. Zellner
Reichenhall

[ca. April 3, 1835]13

Honorable Mr. Zellner!
The mite, as you call it, which you cast into the offering
box in God’s house will be no less pleasing to God than the
widow’s mite in the temple, for you gave your gift in praise
and thanksgiving to God with the same love as she did.14
May the merciful God, who does not let a cup of cold
water go unrewarded,15 repay you a thousandfold for your
very welcome gift and keep you from all harm. Be assured
that we Poor School Sisters will pray daily for this.
Your grateful servant in the Lord,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
34:

To the City Council
Neunburg vorm Wald

Neunburg vorm Wald
April 7, 1835

Esteemed City Council!
For the sake of the dear children, we divided the school
into three classes and began conducting the needlework
school. Therefore, we now have four classrooms to heat
daily, and it is as clear as day that we cannot manage with
13. See Document 33, pp. 58-62, which also helps determine the approximate date of this letter.
14. See Mark 12:41-44.
15. See Matthew 10:42.
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the little firewood allotted for only one classroom. Moreover,
many kreuzer are used for the chimney sweep and for materials needed to clean the school. The esteemed city council will not want to add to our poverty by encumbering us
with these extra burdens.
Last fall the garden gate was not finished and we cannot
get along without it.
If the city council would allow us to bring some soil to
our garden, we would be very happy to work this soil into
the garden every day after school, and therefore we submit
our repeated request for your help.
Moreover, in our kitchen we painfully miss an oven and
a place to do our laundry, two indispensable needs for most
people.
A room close to the convent entrance that can be heated
is needed to accommodate an extern.
As soon as the esteemed city council allows us to have
the vacant lot outside our garden wall and across from the
doctor’s home, we can remedy these urgent needs.16 Otherwise, we cannot have reception.
Last year, the city council promised to have some attic
rooms arranged for us. This is very necessary because the
dampness makes it almost impossible to use the pantry on
the ground floor.
I must also notify the esteemed city council that 330
florin [$132] were withdrawn from our two restricted bank
shares (No. 97955) and will be paid off on January 1, 1836.
For 1834, we were charged 20 florin [$8] as interest on both
bank shares which are still in Vienna.
Entrusting to the city council the matter regarding the
150 florin [$60] promised us by the district officer, I remain
respectfully yours in the name of the Poor School Sisters,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior
16. In a report to Bishop Schwäbl made on February 21, 1836, Fr.
John Baptist Käs mentioned the small school with four classrooms which
was built next to the convent in 1835 in order to obtain more space and
quiet. (Typescript, Generalate)
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To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
November [11], 183517

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Our holy rule prescribes that we apply for permission
from the bishop to establish an association in honor of the
Blessed Virgin Mary and to foster devotion to Mary among
the young people in school.18
Since we were already granted permission to pray the
rosary in public each day,19 since prayer is so necessary in
our area, and since an association of this kind would give us
Poor School Sisters great consolation and redound to our
spiritual welfare, we submit our petition for permission to
establish a Confraternity of the Most Holy Rosary.
We also ask for your gracious help so that the indulgences of this confraternity, as well as those of the Portiuncula,20 would be granted us.
If these favors are granted, we will express our heartfelt
gratitude to God and to our spiritual shepherd.21
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
17. Bishop Urban’s response on November 17, 1835, indicates that
this letter was written on November 11, 1835. See Copia Publica, 4510-12.
18. Paragraph 21 of the Notre Dame Rule, Part II, Chapter 11, states:
“[The sisters] will apply to their bishop for permission to establish an association of young women, which will be named after one of the invocations to the Blessed Virgin Mary… The sisters will teach the young
women to revere Mary, celebrate her feasts, and imitate her virtues.” See
Regel und Constitutionen deren Geistlichen der Congregation Unser
Frauen/ von dem Ehrwürdigen Diener Gottes Petro Forerio. (Aychstätt,
1721) Anderter Teil, 151.
19. See Document 21, Paragraph 3, p. 38.
20. At the time this letter was written, the Portiuncula indulgence, a
plenary indulgence, was gained on August 2 by visiting a church connected
with a Franciscan order and fulfilling the usual conditions for a plenary indulgence.
21. In his letter of November 17, 1835, Bishop Urban gave permission
for the establishment of the Confraternity of the Most Holy Rosary and offered to apply for the indulgences requested. However, since there were no
Franciscans in Neunburg vorm Wald, the Portiuncula indulgence could
not be granted. See Copia Publica, 4510-12.
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Profession of Vows
Chapel of St. Gall in Regensburg
November 16, 183522
Profession of Vows
J!M!
I, Theresa of Jesus, vow and promise God Almighty,
Mary, the glorious Mother of God,
our holy father Augustine, all the dear saints,
and you, Reverend Fathers,
to observe my entire lifelong
the rule of the Poor School Sisters as
and insofar as it has been approved by the bishop,
to live in obedience, poverty, and chastity,
and to teach and train young girls.23

Chapel of St. Gall in Regensburg24
November 16, 1835

Theresa of Jesus
(Caroline Gerhardinger)

22. On November 10, 1835, Fr. Siegert presented to Bishop Schwäbl
a copy of Spirit of the Constitutions, the rule of the Congrégation NotreDame, and the modifications to the rule which were recommended by
Bishop Wittmann. In his letter, he also requested that, “after so much unspeakable suffering and contradiction,” the work of God would be allowed
to begin so that the young women “would finally reach the goal for which
they ardently longed.” (Typescript, Generalate)
On November 16, 1835, Bishop Urban reported that, “with the knowledge and consent of Bishop Schwäbl, the superior of the Poor School Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald, Theresa of Jesus (Caroline Gerhardinger),
professed her vows immediately after Mass at 6:45 a.m.” (Typescript,
Generalate)
23. Bishop Urban’s report continued: “Weeping, Caroline was unable to read the words of profession herself and, with great difficulty,
could only quietly repeat in broken words what Confessor Siegert first
pronounced for her.” Bishop Urban also blessed her religious habit, but
Mother Theresa did not wear it until the first reception ceremony took
place on April 10, 1836. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 89-90.
24. Bishop Schwäbl decided that the ceremony would take place in
his private chapel. See M. Alicia Blattenberger, Die Schifferstochter von
Regensburg (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1985) 96-97.
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Present:
Boniface Urban, Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg
Joseph Stauber, Assistant25
Matthias Siegert, Confessor

37:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
[After November 16, 1835]

Most Reverend Bishop!
With your permission, I had the grace of placing into
episcopal hands26 the profession of my vows according to the
constitution written for our convent institute by our holy
founder, Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job,27 and according to the
rule of the Congrégation Notre-Dame. Therefore, I now submit my petition for permission to receive my companion sisters into the order.
The postulants requesting to be received into religious
life are: (1) Barbara Weinzierl, brewer’s daughter from Pfaffenberg, (2) Anna Steiner, physician’s daughter from
Weiden, (3) Anna Aichinger, farmer’s daughter from
Schweinberg, (4) Frances Schmidtler, butcher’s daughter
from Neunburg, (5) Barbara Haider, gardener’s daughter
from Kareth, (6) Apollonia Loibl, farmer’s daughter, and (7)
Katherine Amer, winegrower’s daughter from Steinweg.
The first four candidates are teachers who passed their
final teaching examination with excellence. Since all these
postulants are determined to offer themselves to God, whom

25. Fr. Joseph Stauber was an assistant at St. Rupert Church in Regensburg.
26. Bishop Urban
27. Spirit of the Constitutions
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they desire to serve alone, I venture to repeat the petition
stated above.28
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
40:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
December 8, 1835
Most Reverend Bishop!
Enclosed are the candidates’ certificates as requested by
the diocesan ordinariate.29 I apologize for my ignorance and
ineptitude.
I do not have any other certificates besides the enclosed
for Barbara Weinzierl, age twenty-four, and Katherine
Jakob, age thirty-six. If I receive any more certificates, I
will send them immediately.
I request permission to receive Katherine Jakob instead
of Katherine Amer. The disposition of the latter makes me
want to wait a little with her. I consider it my duty in conscience to inform you about Katherine Amer, just as I have
always informed you about other candidates whom we have
had to dismiss.30
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
28. In his letter of November 20, 1835, Bishop Urban stated that, because the members of the religious association lived according to the
Notre Dame Rule and the religious institute was confirmed by Bishop
Schwäbl on March 26, 1834; because Mother Theresa was recognized by
church and civil authorities as superior; and because Mother Theresa had
professed her vows, nothing stood in the way of receiving as many candidates as the means of support allowed. (Transcript, Munich) 14840
29. In the same letter of November 20, 1835, Bishop Urban also
stated that, for each candidate to be received, Mother Theresa must submit to the diocesan ordinariate and to the royal government certificates
of Baptism, morals, education, and health, and, for teaching candidates,
their legal teaching certificates. (Transcript, Munich) 14840
30. See Document 37, pp. 66-67. Katherine Amer was never received.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Government
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
December 8, 1835
Certificate

Barbara Weinzierl, brewer’s daughter from Pfaffenberg;
Anna Steiner, physician’s daughter from Weiden; Anna
Aichinger, farmer’s daughter from Schweinberg; Frances
Schmidtler, butcher’s daughter from Neunburg vorm Wald;
Barbara Haider, winegrower’s daughter from Kareth; Apollonia Loibl, farmer’s daughter from Uttenkofen; and Katherine Jakob, surgeon’s daughter from Weltenburg, have grown
so much in the virtues of moral behavior, obedience, zeal for
good, and patience that, to tell the truth, I consider myself
unworthy to be their superior.
Due to the large number of pupils, their ignorance and
coarseness, and the resulting strain from dealing with them,
we could easily use two teachers in each of the four classes.
Since we also have boarders, at least three persons are necessary to do the household work. Therefore, having seven
candidates hardly satisfies the need. This testifies to the
truth.31
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

31. Not only the establishment of religious houses but also the acceptance of every single member into the order required approval by the
royal government. Mother Theresa was allowed to receive only as many
members as were needed in the house and school in Neunburg vorm
Wald, and she was expected to prove that there were sufficient means to
support them. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 108.
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To the Royal Bavarian District Government
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
December 27, 1835

Royal Bavarian Government of the District of Regen!
On the basis of the royal confirmation of our religious institute on March 22, 1834, the episcopal confirmation that
followed on March 26, 1834, and the enclosed certificates,
the diocesan ordinariate granted permission for the following candidates—Barbara Weinzierl, Anna Aichinger, Anna
Steiner, Frances Schmidtler, Barbara Haider, Apollonia
Loibl, and Katherine Jakob—to be received as soon as the
royal government grants its permission.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits to the
royal government her request for this permission and supports her request with the following reasons:
His Majesty, the all-gracious, sovereign King [Louis I],
personally handed to the respectfully undersigned the decree confirming our religious institute and repeatedly expressed his pleasure over the Job Foundation. As documented by the above-mentioned decree, he also said that
this institute is to be established in complete accordance
with the will of the founder.
Our founder, [Francis Sebastian] Job, built this institute
on the foundation of poverty. In our constitution, which is
being printed at this time,32 Fr. Job expressly stated that,
as Poor School Sisters, we should live from the food and
alms given us, just as the poor people live in the towns and
villages where we are accepted. Then it will be easier for us
to find entrance into small places for the education and formation of the poor, ignorant, wailing little ones (as he put
it).
32. The book, Geist der Verfassung des religiösen Vereins der armen
Schulschwestern de Notre Dame, zur Erziehung der weiblichen Jugend,
entworfen von Franz Sebastian Job (Stadtamhof, 1836; Milwaukee, 1876)
was translated and published in English under the title, Spirit of the Constitutions for the Religious Congregation of Poor School Sisters of Notre
Dame for the Education of Female Youth, Sketched by Francis Sebastian
Job (Milwaukee: Bray Brothers, 1878).
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Moreover, as we have learned from experience, the spirit
of the times is such that it is not rich and leisurely young
women, but rather those who are poor, hardy, and penitential, who submit to the difficult and painful vocation of
teaching and training the extremely ignorant young people
who are unruly in mind and heart, especially in rural areas.
We are already in the third year in which our Heavenly Father has mercifully provided us with our daily bread.
Filled with consolation, therefore, the respectfully undersigned, together with her sisters who are willing to make
any sacrifice, anticipate that the royal government will
grant the above request.33
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

33. See Footnote 31, p. 68. In contrast to Bishop Schwäbl’s permission for the reception of as many candidates as the means of support
would allow, the royal government granted permission for the reception
of only six candidates. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 90.
Apollonia Loibl, the youngest of the seven, was received on April 17,
1838.
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To Archduchess Sophie
Vienna
J!M!

[After April 10, 1836]1

Your Serene Highness!2
Oh, how gladly I would present to you in person the expression of our profound gratitude for the great mercy and
love you have shown to us poor orphans!
We have you alone to thank for being able to print the
book, Spirit of the Constitutions. As soon as we received
your first donation through dear venerable Sister Peregrina
[Schmidtler],3 I immediately sent the manuscript with some
money to Regensburg where it was printed. Oh, how beautifully moving is your help for the glorification of God’s name
and the coming of God’s reign!
Now your compassionate motherly heart is extending
your hand to carry out a second work. In addition to providing our spiritual bread, you are seeing to it that we will
also have our physical bread by providing a garden for which
we have been yearning for such a long time. We hope to
plant this new garden ourselves. Then our sisters, who are
in poor health due to the effort and strain in school and who
were ordered by the doctor to move about outside, could go
1. Although the date, July 12, 1836, was added to the copy of this
letter prepared for the beatification process, internal evidence indicates
that it was written earlier.
2. See Footnote 10, p. 59.
3. When Caroline was in Vienna in February and March 1834, she
met Frances Schmidtler, a native of Neunburg vorm Wald and Fr. Job’s
niece. Frances returned to Neunburg, entered the new community, was
received on April 10, 1836, and given the religious name, Peregrina. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 88.
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into the garden. Only our neighbor’s small garden lies between our house and the new garden.
Prompted by your very generous gift, I took steps to surround the new garden with a wall, at least along the main
street. Although a wall will be more expensive than a
wooden fence, it will last longer and be more suitable for us
than a fence that one can see through.
After saving as much as I can, I will conscientiously use
what remains to build a well and plant fruit trees, since the
garden plot of ca. 120 feet by 66 feet (36m x 20m) is large
enough. We will also receive some donations for this.
With regard to the well, I intended to ask for permission
to use the alms that were left over after laying out the garden to cover our living expenses. Like the oil in the jug and
the flour in the cupboard,4 our few kreuzer were coming to
an end when your alms came to us like a gift from heaven.
Nevertheless, if it is your wish that the well be built immediately, trusting in God to provide our bread, I will not delay
in having skilled laborers begin the work.
Please accept the repeated expression of our deep gratitude for the generous alms that gave us even greater joy because they were so unexpected.
We pray daily that our merciful God will crown Your
Royal Highness with glory in heaven, just as you wear the
crown here on earth.
Lovingly, gratefully, and respectfully yours, I remain,
Your willing servant,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
46:

To Empress Mother Caroline Augusta
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
June 9, 1836
J!M!

Most Serene Highness! Empress Mother!
Through your intercession a few years ago, God granted
4. See 1 Kings 17:7-16.
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us the grace of the confirmation of our little convent by the
all-gracious sovereign King [Louis I],5 and this work of God
has now come to life. Therefore, I venture to present to Your
Imperial Majesty this little book, so precious to us because
it was written by our founder of blessed memory.6 In my
poverty, I do this with the consoling trust in God that your
motherly heart will support me in the second step, the expansion of the order, and intercede for us with the all-gracious sovereign king.
My heart, like that of a little child, is urged to fulfill completely the last will of Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job and
Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann.
If, through the royal favor and power of our all-gracious
sovereign king, God grants the Poor School Sisters this expansion of God’s work, it will require long preparation, for
which we will need royal help and support because our
motherhouse is still new.
If Your Majesty furthers the honor and glory of God and
the general well-being of the youth of our country through
the education and character formation of girls and young
women, you will also have reason to rejoice because our
founders, Wittmann and Job, standing before the throne of
God, will obtain graces of incomparable richness for Your
Majesty.
Submitting this holy cause to Jesus, our Divine Lord and
Savior, to Your Majesty, and to our sovereign king, I plead
with Fr. Job, “May the newborn infant be granted a helping
hand!”
With deepest respect I remain,
Your most grateful,
Theresa of Jesus

5. See Footnote 20, p. 36.
6. Spirit of the Constitutions by Francis Sebastian Job
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47:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich
In Jesus and Mary!

Neunburg
June 9, 1836

Your Grace!
With your last letter, you lifted a heavy stone from my
heart. Your previous silence caused me to worry that you did
not approve of the book, Spirit of the Constitutions.7 Then I
also learned that Empress Mother [Caroline Augusta] was in
Munich.8
God has truly chosen you as an instrument to further the
glory of God. May God be praised forever! May you, dear
Mother, be granted the grace of the Holy Spirit!
My heart’s concerns, as I wrote to the empress mother, are
the glory of God and the general well-being of the youth of our
country.9
Since the book, Spirit of the Constitutions, explains everything about our request, you are receiving three copies. The
first is for the empress mother, the second is for our sovereign
King [Louis I], and the third is for Archduchess Sophie.
1. Our most important petition is for the expansion of our
order.
2. Since the first steps have already been taken with the
royal government regarding Stadtamhof10 and Schwarzhofen,
with God’s help, we need only one word from our king.
3. Expansion was the greatest concern of our founders
[George Michael] Wittmann and [Francis Sebastian] Job—and
mine as well. Before their departure from this world, these
two holy men placed this legacy into my poor hands. Only now
do I truly understand their legacy.
4. Significant reasons for expansion include the following:
a. In the education of girls, especially in small rural
towns and villages, there is still so much lacking in piety,
fear of God, love for prayer and work, obedience, and so forth.
7. See Footnote 32, p. 69.
8. After Emperor Francis I died on March 2, 1835, Caroline Augusta
was addressed as Empress Mother.
9. See Document 46, pp. 72-73.
10. See Document 23, pp. 44-46.
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b. Fr. Job said, “Even if a secular school with skilled
teachers is available, there is something wholly singular
about convent schools. I speak from experience.”
c. The boys would be separated from the girls—a condition that is lacking in both large market towns and villages.11 Men teachers would no longer teach the girls, which
would be desirable and even necessary, especially for the
older girls and the holiday pupils.12
d. The needlework school would also be furthered.
What a great benefit it would be if a girl or a young woman
would be instructed in the skills that she will need to manage a household later!
e. If our order is obliged to provide an education and
character formation to young girls in the manner indicated
in Spirit of the Constitutions, we will have very few institutes and perhaps none at all.13 On the other hand, Amberg
(which has married women as teachers)14 and Stadtamhof
would be good places for institutes of this kind because there
is not even one such institute in Regensburg.
11. Although the royal precept issued on December 3, 1799, ordered
both the separation of the girls from the boys and the employment of lay
teachers in the Bavarian schools, it was generally impossible to carry out
this order due to a lack of funds and qualified teachers.
12. See Footnote 28, p. 12.
13. “Those institutes for the education of girls, which are at present
a source of joy to us, exist only in our larger towns and cities, indeed, the
only places they can exist. Small towns and villages are not adapted to
such purposes, since they cannot provide the necessary buildings and
raise funds to establish and support them. Moreover, these city schools
may justly be considered a great blessing for children of rank, but those
of the lower and middle classes whose parents possess but limited means
cannot afford to receive their schooling at such institutes. This new religious institute shall bear the name ‘Poor School Sisters,’ a religious association for the education of young girls, especially in smaller towns and
country parishes.” Translated from Francis Sebastian Job, Geist der Verfassung, (Milwaukee, 1876), 5-6.
14. In 1692, the first Visitation Sisters came to Amberg, where
they established St. Augustine Convent and began teaching girls. In
1804, the flourishing convent was dissolved as a result of the
Secularization. Lay teachers continued to teach the girls in the school
building vacated by the Visitation Sisters. See Renate Gammel, ed., 150
Jahre Gymnasium und Realschule der Armen Schulschwestern v. U. L.
Fr. in Amberg (Amberg, 1989), 21.
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On his deathbed, Fr. Wittmann prophesied a connection
between Neunburg and Stadtamhof, and Fr. Job called
these two places one trunk with two branches.
Please entrust these five points to the empress mother’s
heart!
5. Possible Introduction (Foundation): If the Poor
School Sisters were introduced in all those places where secular women are teaching or where the girls are still taught
by men in the same school with the boys, there would be a
general improvement in the education of the girls and young
women of our land.
Nevertheless, we do not want to drive out these teachers.
Poor School Sisters may be sent only to those places where
the girls have been separated from the boys in school or
where the girls’ secular teacher has died.
We know how to live in poverty and we need little. Although there will be more of us—making it possible for us to
accomplish more—we are very satisfied with the salary paid
for one lay teacher. This is the foundation for expansion.
6. Buildings: There are still royal buildings in many
places that could be used,15 as for example, the building in
Stadtamhof where the royal district court is now housed, or
the building housing the forestry office in Weiden, a town
with two religious denominations.16 A convent school would
be of great use in Weiden.17
Although not a royal building, a part of the former convent building in Schwarzhofen could be used for this purpose, and a castle and garden in Waldthurn are available
for the reasonable price of 1,600 florin [$640].
15. After the Secularization and the resulting dissolution of many
religious orders and houses in Bavaria, the royal government confiscated
the vacated property. By the time this letter was written, some of the
property confiscated by the royal government during the Secularization
was being used for government purposes, some had been sold, and some
remained vacant.
16. Between 1653 and 1900, St. Michael Church in Weiden was used
by both the Catholic and the Protestant congregations. On November 11,
1900, a new St. Joseph Church was dedicated as the Catholic parish
church, and St. Michael Church began to be used exclusively by the
Protestant congregation.
17. The first sisters were sent to open a kindergarten in Weiden in
1893.
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In villages, the sisters would be satisfied with very small
buildings (in accordance with our rule).
Dear Mother, although I have spoken with you at such
great length, I would like to mention one more thing through
you to Her Majesty and, through her, to the sovereign king.
It is not pride, but rather Job and Wittmann who motivate
me to seek expansion. God’s cause would gain much. The
education of the common people in particular is a great
need.
You will also take into consideration that, even though
our poverty is so great now that we have only 30 florin [$12]
in cash, I am not asking for temporal things. Our trust is in
God. It often happened that alms came when we were down
to the last kreuzer.
The sisters are praying continuously for you so that the
Holy Spirit, who has chosen you for this greatly expanded
work, will enlighten you, enliven you, direct you, and make
you effective for the glory of God. Consoled, I place my interior suffering at the feet of Jesus and entrust it to your
heart which is filled with love for God.
Now I would like to summarize my requests. May the
sovereign king graciously recognize and confirm (1) the introduction of the Poor School Sisters, (2) the conferring of
royal buildings, and (3) the proposed foundation. May God’s
holy will be done!
My letter to Her Majesty, the empress mother, contains
my brief request for only the acceptance and promotion of
the little work.18 Since I did not mention the distribution of
the copies, would you kindly take care of this?
If the empress mother asks about our property, please
tell her in detail about our need, how we have furnishings
and support through your collections, that our fund remains
at 1,800 florin [$720], and that we used the gift from Her
Majesty, Archduchess Sophie, to put up a separate school
building so that we could have enclosure.19
In the last three years, the tuition from children living in
the surrounding area amounted to 39 florin [$15.60]. According to the will of our founder, we receive absolutely
18. Spirit of the Constitutions
19. See Footnote 16, p. 63.
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nothing from Neunburg itself, and therefore we are living
on alms and on what comes to us from afar. On the other
hand, please do not make direct requests for financial support for us.20
The copies of Spirit of the Constitutions contain a few
printing errors as, for example, in the last paragraph on
page eight where it says my creation instead of new creation.
Before the copies are distributed, for the love of God, perhaps a priest could correct these and similar major errors.
Since the copies are in Regensburg and not in Neunburg, I
am unable to make the corrections.
I would like to add the urgent request that, if there is an
opportunity to obtain charitable gifts for us in our poverty,
these would come from private funds, legacies, associations,
and similar sources, and not from the state treasury. We
must strive to be independent—Wittmann imposed this obedience on me. I say this to you in confidence, and we must
prudently omit saying this in public.
I close in the Most Holy Names of Jesus and Mary.
Your grateful,
Theresa of Jesus
P.S. When you approach the empress mother, please ask
little Marie for only one Our Father. A child’s prayer is an
angel’s prayer. In gratitude, we will also pray diligently for
the dear little girl.
Please forgive my disorderly letter. We have our school
examination today and I must hurry or I will miss the opportunity to mail this. Please forgive me.
51:

To Dr. John N. von Ringseis
Munich

Neunburg
July 13, 1836

Your Honor!
I must trouble you again, since I have no one else but
you, the best of fathers, to whom I can entrust my letter of

20. Requests for direct financial support would have endangered the
continued existence of the religious congregation.
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gratitude to Her Majesty, Empress Mother [Caroline Augusta], for the unsolicited, generous alms of 400 gulden
[$160] received this month.21
Had I known what your letter of June 25, 1836, revealed,
to my surprise, I would have contacted you earlier.22
[Frederica] von Ringseis herself offered to appeal to Her
Majesty in our stead and to present her with the little book,
Spirit of the Constitutions. In my letter, I asked only that
she would present a copy to the sovereign king [Louis I] and,
in case the order would expand, to recommend us to his fatherly heart. Bold as this request was—really for God’s
cause—it was nevertheless graciously received by the very
best of mothers.23
With God’s help, the small addition with three classrooms, a laundry, an oven, and a woodshed have been
built,24 and therefore, you may be assured that I will use conscientiously and sparingly every kreuzer received as alms.
Before this addition was finished, we had in our house no
place to do the laundry, no oven, and no small room for the
extern. Therefore, you can see that I was moved to do this,
not by a vain desire to build or by the love of splendor, but
rather by urgent need. Since we could not build an oven or
a place to do the laundry in our building, every three or four
weeks we had to ask the good-hearted townspeople to let us
bake bread or wash our clothes in their houses, now here
and now there. As soon as enclosure was established, this
was no longer allowed.
Until the completion of the small addition, the boarders’
dormitory also served as their living room. Instead of recreating after a difficult day in school, the Poor School Sisters
had to work in a stuffy, humid classroom and eat their meals
sitting on the school benches from which they probably
picked up and carried off vermin.
For all these reasons, the three new classrooms were as
necessary as our daily bread.
21.
tion.
22.
23.
24.

A copy of this letter was not included in the beatification collecDr. Ringseis’ letter of June 25, 1836, has not been found.
See Document 46, pp. 72-73.
See Document 34, pp. 62-63.
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Forgive me for speaking at great length, not for my sake,
but for the sake of the poor little convent.
Even if I am a poor sinner, please do not turn away your
fatherly heart from God’s holy work.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
54a:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
July 19, 1836
Most Reverend Bishop!
With my apology for not presenting a special communication to the diocesan ordinariate regarding the reception of
the six young women listed below, I am repeating this information now.25 The omission was due to culpable ignorance, and I will fulfill this obligation in the future.
I also acknowledge that I did not draw up a protocol of
the entire ceremony, which was to have been written in accordance with the request of the diocesan ordinariate. The
ordinariate indicated nothing of the sort when it instructed
me to conduct the reception ceremony, a religious ceremony
which I had never done before.
Nevertheless, since I have now been informed of this, I
will draw up a protocol for each ceremony in the future and
submit it to the bishop. This time, however, I can only enclose the following excerpt from the register in which each
young woman’s reception and profession are recorded immediately. This register is held in the convent archives.

25. In his letter of May 26, 1836, Fr. Siegert expressed his gratitude
for the indulgences that were granted by the Holy See for the Confraternity of the Holy Rosary. He also mentioned the reception ceremony held
on April 10, 1836, and listed the religious names of the six novices.
In his response on June 3, 1836, Bishop Urban reminded Fr. Siegert
that diocesan directives prescribed what information was to be included
in this report and that, since Fr. Siegert was authorized as the bishop’s
representative to conduct the reception ceremony, he was also required to
submit a protocol of the ceremony. See Copia Publica, 4572-73.
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On April 10, 1836, the following were received:
1. Barbara Weinzierl, brewer’s daughter from Pfaffenberg, born April 11, 1811, was given the religious name
Mary.
2. Anna Steiner, district court physician’s daughter,
born in Weiden on January 1, 1810, was given the religious
name Magdalena.
3. Anna Aichinger, farmer’s daughter from Schweinberg, born January 8, 1816, was given the religious name
Josepha.
4. Frances Schmidtler, butcher’s daughter from Neunburg vorm Wald, born June 25, 1812, was given the religious
name Peregrina.
5. Barbara Haider, winegrower’s daughter from
Kareth, was given the religious name Walburga.
6. Katherine Jakob, surgeon’s daughter from Weltenburg, born January 13, 1797, was given the religious
name Antonia.
The reception ceremony took place according to the directives in the ceremonial of the Congrégation Notre-Dame,
which has been approved by the Church.
Respectfully testifying to this,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
Matthias Siegert
Confessor of the Poor School Sisters

(Autograph, Regensburg) Kl 133/2, Bl. 52-54

55:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
J!M!

July 28, 1836

Most Reverend Bishop!
Since the people of Schwarzhofen recently made the serious request that the Poor School Sisters would conduct
their school for girls, I would like to bring this entire matter
to your attention once again.
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It was the secret desire of our founder26 that sisters go to
Schwarzhofen. Already in Vienna and during our first journey to Neunburg and Schwarzhofen, he said, “Schwarzhofen
will be your first mission.”27
The request mentioned above was initiated with your
knowledge and consent and not with any action on our part.
From the very beginning, therefore, I considered the cause
to be the will of God. Since you already knew about this request, I stated that, in God’s name, we would be happy to
accept this burden for the sake of the poor little children. It
is even more urgent now because our pastor and district
school inspector28 said recently, “Things are not going well in
the school in Schwarzhofen. If only the Poor School Sisters
would come!”
1. This is also the desire of our devout district judge,29
who is pressing ahead with it.
2. The building for the new school in Schwarzhofen can
be occupied by the beginning of the next school year (Easter
1837). By then, God willing, we will also have professed sisters ready to send to the school in Schwarzhofen. Since the
number of children is not large, only two or three sisters will
be needed. Moreover, since it takes only forty-five minutes
to walk from here to Schwarzhofen, it will be easy to provide help when needed.
3. We could easily spare these few sisters, since our confessor [Matthias Siegert] continuously takes the place of at
least one teacher in the school in Neunburg. Moreover, we
have several well-prepared practice teachers in readiness so
that we would also be able to staff Neunburg’s school adequately.
4. Our founder [Francis Sebastian] Job directed us to
depend on the wealthy fund of God’s mercy—on alms—and
here in Neunburg we have far less means than we do for two
26. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
27. These words were spoken in the summer of 1833 as Fr. Job and
Fr. Siegert were walking along the Schwarzach River from Neunburg
vorm Wald to Schwarzhofen. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 107.
28. Fr. John Baptist Käs
29. Joseph Hauser was the district judge in Neunburg vorm Wald
from 1829 until 1851.
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or three sisters in Schwarzhofen. Therefore, I hope that two
servants of God in Schwarzhofen will be provided with their
daily portion of bread in a miraculous manner, just as God
has given us our sustenance here for three years. In this regard, I have fewer reservations about Schwarzhofen than I
do about Neunburg, from which we receive absolutely nothing.
5. It will be easy for me to pay the purchase price for a
part of the former convent building (which is worth twice as
much) because some benefactors are quietly waiting to offer
their help as soon as church and civil authorities give their
approval. The building (where we can begin the school and
where the few sisters can live) needs very little, and God will
take care of the rest in due time.
6. At this time, the school in Schwarzhofen is in great
distress, and the elderly teacher needs an assistant (which
position we would fill).30 The good-hearted people there are
very inclined toward God’s cause and are very interested in
it.
7. If approval is granted, an elderly and frail person has
already legally declared that she will contribute 800 florin
[$320]. If she dies before approval is granted, however, this
money will be lost. Therefore, time is crucial.
8. The retired monsignor from Schwarzhofen31 is also
elderly and very frail. If he were to die, the entire work
would be endangered.
For these reasons, and really with no other intention
than that of winning, with God’s help, the poor little children for heaven, I respectfully present the entire cause to
Your Excellency. (Neither honor nor earthly gain nor reward await us in Schwarzhofen, but only renewed suffering,
which is also characteristic of every other work of God.)
Our sisters are filled with joyful trust in God and pray
incessantly for the happy outcome of this cause. (Perhaps
the guardian angels of the children are already joining them
in prayer.)
30. See Footnote 69, p. 55. By establishing a school for girls, the sisters would teach at least half of the elementary school children.
31. Msgr. Meller
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If the merciful God desires the spread of the reign of God
through us in our poverty, then this work will be under the direction of God’s almighty power. May God’s holy will be done!
With deepest respect, I remain,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
56:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
July 29, 1836
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop!
The city council from Neunburg vorm Wald gave the Poor
School Sisters a plot of ground to be used as a garden. Benefactors have offered to help us enclose and cultivate it.32
The little garden belonging to the local apothecary33 lies
between this plot and our convent, and we must walk a few
steps along the street to reach the new garden. Therefore, I
now submit my petition for permission to walk these few
steps for the following reasons:
1. The doctor told us that, if the sisters do not have any
exercise outside, we will soon have only sickly people, and this
situation will never change.

Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
32. See Document 53, pp. 71-72.
33. The apothecary was housed in the former sanctuary of the church
building. See Footnote 66, p. 53.
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According to the intent of our founder, those of us on
missions (if God gives us such) will have to walk to the
parish church for services.
2. In our isolated area, the people walk to the common
fields early in the morning and return to their homes in the
evening. Moreover, we would walk to the garden wearing
our veils and, when we are in the garden, no one from the
outside would see us because, with the help of benefactors,
it is already surrounded by a wall. When the Ursulines in
Straubing are in their garden, which lies along the main
street, everyone walking by can see them, unveiled, at any
time of the day.35
3. If we are denied permission to walk to the garden,
then the large plot of land that would yield the vegetables
we need would have to be left barren. In our poverty, we
cannot pay others to work in the garden, and hiring help
would cost more than the produce is worth.
These are my reasons for submitting our request so that
you could make a decision on this matter in a kind and pastoral manner.36
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
34

34. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
35. In 1691, five Ursuline Sisters arrived in Straubing where they
established a convent and conducted a school for girls. As a result of the
Secularization, all educational activity ended in 1808 and the convent
was declared one of three central convents for dispersed members of religious orders in Bavaria. In 1827, permission was given to reestablish the
convent and its schools. In order to provide for the sisters and students,
additional property was obtained in 1836. See Ursulinen Kloster,
http://www.kloster.ursulinen-straubing.de. (Accessed November 2, 2009)
36. Bishop Schwäbl was convinced that, since the sisters followed
the Notre Dame Rule, they were bound to the rules of strict papal enclosure. Nevertheless, he granted permission for the sisters to walk the few
steps to the garden if they were veiled, always walked in twos, and did not
converse with seculars. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Mutter Theresia im
Kampf um die Regel ihres Ordens (Typescript, Generalate) 31.
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58:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 4, 1836
J!M!

Your Grace! Our dear Mother!
In my last letter, I must not have expressed myself
clearly enough with regard to the boarders, since you come
back to this repeatedly.37
I would like to explain again that we do not prepare our
boarders for religious life unless they themselves repeatedly
request this formation and make it known that they have
no desire to return to the world. We would be happy to accept boarders, especially from the ordinary classes, and prepare them to become devout homemakers—if only they
would come—but, in our poor area where there are such erroneous views about education, few parents are willing to
send their children to us for this purpose.
May God have mercy on us in this respect and bring us
boarders through you as a chosen instrument for God’s holy
work. I trust that God will also help us give them an appropriate education.
Daily there is visible proof that [George Michael]
Wittmann and [Francis Sebastian] Job are our powerful
support before God and are doing more for us in heaven than
they could have done here on earth. Before they died, they
carefully saw to it that I would not stand alone, poor and
helpless. With prophetic words of the Spirit, they entrusted
my direction to our present confessor [Matthias Siegert]. On
his deathbed, Bishop Wittmann asked him to stay with us
and said that the Holy Spirit would make everything right.
As a faithful disciple of Jesus, the Divine Teacher, this servant of God left everything and, out of love for God, lives on
alms with us poor orphans, works day and night for our

37. Boarders are not mentioned in Document 47, pp. 74-78, and a
letter referring to this topic has not been found.
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well-being and that of others, and helps me in my weakness
to carry the cross in prayer and supernatural faith.
Let us thank God for not giving us a lustrous beginning
and for guiding this holy work with such slow and painful
steps. We were led to Bethlehem so that God, unnoticed by
the great and powerful of Jerusalem, could work until the
hour had come, and then everyone would confess that God
alone had introduced this holy work into the holy Church.
We would be happy to live forgotten and hidden. Even if we
do not live long enough to see the work spread, one day it
will be visibly filled with divine power. Oh, never regret
having done so much already! You have worked for God,
and our founders said that God uses devout women to extend the reign of God.
I had inquiries made so that I could respond to your
question about how much it will cost to dig a well. Experts
say that, since it depends on the depth of the well, which can
be ascertained only after the digging has begun, the exact
cost cannot be determined now. In any case, it should cost
approximately 100 florin [$40].
I am sorry that I must speak so freely again, but my
timid tongue is loosened by your charity. What a great benefit it would be if, through you, God would provide us with
the well that is such a great need!
After I know where you are staying, I hope to write again
with reliable information regarding Schwarzhofen.
Thank you for telling us about the gift of silverware!
Thank you for what you wrote after you spoke with
Madame Prechtl regarding the tasteful furnishing of our
house. We could not have acquired anything further by ourselves. I could not tell the dear soul everything because of
her emotional state, frailty, and age. Moreover, it is forbidden by our holy rule. Therefore, she surely was unable to
make any kind of correct judgment.
Entrusting ourselves as poor orphans to your motherly
heart, we Poor School Sisters wish to express our gratitude,
and we promise that you will always be remembered in our
prayer.
Your servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
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60:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 26, 1836
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
In order to comply with your wish and to quiet my conscience, I venture to reply to the diocesan ordinariate’s
reservations and views, which the local royal district court
indicated are obstacles to the establishment of a convent
mission in Schwarzhofen.38
1. With regard to personnel, the enclosed statement is
the best detailed proof that it will be possible for us to send
sisters to the school in Schwarzhofen.39 These teachers, who
will be novices until Easter, will be professed sisters by the
beginning of the next school year, and therefore this point no
longer presents an obstacle.
2. I have already explained how the purchase price and
the building costs will be covered.40 As soon as the mission
is confirmed, anonymous benefactors are ready and willing
to make contributions to help cover the expenses.
3. Each sister who leaves Neunburg will take along
some convent furnishings (since we will no longer need them
here). The town will furnish the school, and we are not responsible for the church in Schwarzhofen.
4. Little firewood is needed for the few sisters in
Schwarzhofen because, as long as their poverty requires,
they will live and work in one room. Six cords of firewood
38. On July 9, 1836, Bishop Schwäbl wrote on the margin of a government decree regarding the opening of a school in Schwarzhofen:
“Since the continued existence of the little motherhouse in Neunburg
vorm Wald is questionable, and it still does not have the required number of qualified teachers, how can the establishment of a mission be considered at this time?” Bishop Schwäbl thought that a careful examination
of the situation was still needed so that “what was begun could also be
completed.” No assurance could be given that there would be sufficient
personnel, an adequate stipend, furnishings for the school and convent, a
garden, or firewood. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 113.
39. This statement was not included in the beatification collection.
40. See Document 55, Paragraph 5, p. 83.
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are sufficient, and it is not expensive in this area. If the sisters cannot obtain it, they will gladly remain in the heated
classrooms after school hours. We had to do that here for an
entire year, whereby we used much less firewood.
5. It is true that the building has no convent garden,
but there is a large courtyard which would be sufficient for
the two sisters to get some exercise. If their health requires
more exercise, a part of the former convent garden next to
the building would also be available.
6. The royal district court will present a detailed report
proving that the rumor about a dance hall and beer garden
or guest house being directly connected with the proposed
convent building is unfounded.
7. According to the official documents we sent, the proposed means of support is 300 florin [$120]. The royal government offered to add another 150 florin [$60] annually. If
we twelve sisters in Neunburg had such a large annual income, we would consider ourselves rich. For the past three
years, our entire income here was 39 florin [$15.60]. The
abundantly good and generous God whom we serve fed and
clothed us like the birds in the air and the flowers in the
field41 and did not allow us to suffer hunger for a single day.
If we would worry about the next day instead of being
content with little, we would have to fear that we are acting
contrary to the will of our founder42 expressed so movingly
in his book, Spirit of the Constitutions, which was approved
by church and civil authorities. If no income can be given us,
our founder prescribed that we live on alms. If we would
hesitate to go anywhere until we were assured beforehand
of having everything that we need, we would fear that we
are no longer servants of our dear Lord.
Indeed, according to our founder’s intention, if we would
reject as insufficient an income like that from Schwarzhofen,
it would be altogether impossible for us to conduct schools in
smaller parishes and similar places. It is seldom that a community would be able to afford even 200 florin [$80] for a
school for girls. It would also be the end of our founder’s
beautiful hope of helping the poor country people through
41. See Matthew 6:28-32.
42. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
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the Christian education of children in schools. This sentiment is what so deeply moved our King [Louis I], as he himself assured me.
Comfortable, prosperous people cannot endure our poor
way of life. According to the directives of our founder, we
are to live as poor people do wherever we are called. Since
almost all the young women who apply for entrance are
poor, there is no possibility of the motherhouse in Neunburg
ever becoming wealthy. Moreover, we would never be allowed to accept more individuals than are needed here.43
On the other hand, if the order expands, we should be
able to assign immediately our personnel who required
years of education to become teachers. This would be impossible, however, if the diocesan ordinariate insists on an
adequate foundation fund, which we do not have because we
live on alms.
8. Since Schwarzhofen has a spacious building, we
could transfer and expand our boarding school there and use
Neunburg solely as a motherhouse and a school for those who
will prepare to become teachers.
9. If you see fit, I would go to Schwarzhofen in order to
establish the school there. For the short time that I am gone,
our unassuming teacher, Sister Magdalena Steiner, would
be in charge in Neunburg. Necessary consultation with the
sisters could be easily scheduled for Sundays and holidays
because it takes only forty-five minutes to walk from Neunburg to the mission under consideration. Our confessor
[Matthias Siegert] could help out in emergencies on weekdays.
In closing, if these reasons are insufficient to obtain the
definitive approval of the convent mission, we ask that you
would at least let us try it on a provisional basis. We hope
and trust in God that we will not be put to shame any more
than Daniel was when he scorned the royal banquet, preferred bread, vegetables, and water, and then, with his companions, appeared in better health than those who had
dined at the royal table.44
43. See Footnotes 31, p. 68, and 33, p. 70.
44. See Daniel 1.
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Finally, I invoke the words of St. Ignatius, the defender of
our poverty, “If we would have secure capital and a fixed income, what would we have to merit from our hope in God?” If
one sees what one hopes for, then it is no longer hope!45
With deepest respect, I remain,
Theresa of Jesus
61:

To King Louis I
Munich

Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 2, 1836
J!M!

Your Royal Majesty! Most Illustrious King and Lord!
With hearts that are deeply moved, we Poor School Sisters express our profound gratitude for the gracious attention
that you were pleased to pay our religious institute. With this
letter, I venture to submit my response to your royal request
for a detailed explanation of the petition regarding the expansion of our order that I submitted to Your Royal Majesty46
and a description of the means toward its realization.
1. With regard to expansion, when the religious institute
was established in Neunburg, our founder [Francis Sebastian] Job had the sublime purpose in mind, which he movingly
expressed in our Spirit of the Constitutions, pages 8-9. The religious institute is to assist poor people in small towns and
villages who, until now, remained unnoticed with regard to
genuine Christian education. Through a religious educational institute for girls and young women, truly devout subjects will be formed and better times will come.
This precious legacy from our founder urges my soul even
more because I have seen for myself how much the coarse and
ignorant people, especially in towns, market towns, and villages, need not only classroom instruction but, above all, religious formation by women.
The expansion of our order can proceed only if Your Royal
Majesty allows Poor School Sisters, wherever possible, to
move into positions left vacant by the girls’ teachers who
45. See Romans 8:24.
46. See Documents 46 and 47, pp. 72-78.
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have either died or left the school for other reasons. According to our holy rule, we may send two or three sisters to
smaller places, depending on the number of children in each
place.
Since we also teach needlework, double spinning,47 and
drawing, many small places would be open to us and many
gaps could be filled.
The moral advantages of separating the boys from the girls
in elementary school, and especially the young women from
the young men and their teachers in the holiday classes, are as
clear as day.
2. The means toward expansion lie partly in the manner
described above and partly in the demands that our founder
made on us when he prescribed that we are to live as poor people do in the places to which we are called.
a. In those places where no money can be given to us, we
are to live from the town’s voluntary contributions of natural
produce—in other words, from alms. “You will be welcome
everywhere as Poor School Sisters,” our founder said, “and the
merciful, bountiful Lord in whose vineyard you are working
will not allow you to live in want.” We joyfully agree to this.
b. If our religious institute is to expand, we need qualified
teachers who are available at all times. Expansion will be impossible, however, if we are prevented from accepting candidates because we cannot prove that we have a foundation fund
for the motherhouse in Neunburg, where we have been living
on alms from the very beginning. We can assure candidates
of acceptance and preparation only if Your Royal Majesty graciously gives us hope of expansion.
c. With regard to a building, our founder says that, if the
town cannot provide living quarters and if we are able to raise
the money to pay for a small house, we may purchase it. Here
and there, one can find the ruins of a convent that could easily be made habitable again.
With the above points, I have described for Your Royal
Majesty the factors with regard to a foundation fund, personnel, and buildings—all in accordance with the mind and will
of our founder—that would make the order’s expansion possible.
47. Spinning together strands of silk and flax is referred to as double spinning.
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In the decree recognizing our religious institute, Your
Royal Majesty expressly commanded that everything is to be
arranged according to the mind and will of the founder, and
you graciously made this promise to me in person.48 To our
consolation, therefore, we have even greater confidence that
our request will be granted.
With the help of Senior Medical Officer of Health Dr.
[John N.] von Ringseis in Munich, the market town of
Schwarzhofen has already taken the first steps with the
royal government of the district of Regen toward the establishment of a convent mission school by the Poor School Sisters. We would be able to send teachers there now.
A priest in Waldthurn already offered to give us a castle
with a large adjoining garden if we would conduct the
needlework school there now and the school for girls later,
that is, when the time is right.
In Amberg, married women teachers live in a former
convent building with a church and garden.49
Two years ago, you stated that you were well-disposed
toward the reestablishment of the dissolved Notre Dame
Convent in Stadtamhof—out of whose ashes our little convent here arose.50 The highly regarded Bishops [John
Michael] Sailer, [George Michael] Wittmann, and [Francis
Xavier] Schwäbl interceded, worked, and prayed for this,
and we can be sure that the first two continue to intercede
for us before the throne of God.
Obstacles at the time included: (1) the townspeople of
Stadtamhof would be inconsolable over the loss of the royal
district court which had been transferred to the former convent building; (2) the former convent fund of approximately
44,000 florin [$17,600] is allocated to the school in Stadtamhof; and (3) the present teachers would have no place to
go. I would like to respond by saying:
1. We would be very satisfied with one section of the
very spacious district court building and garden. The court
offices could be moved into the rooms on the ground floor of
the building where they formerly were, and the building now
accommodating the school for girls, which faces the convent
48. See Footnote 20, p. 36.
49. See Footnote 14, p. 75.
50. See Document 23, pp. 44-45.
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building, would provide very nice living quarters for the royal
district judge.
2. The convent fund could remain as the school fund. If
only half of the girls would come to us, we, who are used to
a poor life, could survive as well as the secular teachers.
3. We would be happy to grant the lay teachers their
present salary. In the meantime, we would be satisfied with
the income from our boarding school and would live on alms
as we do everywhere else until the town can pay us something.
Since there is no religious institute for young girls of the
middle class in the area, it would be a great advantage to
the district capital51 if we would soon establish one there.
It would take only one word from Your Royal Highness,
and God’s cause would be helped by your royal approval because:
1. Even without proof of a foundation fund, we could
still accept novices in our poor motherhouse in Neunburg
and prepare them so that our order can spread.
2. Wherever possible, we could move into the positions
left vacant by secular teachers and, if we could not be paid,
we could live on alms.
3. We could accept for now the offer from Schwarzhofen
and the gift from Waldthurn.
4. The convent school for girls in Stadtamhof could be
reestablished. Bishop Wittmann worked and prayed so
much for this school, promised to intercede on its behalf before God in eternity, and so movingly bound me to offer my
life for it.

51. Beginning in 1810, Regensburg was the capital of the royal district of Regen, which included Neunburg vorm Wald, Schwarzhofen, and
Stadtamhof. On November 29, 1837, the area was renamed the Upper
Palatinate and Regensburg.
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Nevertheless, we Poor School Sisters leave everything to
the holy will of God and the discretion of Your Royal
Majesty.52
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
57:

To Fr. Placidus Hettenkofer
Regenstauf
[After September 2, 1836]

Reverend Father!
The contents of your last letter moved me to tears, first
of all, because of my own sinfulness, which stands so much
in the way of God’s work, and secondly, because of the great
love of your pastoral heart that still beats so ardently for
God’s cause and opens its arms so mercifully to Fr. [Francis
Sebastian] Job’s orphaned children. Thanks be to God! May
God be your greatest reward!
You are also thinking of sending us boarders. We have
been yearning for this for so long, but the people in our area
are too poor for such a thing! According to our founder’s directives, we give our boarders an education for the middle
53

52. By the time this letter was written, plans were already being
made in Stadtamhof to give the Notre Dame Convent building and the
entire convent fund to the Visitation Sisters. The royal government approved this proposal in 1837, and President Edward von Schenk convinced the town to accept the foundation. Sisters and candidates from
Vienna and Dietramszell were ready to move to Stadtamhof, but since
the renovation of the Notre Dame Convent would be too expensive, the superior asked for the former Cistercian convent building in Pielenhofen instead. King Louis I approved the new project, and the city council in
Stadtamhof gave the Visitation Sisters in Pielenhofen one-third of the
convent fund. The royal government postponed the establishment of a
mission of the Poor School Sisters in Stadtamhof until a later date. See
Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 190-191.
53. Placidus (George) Hettenkofer, OSB, a former student of Fr.
Francis Sebastian Job, was the confessor for the Visitation Sisters in
Dietramszell. For many years, he endeavored to give Regenstauf, his
birthplace, the benefit of a convent school for girls. In 1841, a mission
with two sisters was finally opened in Regenstauf. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 130.
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class. We ask for 5 florin [$2] each month for children under
twelve, and 6 florin [$2.40] for those over twelve. Each child
should bring six changes of clothing and six table napkins.
At this time, we have only four boarders, seven sisters in
habit,54 and four candidates.
With regard to our expansion, Empress Mother Caroline
[Augusta] interceded on our behalf with our King [Louis I],
which resulted in the issuance of a royal order asking that I
give a further explanation of what I have already done in the
spirit of our founder.55
If God gives us expansion, it will take a few years. We
would have to train our personnel first, but we cannot do that
until a royal statement gives us hope for expansion. Talented
and devout postulants have waited long enough for their admission into our little convent. Most of them are very poor. O
my God! It is all very good, but in your merciful power, please
send us what we need so that we can give them their daily
bread and an education!
In my presentation to His Majesty, I asked for permission
to live on alms in those places where no income can be provided. Our founder asked this of us, and we are happy to do
it.
Do you really think that a little place in Regenstauf could
be set aside for the Poor School Sisters, whereby some good
could still come from what I have harmed? How overjoyed
we would be to give your dear birthplace our service!
Please pray with us for this intention, which the royal
government has not acted upon yet. We are also waiting daily
for a decision regarding Schwarzhofen.
We look forward to receiving the little books from you.
They would come to us in the safest way and at very little cost
through our good mother, [Frederica] von Ringseis, the wife
of Senior Medical Officer Dr. John N. von Ringseis in Munich.
Urgently recommending our entire little convent to your
prayer before God, I remain respectfully yours,
A deeply grateful servant in the Lord,
Theresa
54. Mother Theresa and six novices
55. See Document 61, pp. 91-95.
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To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 12, 1836
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop!56
When Empress Mother [Caroline Augusta] was still in
Munich, Dr. [John N.] von Ringseis told me that, if he would
have an audience with her, he would present any petitions
that I might have. In response, I sent two copies of Spirit of
the Constitutions, along with my petition that, since the empress mother helped us obtain the confirmation of our little
convent here, perhaps she would help us with the second
step through her powerful intercession with King Louis I.57
Then our founder’s58 ardent desire to help poor children from
both the ordinary and the middle classes in smaller towns
and villages, which he so movingly expressed in Spirit of the
Constitutions, could now be fulfilled.
The good mother did more than I would have dared to
hope for or ask. In addition to my letter to her, she gave the
king a copy of Spirit of the Constitutions. Shortly after that,
I received a royal order to express myself more clearly. The
respectfully enclosed letter is a copy of my response to the
king.59
This sacred cause, for which those great men, [Francis
Sebastian] Job and [George Michael] Wittmann, worked and
56. After receiving Mother Theresa’s letter of August 26, 1836 (Document 60, pp. 88-91), Bishop Schwäbl was concerned about the fact that
Mother Theresa had appealed to Empress Mother Caroline Augusta and
King Louis I with regard to expansion of the order. The diocesan ordinariate then reminded Mother Theresa that new church institutes are always subject to church laws and obedience. “When the Church approves
or confirms visionary plans of human works, it must go about this very
carefully in order to avoid acting too quickly and without sufficient consideration.” See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 115.
57. See Document 46, pp. 72-73.
58. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
59. See Document 61, pp. 91-95.
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prayed so much for twenty-six years [sic]60 and were still occupied with at the very end of their lives, is hereby recommended to Your Excellency, not as my cause, but as God’s
cause. With the death of the founders, God placed this cause
into Your Excellency’s hands for its further advancement.
To this recommendation, I venture to add my petition
that you would not cast it aside and completely forget us
poor orphans.
How consoled Fr. Job was when he bade you farewell for
the last time, having been assured that his second foundation61 would be under Your Excellency’s immediate guidance
and, after God, none other! “Caroline,” he often said, “try to
remain independent of the parish priest. Take courage! I
have already taken care of it. The bishop will consider the
whole thing as his work. You may turn to him at any time—
as a child does to her father. I asked him for this.”
Nevertheless, after the last letter from the diocesan ordinariate (which was received through the pastor here, just
as letters were always received), I lost heart because I would
never be able to speak to you in a childlike manner again.
Only one thing hurts me very much—that the aversion toward me will gradually pass on to God’s cause.
I never considered failing against the obedience owed to
the Church or its regulations—nor am I aware of ever having done so. Still less did I want to make any great plans for
the future. Job and Wittmann did that. My only desire was
to attain the goal of their yearning and striving by submitting my petitions to God and to church and civil authorities,
and by using the same means and taking the same route
that I did when the convent was established in Neunburg.
If Schwarzhofen, Stadtamhof, and our expansion were a
human work, its suppression would be left up to the discre60. Document 21, p. 41, gives sixteen years, and Document 23, p. 46,
gives twenty years.
61. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job’s first foundation was the Carolinum
which provided scholarships for poor boys in Upper Styria who wished to
become priests. The foundation document was approved on November 9,
1830, and the first recipients began their studies in Graz in 1832. See P.
Eduard Hosp, C.Ss.R., Sebastian Franz Job, ein Karitasapostel des
Klemens-Hofbauer-Kreises (Mödling: Sankt-Gabriel-Verlag, 1952) 106112.
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tion of the diocesan ordinariate, but it is God’s work! May
God have mercy!
If only Your Excellency could see the debased condition
of today’s children—as we see it daily in school! Then I am
certain that the diocesan ordinariate would encourage us instead to dedicate ourselves to such a necessary profession,
difficult as it is.
Since it takes a long time to prepare the candidates for
teaching, expansion can happen only after years have
passed, but if we have no hope for expansion, it will never
happen. If this intent of the founder is not taken into consideration now and settled at the beginning, it will be difficult to carry it out later. Perhaps it will never be realized.
Finally, I ask pardon for burdening Your Excellency with
such a long letter, but there is no one else to whom I can
thus open my heart.
With deepest respect,
Theresa of Jesus
64:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 23, 1836
J!M!

Your Grace! Our dear, good Mother!
Each one of your letters awakens wondrous, holy feelings in my heart because, through you, I see so clearly the
fulfillment of the words about our convent uttered by our father, [George Michael] Wittmann, from his deathbed. You
are working and providing so much for God’s holy cause, and
God will not remain your debtor for long.
In accordance with your wish, I will respond to your
question regarding the conditions for the acceptance of a
candidate into our religious association.
Conscious of my own sinfulness, I wish to state that the
purpose of our order is not only to sanctify ourselves, but to
dedicate ourselves with all possible diligence to the education of young girls. For the latter, God must give the soul
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the grace and blessing of special gentleness, humility, love,
and talent, because teaching demands no small sacrifice.
Does the candidate under discussion have the inclination and education required for teaching school subjects or
needlework? Is she capable of doing housework?
If she is already over eighteen years of age and still
wishes to be prepared for teaching, it will be difficult for
her unless she has outstanding talent.
If she feels a call to housework, she must have wellgrounded experience in cooking, laundry, and so forth, as
well as in farming and gardening, so that she will also be
able to teach these skills to the boarders.
Is the young woman strong and courageous enough to
live with us and share our poor bread, hard work, cold, contempt, and other deprivations?
I ask the young woman to consider all of this seriously
before God.
Before we can assure her acceptance, our holy rule requires that we see her and speak with her in person. At
the same time, she must provide us with certificates of
Baptism, education, morals, property, and health. She
must also be of legitimate birth. The journey from Munich
to Neunburg is difficult and expensive.
With regard to temporal matters, we accept what God
sends us through each young woman who comes. For the
first year of probation in the candidature, however, she
must give the convent 8 florin [$3.20] per month for room
and board. Our first young women were unable to do this,
but, in accordance with our holy rule, I must insist on it
now.
Capable persons who are not only devout but also possess the required practical knowledge and a cheerful disposition are more welcome to us than treasures of gold and
silver.
If God turns the heart of our sovereign toward us,62 we
will need capable individuals who not only want to pray
but also to work and suffer. Such individuals are very uncommon today.
62. King Louis I
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Through Your Grace, may God send us such an individual in the young woman under consideration! What joy for
us! How grateful we would be to you!
With the expression of our deepest respect and prayer, I
remain,
A grateful servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
76:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
November 20, 1836
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Through our royal district court in Neunburg, we Poor
School Sisters received the enclosed decree confirming the
convent mission in Schwarzhofen.63 We now respectfully
present this decree to Your Excellency.
The royal district court expressed in person and in writing its desire that we open the school in Schwarzhofen at
the beginning of December. Otherwise, another entire year
will be lost for 120 children and an equal number of holiday
pupils, since the country children come to school only during
the winter. The royal district court has taken preliminary
steps toward our conducting the school and living there, and
therefore we respectfully submit our petition that Your Excellency would grant this work your episcopal approval and
blessing.
Since we now have eight certified teachers, nothing
stands in the way of establishing and beginning the school
in Schwarzhofen. In fact, it would be a great benefit for the
newly certified teachers.

63. On November 4, 1836, King Louis I issued the decree approving
the mission in Schwarzhofen. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 45.
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Leaving all to God’s will, which will be revealed to us and
the children through Your Excellency,64 I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
78:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Schwarzhofen
December 21, 1836
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
The mission convent in Schwarzhofen was opened with
a solemn liturgy in the local parish church on December 18,
1836. The following day, the children were officially introduced and entrusted to us by the royal district school inspector, the royal district judge,65 and the respective local
authorities.
As I reported to the diocesan ordinariate earlier, I came
here with the certified teaching candidates, Antonia Dostler
and Margaret Stauber, in order to establish the school.
A very difficult task awaits us in this vineyard of the
Lord but, with God’s help, we will work as hard as we can.
Once again, we ask that Your Excellency would plead for us
in your prayer before God.
We also request episcopal permission to prepare a chapel
in Schwarzhofen. The generous owner of the building66 will
let us have a vacant section of the former convent for this
purpose.67 God will provide a priest.
64. On November 25, 1836, the diocesan ordinariate approved the
opening of the mission in Schwarzhofen. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn,
116.
65. Fr. John Baptist Käs and Judge Joseph Hauser
66. Mayor Joseph Trautner
67. In 1808, the church connected to the former Dominican convent
in Schwarzhofen was auctioned off for the express purpose that it be demolished. On December 30, 1836, Bishop Schwäbl granted permission to
have a chapel in the convent in Schwarzhofen, provided that the pastor
would give his consent. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 117.
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In addition to the seven novices [sic], we have several
more candidates, but some of them have not yet reached the
age required by law for reception.69 Therefore, I want to
wait until the present novices make their holy profession before receiving several more candidates into the novitiate.
As I have already reported, Sister Magdalena Steiner is
in charge of the Neunburg convent. I can easily go to the
motherhouse in Neunburg for any necessary consultation
because it takes only forty-five minutes to walk there.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
68

79:

To Frederica von Ringseis
Munich
J!M!

Convent in Schwarzhofen
December 23, 1836

Good and gracious Mother!
It is very evident that God has chosen you to be our
mother and a holy instrument for the glory of God’s name.
May God reward you a thousand times! We will gratefully
accept the smallest gift and reciprocate through daily prayer
and sacrifice for God’s holy cause. Dearest Mother, please
do not abandon us!
On Sunday, December 18, our dear convent mission in
Schwarzhofen was opened with a solemn liturgy in the local
parish church. The next day, the royal district judge and
the district school inspector70 introduced the schoolgirls and
entrusted them to us. We live together with the children in
the building that once belonged to your mother-in-law, who
is now resting in peace with God.71
68. According to Document 54a, pp. 80-81, six novices were received
on April 10, 1836.
69. The royal government required that candidates reach the age of
twenty before they were received.
70. Judge Joseph Hauser and Fr. John Baptist Käs
71. After the Dominican convent in Schwarzhofen was dissolved in
1802, Dr. Ringseis’ mother and stepfather purchased the building. It was
later acquired by Mayor Joseph Trautner. See Jörgens, Rings—Eis, 5.
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We walk to the parish church for services, but the generous owner of the building is setting aside another room in
the convent where we can prepare a chapel and a poor crib
for the Divine Child Jesus. God has wondrously led to us a
devout priest who will share our poverty with us.
Each and every day, God works miracles of mercy for us
poor servants. Since Neunburg’s convent is too confined,
with God’s grace, I decided to transfer the boarding school to
Schwarzhofen. This also makes it necessary to have a
chapel there. Neunburg will be a motherhouse with the
novitiate.
There is not much difference now between the school in
Schwarzhofen and schools where religion is never taught.
From all directions, girls and young women as old as seventeen who have never attended school before come here in
order to learn something. My hope is in God’s grace and
help. We could easily have four teachers here—there is so
much work and so many children. Four young women are
already attending the needlework classes in the holiday
school.
Baron [Carl August] von Röckhel also turned to us.72
With a heart that is deeply moved, I wrote to him and said
that we would be happy to live in poverty and to offer our
help for such a noble cause.73 With God’s grace, I would see
to it that there is a priest. In my next letter, I will write
more about this entire matter.
We will call on the Divine Child Jesus and ask him to
bless Your Grace and your dear family for all the good deeds
that we, your poor orphan children, have received during
this year, which is quickly coming to an end.
Please accept the tearful expression of my deep gratitude
and that of my dear sisters, together with the request that
you would not abandon us poor orphans in the New Year.
With deepest respect,
Your grateful,
Theresa of Jesus
72. Baron Carl August von Röckhel, requested sisters to conduct a
school for the children of the area surrounding Lauterbach Castle near
Dachau.
73. This letter is not included in the beatification collection. A mission was opened in Lauterbach in 1843.
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82:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Schwarzhofen
February 1, 1837
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
God’s gracious mercy has turned toward our order the
heart of Fr. George Bernhard, the devout beneficiary1 from
Heideck in the diocese of Eichstätt. If you give your permission, he will offer to resign his position in Heideck in
order to share our poverty in Schwarzhofen, just as our confessor [Matthias Siegert] does in Neunburg.
Insofar as his poor health allows, Fr. Bernhard would
also be happy to lighten our confessor’s pressing burdens.
Until we have furnished a chapel, it would be a great
consolation to us if Fr. Bernhard would be allowed to offer
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and give us Holy Communion
in an unoccupied room in the convent.
With confident hope, I repeat my request and remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

1. In order to make it possible for a priest to provide spiritual and
pastoral care in a particular place, a wealthy benefactor would often provide a benefice or endowment that would guarantee the priest, known as
a beneficiary, a fixed income for his services.
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84:

To Secretary Ritter von Kreuzer
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 23, 1837
J!M!

Noble Private Secretary!
At such a favorable opportunity, I feel compelled to repeat the expression of my heartfelt gratitude for the outstanding kindness with which you graciously helped me in
my poverty and great distress to obtain the recognition of
our order three years ago.2 At that time, you also allowed
me to turn to you with our concerns.
God is now granting us the expansion of our order, which
appears to be so necessary for the instruction and, even
more, for the character formation of the very coarse and uncouth little children of the common folk—yes, even more necessary than their daily bread. We need many candidates for
the many places where Poor School Sisters are desired, but
we do not have the means to prepare them to become teachers.
If our merciful God occasionally allows a candidate to
knock at your door and ask for help and a bit of bread and,
through your very powerful intercession with His Majesty
[King Louis I], you are able to assist us in our poverty with
the education of our candidates, we ask that you would
please grant us your help and benevolence. God will surely
reward you in heaven!
Repeating my petition, I remain respectfully yours,
Your grateful servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus

2. See Footnote 20, p. 36. Canon Melchior Diepenbrock (1798-1853)
recommended Caroline Gerhardinger to his friend, Secretary Ritter von
Kreuzer, who made it possible for Caroline to have an audience with King
Louis I on March 23, 1834. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 74.
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86:

To Madame von Kersdorf
Vienna
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 29, 1837
J!M!
Your Grace!
The beautiful chalice and the enclosure with 150 florin
[$60] in cash arrived.
How often the Precious Blood of Jesus will be consecrated in this sacred vessel because of your noble generosity!
Who can measure God’s happiness over this act of love and
the grace that will be given you? From Jesus’ own words, we
know that the least we do in Jesus’ name will be generously
rewarded.3
We do not know how to express our gratitude for the 150
florin which your motherly intercession obtained for us from
the Imperial and Royal Princesses of our illustrious Royal
House. As soon as the gift was announced, we sent for locksmiths and carpenters to prepare a few more rooms for us
where good windows, as well as doors with locks, were
needed. It was hardly possible to set one’s foot safely into
the spacious house.4 Msgr. Hauber will be able to tell you
more about our poverty.
The combs, which most likely your generosity also provided, gave the poor children inexpressible joy.
Please do not withdraw your loving, motherly hand from
us poor orphans who daily offer our prayer to God for you!
In this consoling hope, I remain respectfully yours,
A most grateful servant,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

3. See Matthew 25:31-40.
4. In Schwarzhofen
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88:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Schwarzhofen
May 15, 1837
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Concerned that the enemy of all that is good wants to
cause new damage to God’s work,5 I wish to write a few lines
to accompany the enclosed letter with information from the
market town of Schwarzhofen. This letter arrived despite
my request that the city council would refrain from writing.
Without any prompting on my part, the writers could not be
kept from presenting their complaint to you.6
Indulging in leisure or appearing important before the
world was never the intent or reason for my earlier request
for a priest and chapel in Schwarzhofen.7 We do not intend
to lay claim to our own priests and chapels for every mission that God may possibly grant us. We never intended to
intrude on parish rights, something that filled the diocesan
ordinariate with such indignation. Our only intent was to
provide the necessary support and help for the motherhouse
in Neunburg.
1. We now have several candidates to prepare, as Your
Excellency asked us to do. Nevertheless, most of these candidates are so completely secular and inexperienced in
teaching that they must be initiated into the spiritual life
and given a good education. Only then can we respond to
the urgent desire for School Sisters in several places or se5. See Footnote 67, p. 102. Influenced by his assistant in
Schwarzhofen, Msgr. Meller, who had been very supportive of the sisters,
believed that the convent chapel would hold 400 persons and take the
people away from parish services. He sent his protest against this “interference with parish rights” to Bishop Schwäbl, who stated that the sisters were expected to attend services in the parish church, supervise the
children at these services, and give a good example to the parishioners.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 117-118.
6. The people of Schwarzhofen also wrote to Bishop Schwäbl and
asked that the sisters would be allowed to have a chapel and their own
priest. They felt that this would also benefit the parish since the pastor
was elderly and frail. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 118.
7. See Document 78, pp. 102-103.
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cure firmly the salvation of the sisters themselves who will
be exposed to so many dangers on the missions.
2. Our convent in Neunburg is already too small. The
novices, candidates, and boarders are housed in very cramped
quarters, and it will be difficult to accommodate the new
novices who will be received. These conditions, as well as religious discipline, which should be maintained well in the
motherhouse, make it necessary to transfer to the spacious
building in Schwarzhofen the boarders and the candidates
who are studying to be teachers.
3. Our confessor, [Matthias] Siegert, who as a living sacrifice will soon succumb to his present burden, cannot possibly train the candidates for teaching in Schwarzhofen and the
novices in Neunburg at the same time. My time and energy
are completely taken up with correspondence and work in the
house, convent, and school.
4. Therefore, our own priest is as necessary for us in
Schwarzhofen—as a part of our motherhouse—as it is in
Neunburg. Msgr. Hauber saw this for himself and expressed
the need. Even with the best intentions, an assistant parish
priest could not sacrifice himself for us to the extent necessary without setting aside his many other duties.
5. We, thirty to forty persons in all, could not go to the
parish church daily where space is already inadequate for our
few sisters. That is why we submitted our request for a
chapel.
Having the local schoolchildren attend our Holy Mass
would enable them to grow accustomed to proper behavior at
church services. If this would be harmful to the parish, however, we are willing to close the chapel doors and be content
with praying there at the specified times.
Since the devout priest, Fr. [George] Bernhard, recently
repeated that he would be very satisfied with room, board,
and Mass stipends, I venture once again to call attention to
his noble willingness.8 His health now permits him to preach

8. See Document 82, p. 105.
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from time to time. If Your Excellency would assign him here,
he would earn his daily bread with us.
In this, as in all things, may God’s will be done!9
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister

91:

To George Lankensperger
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
May 25, 1837
J!M!

[Highly honored Mr. Lankensperger!]10
The tabernacle and the little carriage arrived here on the
twenty-seventh of this month [sic]. ..... That is why my note
is so late, which, in your love for God, you will also excuse.
O friend of God! You went to considerable expense for
us! We never thought of anything so precious—and even
less would we have dared to ask for this. Since your gift is
so great, the greater will be your merit and reward from
God. This is what makes your gift even more pleasing to us.
Oh, how I wish that you could have seen our great joy
when these gifts arrived! We continue to rejoice over them!
Yesterday we used the little carriage for the first time
and expressed our gratitude to God for you. We pray daily
for you, for your wife, and for Theresa.
9. Bishop Schwäbl visited the mission in Schwarzhofen in order to
examine the situation. He recognized the merits of the sisters and the religious institute, “which could easily become established with unmistakable benefit in all of Germany.” The bishop soon sent a new pastor and a
new assistant to Schwarzhofen. Fr. Anton Etzinger, the new assistant,
was also asked to provide services for the sisters. In October 1838, the
Blessed Sacrament was reserved in the convent chapel in Schwarzhofen.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 119-120.
10. A salutation was not included in the copy of this letter that was
prepared for the beatification process. A sentence also seems to have been
omitted in the first paragraph.
George Lankensperger (1779-1847) was a royal court carriage builder
in Munich and invented the maneuverable front axle in 1816.
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May God, for whose only begotten Son you have prepared a dwelling place on earth where Jesus will be in our
midst day and night, also reward you with a dwelling place
among the blessed in heaven!
May the Spirit of God gently guide you through this
transitory life on earth, just as the beautiful little carriage
takes us on our earthly journeys!
Filled with gratitude, love, and joy, I remain respectfully
yours,
Theresa
92:

To Fr. Dionysius Fink
Hohenthann
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
December 20, 1837
J!M!

Reverend Pastor!
I am very sorry that I still cannot definitely promise you
any sisters by Easter.11 If God called your teacher home
through death,12 then I ask that you would take the initial
steps required and request School Sisters from the church
and civil authorities. Please do this on your own and do not
base your request on any promise from us.
If, prompted by the need for a teacher, you petition the
royal government, and the government approaches the
diocesan ordinariate, the ordinariate will ask us if it is possible. Then we will make a statement to both the royal government and the diocesan ordinariate. In any case, you may
be assured of our willingness to come.
11. Fr. Dionysius Fink, who studied under Bishop Sailer and Bishop
Wittmann, built a new school in Hohenthann in 1836. After he heard
that a mission was opened in Schwarzhofen, he wrote to Mother Theresa
on June 28, 1837, and requested sisters for his school. In mid-July, he visited Neunburg, observed the school, and discussed his request with
Mother Theresa. See Schindlbeck, Vom Orden, 349.
12. According to Fr. Fink’s history of the school, Joseph Bruckmoser,
the teacher in Hohenthann, died on December 6, 1837. See M. Traugott
Schindlbeck and M. Luise Rauchensteiner, Notizen zur Geschichte unserer
Kongregation, 1936 (Typescript, Munich), 15.
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If hard times set in, God will provide the necessary means
so that we can come to the help of your dear little ones. Please
have the children pray an occasional Our Father for this intention. Their guardian angels will also plead with them.
When working on the building known as the Poor Souls
Chapel, you will not need to be dependent on anyone or even
mention it, since you are not putting up a new building but
only making renovations. All you need to say is that it is
being made into a convent which will be on the church
grounds and within the surrounding wall. The convent will
be very close to the parish church and in the greatest seclusion from everyone. The sisters will not even have to cross the
street to get to the church and school. Since the sisters could
easily walk outside in the spacious churchyard with the little
school garden, they will be able to observe enclosure and remain in solitude.
God, who placed this work in your heart, will surely carry
it out, and we sisters will never consider it small because, in
God’s eyes, great things appear small and small things appear great.
With holy joy, we will come to God’s holy vineyard in your
parish.
The fact that the noble landowner is neither for nor
against the work will promote the cause very much. We pray
that God will also allow this good attitude to continue. If you
write again, please give me the noble gentleman’s name and
let me know if he has a family.
Our dear Theresa [Schindlbeck], certainly helped by your
indescribable effort, is studying diligently and making the desired progress, which also gives evidence of a religious vocation.13 I rejoice over this zealous young woman of God, and I
hope that you will send us more lambs from your spiritual
flock.
Perhaps you know our good Mrs. Steinhauser from Pfaffenberg. On the tenth of this month, God took her from us in
death—the good, prayerful, penitential woman who, with
her whole being, lived only for God and the little convent.
13. According to her obituary, Theresa Schindlbeck felt called to the
religious life at age twenty-one and began studying under the direction of
Fr. Fink so that she could enter the congregation as a prospective teacher.
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Oh my God, how my heart aches for her. I especially recommend the deceased—as well as our entire order—to your
prayer and to the prayer of the children of your parish.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister
Please forgive me! I had to write in such a hurry.
29:

Reflections
(Excerpts)

Neunburg
[n.d.]

Reflections as Superior of the Religious Association
in Neunburg vorm Wald
J!M!
O Holy Spirit, enlighten us, strengthen us, so that we may
comprehend our divine call, recognize what we are and what
we should be, and really want to do what we must in order to
follow this call.
I
With infinite mercy, God has chosen me to be his bride and
called me to the religious life. The Holy Spirit must live and
work in me so that I may please God alone—and no longer
serve my own will and passions or follow the attractions of the
world.
As a devout daughter of the Blessed Virgin Mary, I do not
want to dominate but to serve God instead and to remain with
Mary at the crib and under the cross, serving and loving God
in all things. . . .
Religious life is the constant effort to glorify God’s most holy
name through our lives. God does not lay on us more than
we can bear. With the grace of God, all things are possible.14
14. See Matthew 19:26 and Mark 10:27.
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If we renounce all that displeases God, we will find all.
What we ask for in God’s name will be granted us.15 Here on
earth, we will be granted divine peace as an undeserved reward, and in eternity, we will experience what no eye has
seen and no heart has felt!16
II
Lord, your call is divine, your mercy without bounds!
Your demands, however, are great and holy. Grant that I
may know what I must renounce and what I must learn in
order to fulfill your will in a manner pleasing to you. . . .
III
O God, I thank you that, through your grace, you have
allowed me to recognize some of the malice hidden in me.
Due to my many unknown sins, I want to humble myself
and ceaselessly cry out to you for your mercy.
O Divine Holy Spirit, enlighten me so that I may realize
the changes that are needed in order to be pleasing to you
and have the courage to make them!
What should my heart’s attitude be?
If my heart is simple and pure, like that of a child, I will
be filled with the Holy Spirit and enkindled with divine love.
O Divine Bridegroom, as your spouse, I desire to offer myself
completely for others so that your blood will be made fruitful. Then the candle—which I, as a mother, should be for
others—will be consumed as it serves others by giving light.
If I never pay attention to what is pleasing or flattering,
but to God’s will in all things instead, and if I seek humiliations and rejoice in them, I will love creatures only for your
sake. Standing with Mary beneath the cross or resting with
Mary Magdalene at your feet, I will seek and find my consolation. . . .
Since I am unworthy of your grace and can so easily lose
it, I also wish to be filled with merciful love for the erring. If
15. See John 14:14.
16. See 1 Corinthians 2:9
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you consider me worthy to seek what has been lost and,
through you, to sanctify it, I will not crush the bruised reed or
quench a smoldering wick17 but rejoice greatly instead. O Divine Redeemer, then I would be your true likeness, your joy,
and the joy of all the angels! I would have the consoling hope
of one day being received in your mercy.
O God, help me to recognize how often an inordinate passion makes my heart so restless. Seal my heart with the seal
of your divine love, and then ask of me what you will!
How should my speech be?
O God, my speech, like my heart, should be well-ordered,
simple and pure!
O God, if you were the treasure of my heart, my speech
would hardly ever be vain or pointless, for the mouth speaks
from the fullness of the heart. Only pure water flows from a
pure source.
My speech ought to be, “Yes, yes,” and “No, no. . . .” If I
say only what is necessary and edifying, my vain curiosity
and useless prying into other people’s affairs will cease, and
my heart will be filled with peace and simplicity. . . .
O my God, your word is, “In silence and hope is
strength!”18 Give me the grace to praise and glorify you with
heart and tongue at all times and, before I say a word, to
weigh it on the golden scale of your love.
How should my actions and omissions be?
As a religious and mother, I ought to be for my community
what a priest is for his faithful flock. If a mother is what she
is called to be, she carries all her children in her motherly
heart. Since all of them are her children, she is concerned
about each one and not just one or the other. Day and night,
she prays to God, sighing for them and pleading for God’s
grace so that they will all be upright.
All her children are embraced by her motherly love and
care, but she is especially concerned about those who stray
17. See Matthew 12:20.
18. See Isaiah 30:15.
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from the right path. In this, she is like the Good Shepherd
who leaves the ninety-nine sheep to seek the one that is lost.19
A mother’s sacred duty is:
1. To teach her children to know God, to love God, and
to fear God (as the shepherd leads his flock to the meadow).
2. To instruct her children in prayer and work, in virtue
and piety—without growing weary—just as a mother takes
a little child by the hand when speaking or walking, and her
child imitates her, step by step. A shepherd pastures the
sheep and lambs on the best meadows.
If I want to teach and instruct others, I must learn and
practice the material first.
3. To give good example to her children in all things,
like the Good Shepherd, the Divine Teacher, by backing up
her words with deeds.
God’s word applies to me as it does to priests, “You are
the light of the world, the salt of the earth.”20 The sun, the
light of the world, shines with kindness and gentleness,
warms so benignly, is so rich in blessing! My way of life, my
example, should do that as well. Salt remains imperishable
and free from decay. Salt preserves other things from corruption. Therefore, I must be free from the corruption of sin
and keep others free from sin.
As the tree, so is the fruit; as the mother, so is the child.
Gentle mothers, weeping and praying, raise up devout, gentle children. The shepherd leads the lambs.
4. To discipline her children when gentle admonition
and pleading bear no fruit. If the children are to improve
and be preserved from failure in the future, any punishment
must be maternal and given only out of love for God and the
children. A bow that is always stretched will break.
If a repentant child returns, a mother will receive her
child as the merciful father in the Gospel received the lost
child who returned. How the shepherd rejoices over the
lamb that was found again!21
__________________________
19. See Luke 15:1-7.
20. See Matthew 5:13-14.
21. Document 29 can be found in its entirety in the beatification collection.
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96:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
January 8, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
With the approval of church and civil authorities, our
novices, (1) Mary Weinzierl, (2) Magdalena Steiner, (3)
Josepha Aichinger, (4) Walburga Haider, and (5) Antonia
Jakob, were received on April 10, 1836.1
During their novitiate, they proved that, with God’s
grace, they will become devout and capable religious. In
their name, therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits
her petition that you would grant them permission to profess their holy vows—the first four novices for three years,
but Antonia Jakob, born January 13, 1797, for life.
Prior to their reception, we sent their certificates, but
they were never returned.2
We also request permission to receive the following candidates: (1) Anna Wiedemann, (2) Margaret Kaufmann, (3)
Theresa Wohlfelder, (4) Antonia Dostler, (5) Rosina
Zwinger, (6) Christina Schöttinger, (7) Barbara Mühlbauer,
(8) Crescentia Schmitter, (9) Anna Geisreiter, (10) Maria
Adeldinger, (11) Victoria Kuchenbauer, and (12) Katherine
Meisinger.
Based on their good conduct as candidates and their enclosed certificates, they give us the consoling hope that, with
God’s help, they will become capable members of our order.
Therefore, we submit our petition for your permission to receive them.
1. See Document 54a, pp. 80-81. The sixth novice, Peregrina
Schmidtler, left the congregation on November 1, 1837.
2. See Footnote 29, p. 67.
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Two candidates, Johanna Landthaler and Elizabeth
Heckl, will reach the required age a few months from now.
They are already prepared to teach and are very devout,
promising young women. If we may not include them with
the other novices, it will create a great problem with regard
to their continued formation in both the spiritual life and
practice teaching. Therefore, we submit our petition to receive them now, because then we could extend their formation to their greater advantage.
Since such dispensations have recently been granted to
other convents, for example, the Ursulines in Landshut,3 we
also cherish the joyful hope that our petition will be granted.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
97:

To Fr. Dionysius Fink
Hohenthann
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
January 10, 1838
Very Reverend Pastor!
Apologizing for my delay in responding to your letter and
that of good Theresa [Schindlbeck] written on December 28,
1837, I will respond with even greater haste to your letter of
January 1 as follows:
1. We, on our part, are willing to send two sisters, one
for elementary classes and the other for needlework classes.4
In case of illness, the needlework teacher could also help
with the elementary subjects. The financial arrangements
which you indicated are also acceptable (with the hope that,
when the parishioners see evidence of God’s blessing in the
children’s piety and knowledge, as well as in the effect of the
3. The first Ursuline Sisters arrived in Landshut in 1668. In November 1809, the flourishing convent was dissolved as a result of the Secularization. Soon after his ascent to the throne in 1825, King Louis I
decreed the reestablishment of the Ursuline Convent in Landshut, the
surviving nuns returned, and, beginning in 1827, the convent and its
schools experienced new life and growth.
4. See Document 92, pp. 111-113.
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sisters’ prayers for them day and night, they will make small
voluntary contributions of natural produce).5
2. Although it would be our wholehearted wish to send
the sisters now, we cannot send anyone until October 1839.
This is definite. Contrary to our expectations, the foundation in Aschaffenburg, which the royal committee in
Würzburg took an entire year to initiate, is now settled, and
the city is expecting sisters by June 1838.6
Moreover, the archdiocesan ordinariate in Munich and
Freising also applied for sisters and summoned me to Munich for an interview, which I quietly and urgently entrust
to your prayer.7 May the Holy Spirit enlighten me in my
poverty and work through God’s grace. We are unable to
satisfy the archdiocesan ordinariate now, and I must leave
this important matter to God’s wise judgment.
I also promised Fr. Leuk, the pastor in Westen, to send
two sisters by May 1839, but I still do not know how this
will develop. Perhaps the schools in both Westen and Hohenthann will have to wait, but if things take another turn,
we will be very happy to send sisters earlier to these two
missions.8
5. An annual stipend of 150 florin ($60) was designated for the two
sisters and a candidate. Fr. Fink hoped to obtain “not only sisters for the
school, but also sisters who would pray for the parish in Hohenthann.”
Since the school was small, Fr. Fink felt that the sisters would also be
able to continue night adoration. The sisters would gain respect in the
parish, and the parishioners would provide them with what they needed.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 120.
6. In a communication of May 9, 1837, the royal government of
Würzburg and Aschaffenburg informed Mother Theresa that an orphanage and a child care center would be opened in Aschaffenburg and, if possible, entrusted to the Poor School Sisters. (Typescript, Generalate)
7. On December 19, 1837, Canon George von Oettl (1794-1866) wrote
to Mother Theresa in the name of the archdiocesan ordinariate and called
the Poor School Sisters to the archdiocese of Munich and Freising. (Transcript, Munich) 15454
Although negotiations between the archdiocesan ordinariate and the
royal government regarding a motherhouse in the archdiocese of Munich
and Freising began in late October 1837, this was the first communication
on the topic that Mother Theresa received. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn,
135-136.
8. Sisters were never sent to Westen, which is approximately forty
miles (65 km) east of Munich.
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I will send you further information immediately after my
trip to Munich. It may be a few months before I will be able
to go there, however, because five sisters will make their
profession and twelve candidates will be received. Please
pray that God will give us help and strength for these sacred ceremonies, and please ask our future sister, Theresa
Schindlbeck, to pray for us as well.
I think we should submit our petition to the royal government and use the text of the enclosed statement addressed to the royal district school inspectors in Hohenthan
(Pfaffenberg II).9
3. If you absolutely do not want the school for girls to be
conducted by male teachers on a provisional basis, could
Theresa Schindlbeck, with your pastoral help and the zealous efforts of your assistant, teach for the time being?
Surely God will abundantly reward this good work. If you
prefer this second proposal, please do not take it amiss if I
venture to suggest how to approach the situation.
You suggested that the young woman mentioned above
(your parishioner)10 is someone whom you consider capable
of teaching and a worthy candidate of the Poor School Sisters. Since she now has the necessary knowledge in school
subjects, she will soon be called to the convent in Neunburg
where she will be prepared to take the teaching examination and obtain royal government permission to teach. If
Theresa is granted permission to serve as an assistant at
the school for girls in Hohenthann until the Poor School Sisters come from Neunburg to conduct the school, she will
then be ready for the candidature and may come to the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters.
4. If you cannot agree to this suggestion, and if Theresa
is sufficiently advanced in learning, is tireless in her zeal for
prayer, study, and work, both day and night, is in good
health, has completed her schooling, and is capable of teaching both elementary and needlework subjects, we will open
our poor convent door to her as soon as she has put her tem9. This letter was not included in the beatification collection.
10. Theresa Schindlbeck
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poral affairs in order. Theresa should obtain her certificates
of Baptism, morals, education, and property by March 1,
which is our entrance day.
If you want Theresa to come to us even earlier, please
let us know. Could you also indicate approximately how
long it will take for Theresa to put her affairs in order?
I very much wanted to thank Theresa for her letter and
answer it myself, but there is so much that needs to be done
now. I must ask you to extend to her my apology, greet her
as my new sister in the Lord, and tell her that it makes me
very happy that soon she will be one of Jesus’ brides in the
company of the cross. We also pray for her perseverance.
Theresa asked about the required annual payment for
room and board, which I had mentioned to her earlier. She
will need 100 florin [$40] for room and board and must bring
along her bed, linens, and the clothing that she will need.
She must also ask her parents to provide her clothing for reception. With the exception of a simple black winter cap
rather than a fur cap, she should bring the clothing that she
has—including dresses appropriate for housework—but no
fancy stockings. She also needs black dresses, blue aprons
of double width, white linen neckerchiefs, and a large black
shawl. If she needs to obtain bedding, handkerchiefs, table
napkins, or similar things, they should be of linen rather
than cotton. A good supply of paper, stationery, and materials for sewing, knitting, and spinning are needed, and she
should not forget a spinning wheel, yarn, shoelaces, soap,
and similar things. Everything is very expensive here.
Forgive me for bothering you with such things. I mean
well for Theresa, and I am asking only for the most necessary items.
For their daily use, our sisters have the beautiful prayer
book, [St. Alphonsus] Liguori’s Visits to the Most Blessed
Sacrament.
Thank you for all the efforts you have already made for
the young woman and for the sisters. Please do not grow
weary of continuing the preparations for our coming as unworthy servants to your parish! I wish I could personally
greet all your dear, good, and devout parishioners whose
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eternal welfare is such a great concern to your pastoral
heart. We are already praying daily for them and for the
children. When God deems us worthy to come and live
among them, may we give them beneficial service!
It gives me great consolation that you want to prepare
two more young women for our order. If these young women
are suitable for the teaching profession, and if you have
given them spiritual and intellectual guidance, we will not
turn them away but gratefully accept them from God’s hand
and yours.
Please do not be put off by the unexpected staffing of
your school with assistants and substitutes! It is all in God’s
plan. The holy angels who stand at God’s throne and at the
side of the children will keep them from all harm. Through
you, God has given these lambs, ransomed by the Precious
Blood of Jesus, into the care of a good spiritual shepherd,
and we Poor School Sisters sincerely desire to help by praying for them.
God is surely pleased with the little convent you have
prepared. I often recall the quiet, little place since I have already seen it! I consider as blessed any sister whom God
sends there to work in holy quiet and solitude.
Please write again soon about your thoughts and about
Theresa’s intent.
We also ask that you would grant your blessing to our
order and all its members!
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
P.S. I changed my letter to the royal district office so
that you can give it to the royal government without any
hesitation. May the letter bring success for the honor and
glory of God! Praised be Jesus Christ!
P.S. Theresa’s certificates may not be stamped, but the
property certificate must be legally issued.
Forgive my two postscripts. I am in a hurry.
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98:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
January 12, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
The respectfully undersigned wishes to inform Your Excellency that on December 19, 1837, the archdiocesan ordinariate of Munich and Freising sent us a letter asking the
respectfully undersigned to come in person to Munich and
make a statement regarding the introduction of the Poor
School Sisters in the archdiocese of Munich and Freising.11
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
99:

To the Archdiocesan Ordinariate
Munich and Freising
Neunburg vorm Wald
January 15, 1838

Most Reverend Archdiocesan Ordinariate!
Establishment of a Motherhouse for the Poor School
Sisters in the Archdiocese of Munich and Freising
In a letter of December 19, 1837 (received on January 5,
1838), the archdiocesan ordinariate graciously informed us
about a matter of great significance for our congregation—
11. See Footnote 7, p. 119. On November 28, 1837, Canon Oettl
wrote to the diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg and asked for information about the convent in Neunburg, its relationship to the mission
houses, its interior discipline and exterior effectiveness, its relationship
to the bishop of the diocese and the royal government, and anything else
that either furthered or hindered its flourishing expansion. (Transcript,
Munich) 15454
On December 19, 1837, Canon Oettl thanked Bishop Urban for his
detailed report, which was written on December 12, and for the copy of
Spirit of the Constitutions, which he was returning. (Typescript, Generalate)
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the establishment of a motherhouse for the Poor School Sisters in our archdiocese.12
With joy and gratitude, the respectfully undersigned accepts the kind invitation made by His Excellency, the archbishop,13 to come in person and examine the situation, so
that, with God’s grace, the points under consideration can be
discussed with greater clarity and focus.
In God’s name, I will make the journey to Munich as
soon as several of our candidates have been received. I
wanted to wait until episcopal permission for this ceremony
was granted so that I could give more definite information
about my arrival in Munich, but I may not wait any longer
before sending this, my response.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
100:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
From Our Convent
January [21], 183814

J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
We wish to express our deep gratitude for your permission, granted so promptly and in such a pastoral manner,
for our fourteen candidates to be received and our five
12. See Footnote 7, p. 119, and Footnote 11, p. 123.
13. Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel (1761-1846) was ordained in
Würzburg in 1796. In 1821, he was installed as the first archbishop of
Munich and Freising. During the next quarter century, he was dedicated
to the religious renewal of the clergy and the people, which included support for the revival of religious life and the return of many religious orders
to the archdiocese.
On October 26, 1837, Archbishop Gebsattel presented to his advisors
his plan of calling the Poor School Sisters to the archdiocese. His advisors
gave the plan their approval. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 135.
14. Although the copy prepared for the beatification process indicates that this document was written on January 20 and 30, the original
copy of this letter in the diocesan archives in Regensburg indicates that
it was written on January 21, 1838, and received on January 24.
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novices to profess their holy vows. Oh, what joy this brings
to our entire house, and especially to the young women who
will be dedicated to God!
I also submit my petition that, like their poor mother,
the five novices may also be permitted to profess their holy
vows according to our little rule book, Spirit of the Constitutions of the Poor School Sisters. Before my profession, you
gave me your verbal assurance saying, “Without any objection on my part, you and all the sisters may profess your
vows according to this constitution by Fr. [Francis Sebastian] Job.” I then professed my vows in the presence of the
bishop16 and, with this significant step, the order of the Poor
School Sisters came into being.
The last time Fr. Job was in Regensburg, he asked for a
copy of the old Notre Dame Rule, which he took along to Vienna. There he drew from the old rule what he found compatible with the will of Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann
regarding the number, purpose, and other elements in the
life of his Poor School Sisters. This is expressly stated on
page 11.17 Fr. Job wrote our present constitution as a document that could be adapted later, since there were individual points that he could not write for lack of time and only
quoted from the former rule.
Your Excellency entrusted to our confessor [Matthias
Siegert] the incorporation of these points from the former
15

15. See Document 96, pp. 117-118.
16. See Document 36, pp. 65-66.
17. “I will strictly adhere to (1) my deceased friend’s expressed will,
which I regard as a sacred legacy to be carried out, since I consider myself merely the administrator of his last will, and (2) the book which this
enlightened bishop laid down as the basis, that is, to the Rules and Constitutions for the Congrégation Notre-Dame compiled by Blessed Peter
Fourier—insofar as these rules are compatible with the number of Poor
School Sisters, the duties assigned them, and other elements requiring
consideration.” Translated from Job, Geist der Verfassung, 7
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rule.18 You also permitted us to have practical experience
with regard to the missions first so that everything could be
organized and written in a practical and thorough manner
and then lived out accordingly. With this permission, I refrained from sending a complete document, and now I repeat my petition for a little more time.19
Until now, our novices have been instructed and formed
according to our constitution written by Fr. Job. If our
novices may not profess their vows for three years—just as
I professed my vows for life—according to the constitution
that our founder Job wrote for us, but must profess their
vows according to the old Notre Dame Rule instead, I would
be very uneasy about my profession of vows, and I would not
know how to continue to guide and direct my sisters.
We are consoled by the fact that our constitution, revised
from that of the Congrégation Notre-Dame, will be presented

18. On November 24, 1835, Fr. Siegert was informed that the diocesan ordinariate was in complete agreement with the work, Spirit of the
Constitutions, and had no reservations about approving it. Fr. Siegert
was then asked “to summarize the articles in brief, clear, and easily understood sentences and rules.” He was also expected to take everything
from Peter Fourier’s Notre Dame Rule that pertained to the Poor School
Sisters, to summarize the material in short sentences, and “to present
the entire work to episcopal authorities for their examination and approval.” Fr. Siegert was given six months to complete “this difficult task
of revision which requires great circumspection.” (Typescript, Generalate)
On December 12, 1837, Bishop Urban reminded Fr. Siegert that more
than one year had passed since his work on the rule was due, and continued: “Since we cannot allow the convent in Neunburg to remain any
longer without statutes that have been examined and approved by episcopal authorities, the confessor has two months to send his draft, which
we presume is close to completion, or to present his reasons why it is not
finished.” (Typescript, Generalate)
19. On January 24, 1838, the diocesan ordinariate responded to this
request by stating, “One would think that, after three years, the necessary
experience would have been gathered to draw up a draft of the statutes.
In the meantime, we have taken steps to obtain statutes from the School
Sisters in France. Perhaps the desired points can be found there.” See
Ziegler, Kampf um die Regel, 24.
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to the Holy See, and we respectfully submit our petition that
this would be done.20
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
104:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Neunburg vorm Wald
March 24, 1838
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
The Establishment of a Motherhouse for the Poor School
Sisters in the Archdiocese
Since God granted me the grace of seeing the convent
building in Weyarn that is under consideration, I venture to
speak about the fact that it does not serve our needs.21
20. On January 30, 1838, Bishop Urban wrote, “There is no objection to the profession of vows by the five novices according to the book,
Spirit of the Constitutions.” He also stated that, with an approved rule,
it would be much easier for the sisters to keep their vows, and that approval by the royal government was required before religious profession
could take place. (Typescript, Generalate)
21. On November 12, 1837, Archbishop Gebsattel applied to King
Louis I for royal permission to call the Poor School Sisters to his archdiocese and to take up a general collection to provide for their support.
On November 24, 1837, King Louis I replied that he would be inclined
to give this permission if he knew that a suitable building for the sisters
had already been found.
On December 4, 1837, Archbishop Gebsattel responded that the remaining section of a former convent in Weyarn which belonged to the
archdiocese would be very suitable for the sisters.
The Canons Regular of St. Augustine had a foundation in Weyarn
from the beginning of the twelfth century until it was dissolved in 1803
as a result of the Secularization. Although the building was located in a
beautiful setting approximately twenty-three miles (37 km) from Munich,
it was much too small for a motherhouse, and repairing the damaged
areas of the building would have been very expensive. Since there were
fewer children in Weyarn than in Neunburg, there were also fewer opportunities for the candidates and novices to do their practice teaching.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 135-137.
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(Canon [John Michael] Moser was kind enough to come and
see this ruin for himself.)
I also wish to respond to your questions of December 19,
1837,22 as follows:
1. We would have the necessary personnel to establish
a motherhouse of our order in the archdiocese if we would be
granted the consoling desire and hope that this motherhouse
would be the only one for our order, just as the Sisters of
Charity have one motherhouse. We do not want to be splintered. Like the first Christian community and with God’s
help and united strength, we want to be able to arrive at
complete unity in the religious and academic education and
formation of our novices first, and then in the education of
the girls and young women of our country. This was also
the wish for our order expressed by Fr. [George Michael]
Wittmann before he died.
With the establishment of a motherhouse in the archdiocese, the motherhouse in Neunburg would be automatically dissolved and the house would become a mission. Our
founder, [Francis Sebastian] Job, called Neunburg the cradle,23 and this cradle has already become too small for the
order experiencing such vigorous growth.
2. With regard to the building, the well-being of the
motherhouse requires the separation of the novices from the
candidates who are just coming from the world. In order to
remain protected from great misfortune, the novices need a
very thorough foundation in holiness because, as professed
sisters, they will live in groups of two or three on the missions where they will be exposed to such great danger.
22. See Footnote 7, p. 119. In his letter to Mother Theresa, Canon
Oettl asked for information regarding (1) personnel, (2) the relationship
between the houses in Neunburg vorm Wald and Munich, (3) the required
rooms, and (4) the finances needed for the establishment of a motherhouse. (Transcript, Munich) 15454
23. “Unless I am completely deceived, God has clearly pointed out
the place. My birthplace, Neunburg vorm Wald in the district of Regen,
is to be the cradle and, God willing, it will become the motherhouse of
this congregation. This is not because it is my birthplace, but because it
is the will of God, which I must of necessity recognize in all that has taken
place for several years and again recently, but most of all, in the definite
statement and order of my dying friend [George Michael Wittmann].”
Translated from Job, Geist der Verfassung, 7
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A home for orphans (whom we would train to become devout and capable servants), a boarding school for children
from the middle-class, and a Kleinkinderschule24 are also
necessary because, in all of these institutes, the candidates
in the motherhouse should have practice, not only in teaching, but also in the character formation of girls and young
women, which is our main purpose.
We also urgently request a simple chapel for the motherhouse which, before long, will grow in significance, as God
is showing us now.
A garden where the young people and the sisters could
recreate is also necessary.
3. The candidates must be divided into at least two
classes according to how much they already know, be instructed in all the subjects covered in a teacher-training
school, and pass three annual examinations in accordance
with the directives of the royal government.
As certified beginning teachers, the candidates must do
practice teaching in schools with teaching sisters at their
side. This pedagogical training requires that we divide the
elementary school at the motherhouse into three classes.
We must also teach needlework to the children in these
classes, as well as to young women who have already finished school. These purposes cannot be realized in a small
place, but only in a significant city. A motherhouse must
also be close to the diocesan ordinariate.
4. As far as our financial needs are concerned, in our
poverty we manage to live with very little. If we would receive 100 florin [$40] annually and firewood for each of the
three sisters and four novices being applied for now,25 we
would express heartfelt gratitude to God. Here in Neun24. Kleinkinderschulen or Kinderbewahranstalten were organized to
provide care during the day for very poor children, ages two to six, whose
parents were working or otherwise unable to look after them.
In contrast to these Kleinkinderschulen, Frederick Froebel (17821852) founded the first kindergarten in 1840, which was designed for children of all classes and where emphasis was given to the children’s growth
and development in accordance with their age and capacity.
25. In his letter of December 19, 1837, Canon Oettl also mentioned
that three sisters and three or four novices were expected to open the
motherhouse in Weyarn. (Transcript, Munich) 15454
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burg, we live completely on alms, most of which come from
benefactors who live in the archdiocese, and not once has
God let us go to bed hungry.
The sisters’ furnishings are limited to a crucifix, an
image of Mary, a prie-dieu, a small table with a wooden
chair, a washstand, and a bedstead.
The candidates’ and novices’ classroom furnishings are
the most expensive items and consist of benches, tables,
blackboards, maps, globe, required textbooks, paper, ink,
chalk, and drawing supplies, as well as material and supplies for needlework.
A musical instrument is also required because the sisters should understand music and know how to sing in order
to teach singing to the children.
The Poor School Sisters may not lag behind secular
teachers in knowledge, and they should be far ahead of them
with regard to devotion and piety.
Utensils for the kitchen, household, and laundry are also
necessary.
Everything needed for the initial furnishing, even if as
poor as possible, will cost at least 1,000 florin [$400], but
benefactors will also help us with individual articles, just as
God allowed them to do in Neunburg.
Our confessor, Matthias Siegert, whose active cooperation is indispensable for the motherhouse, lives with us in
poverty and demands no salary. With episcopal permission,
he will be happy to follow us into the archdiocese.
Through Holy Church, may the merciful and gracious
God now give our order a motherhouse, which is really a universal and urgent need in our dear land! Pastors from all
sides write to us, sighing, “If the fundamental state of ruin
is not curbed by the coming of the Poor School Sisters, and
if unfortunate parents do not release to the sisters their little children as soon as they have left the cradle, then this
deplorable situation is beyond help!”
In the consoling hope that, in your pastoral interest, you
will accept my statement (since we will be very content with
everything), I ask that you would please grant our order
your episcopal blessing.
Respectfully yours.
[No signature]
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105:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 8, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
A royal presidential precept dated March 21, 1838, requested the respectfully undersigned to go to Amberg immediately in order to confer with city authorities regarding
the introduction of the Poor School Sisters there.26
Submitting this report, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
107:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 17, 1838
Protocol
Reception of Candidates
Profession of Vows by the Novices
Convent of the Poor School Sisters
Neunburg vorm Wald, April 17, 1838

After church and civil authorities granted their approval, the candidates, (1) Augustina Dostler, (2) Margaret
[of Cortona] Wiedemann, (3) Alphonsa Kaufmann, (4) Ignatia Wohlfelder, (5) Sebastiana Zwinger, (6) Aloysia Loibl, (7)
Afra Kuchenbauer, (8) Anna Adeldinger, (9) Francesca
Schöttinger, (10) Agnes Mühlbauer, (11) Agatha Schmitter,
26. Fr. Ambrosius Mayer, a native of Amberg and a Franciscan in
Pfreimd, visited his birthplace in 1837 and suggested that the Poor School
Sisters would be called to conduct an institute in Amberg. His plan met
with resistance on the part of the townspeople but, with the help of Fr.
George Schneider, a former student of Bishop Wittmann, Fr. Mayer convinced prominent members of the city council that the proposed foundation would be an advantage for the city. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn,
122-123.
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and (12) Elizabeth Geisreiter,27 were received during a
church ceremony by the confessor, Matthias Siegert, and the
Mother Superior of the Poor School Sisters, Theresa of Jesus
Gerhardinger. This ceremony took place in the convent
church in Neunburg vorm Wald on April 17, 1838.
On the same day, the novices, (1) Magdalena Steiner, (2)
Mary Weinzierl, (3) Josepha Aichinger, (4) Antonia Jakob,
and (5) Walburga Haider, professed their vows for three
years and placed them into the hands of their Mother Superior.
After the protocol was read aloud, it was signed by those
present:
Augustina Dostler
Margaret Wiedemann
Alphonsa Kaufmann
Ignatia Wohlfelder
Sebastiana Zwinger
Aloysia Loibl
Afra Kuchenbauer
Anna Adeldinger
Matthias Siegert
Confessor

95:

Francesca Schöttinger
Agnes Mühlbauer
Agatha Schmitter
Elizabeth Geisreiter
Magdalena Steiner
Mary Weinzierl
Josepha Aichinger
Antonia Jakob
Walburga Haider
Theresa of Jesus

To Bishop Carl August von Reisach
Eichstätt
[After April 17, 1838]

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!28
My recent journey regarding new foundations, as well as
the reception of twelve candidates, gave us so much to do
27. Although these twelve persons are referred to as candidates,
their religious names are given here.
28. Carl August von Reisach (1800-69), Bishop of Eichstätt (183646), Archbishop of Munich and Freising (1846-56), member of the Roman
Curia (1856-69)
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that I am only now able to answer your question about sending sisters to the school in Ellingen.29
We want to thank you above all for having thought of us,
poor as we are, in your zeal for the expansion of God’s reign.
Since I do not know how many teachers are required to
conduct the school in Ellingen or how the building there is
arranged, I can say only in general terms that, if we are
given a limited amount of firewood, and if the necessary
building repairs are made, we are content with 100 florin
[$40] annually for one sister.
Since we have been entrusted with establishing a motherhouse of our order—which is desired in Munich—we must
reply that, if Ellingen would be patient a little longer, we
would be very happy to reach out to the poor children of your
flock. God has blessed us with very faith-filled and capable
candidates who would certainly bring you heartfelt joy and
heavenly blessing.
We ask that, in our poverty, you would take us as lambs
into your flock where we will be happy to graze and rest, and
that you would not withhold your blessing, which we need
more than anything else!30
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
108:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Neunburg vorm Wald
April 26, 1838
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
We wish to express our sincere gratitude for the consol29. In a letter of February 24, 1838, addressed to Bishop Schwäbl,
Bishop Reisach stated that the parish in Ellingen wanted Poor School
Sisters and asked for further information. Bishop Schwäbl sent him
Bishop Urban’s very favorable report regarding the sisters’ rule and way
of life, interior discipline, and apostolic effectiveness, as well as the relationship between the motherhouse and the missions, bishops, priests, and
the royal government. (Typescript, Generalate)
30. Sisters were never sent to Ellingen.
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ing letter of April 3 (received on April 17) from the archdiocesan ordinariate and for the gracious efforts toward the
establishment of a motherhouse for our order.31
If God gives us a motherhouse, which the archdiocesan
ordinariate also feels is urgently needed in every respect, we
will work to the best of our ability as faithful lambs at our
shepherd’s side for the salvation of those dear young people
of our land who, for the most part, remained unnoticed until
now. Our distressed and dangerous times call us even more
urgently to act now.
Complying with the enclosed order from the archdiocesan ordinariate,32 we submit the following as our statement
of response to the candid letter from the townspeople of
Weyarn. Since Your Excellency is especially inclined toward
having the motherhouse of our order in Munich, is convinced
that it will thrive there, and will propose it, Weyarn no
longer holds this purpose for us.
Weyarn would be very suitable for a mission institute,
however, because (1) if we would conduct a school there, the
townspeople’s ardent wish for a school would be met, and (2)
a mission in Weyarn would be a significant advantage for
our motherhouse.
a. It would be an economic benefit because the sisters in
Weyarn could and would provide the motherhouse with
house and garden products, making it much easier to support the motherhouse.
b. It would be advantageous for the growth and development of our youngest aspirants whom we really prefer to
attract when they are still children. (This is also in accordance with the will of our founders.) The fresh country air
would be very desirable for their health and physical devel31. In his letter of April 3, 1838, Canon Oettl, in the name of the
archdiocesan ordinariate of Munich and Freising, responded to Mother
Theresa’s letter of March 24, 1838 (Document 104, pp. 127-130). After
carefully considering all the circumstances, the archdiocesan ordinariate
was convinced that Munich was the most suitable place for a motherhouse
“so that the branches of the order could extend from a living center.” See
Copia Publica, 3761-63.
32. In the same letter, Canon Oettl also asked Mother Theresa to respond to the enclosed petition from the town of Weyarn for the establishment of a motherhouse there. See Copia Publica, 3761-63.
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opment. When they have made sufficient progress, we could
call them to the motherhouse where they would complete
their education, do their practice teaching, and prepare for
religious life.
c. In addition to the motherhouse, a mission in Weyarn
could also serve as a retreat house for our order.
d. The mission would provide a place where sick sisters
could recover and elderly and retired sisters could rest.
If we could attain these purposes in Weyarn, God willing, then the motherhouse in Munich would not only gain a
significant amount of needed space but would also be much
less expensive to build.
Nevertheless, we must openly state that, in our poverty,
we could not contribute anything toward the establishment
of a mission in Weyarn.
With these remarks, we only want to respond in compliance with your noble request. We seek nothing for ourselves
and leave everything to the will of God and to your wise
judgment.33
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister

33. A mission was never opened in Weyarn. On April 3, 1838, the
archdiocesan ordinariate proposed to the city council in Munich that the
schools for girls in the city would be entrusted to the Poor School Sisters,
and that Munich would be the most suitable place for a motherhouse. Although the city council recognized the religious, educational, and financial advantages of entrusting the schools to the Poor School Sisters, it
stated on July 28, 1838, that “unfortunately, the city of Munich is unable
to do anything in this matter.” The city preferred to have the teaching positions in its schools filled by lay teachers from Munich. See Schindlbeck,
Vom Orden, 22.
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118:

To Dr. Christopher Höflinger
Schwandorf
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 16, 1838
J!M!
Reverend Beneficiary!34
How mercifully you remembered us, poor servants of the
Lord, in our dear Bethlehem! How pleasing is the offering
that you brought to the dear Infant Jesus in his crib! Surely
you will be rewarded a thousandfold.
In accordance with your kind and very encouraging
statement, we will celebrate in our little convent church the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and offer Holy Communion for
our benefactors on both August 20 and the following Monday.35 As a new benefactor, you will be included in our
prayer whenever we pray for our living and deceased benefactors.
Oh, how good God is to us in our poverty and unworthiness! How wonderfully God moves hearts! God, the ruler of
all hearts, of heaven and earth, knows exactly when the oil
in the jar and the flour in the bin are coming to an end.36
Confidently intent on continuing to praise God’s goodness, I thank you once again and ask that you would please
pray for our order and give it your blessing. Praised be Jesus
Christ!
Respectfully yours,
A grateful servant in the Lord,
M. Theresa of Jesus

34. Dr. Christopher Höflinger (1795-1873) had been one of Bishop
Wittmann’s seminarians. He was a beneficiary at the hospital in Schwandorf, Bavaria, and made major financial contributions to the education of
the young people of the area. A mission of the Poor School Sisters was
opened in Schwandorf in 1864.
35. August 27
36. See 1 Kings 17:16.
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119:

To Fr. Dionysius Fink
Hohenthann
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 23, 1838
J!M!
Very Reverend Pastor!
Fight against the dragon with a sturdy shield. Faith and
persistence will strike the dragon to the ground in disgrace,
and the strong arm of God will manifest itself in the weak
and the outcast. Indeed, it is God’s holy work. Let us walk
with greater joy because opposition comes from the world,
and this is a good sign that God is calling us.37
In accordance with your expressed wish, two unassuming sisters will come and work quietly and unnoticed in
God’s name. The sister who will conduct the school and
teach is a very gentle, good-natured religious.38 If you have
a little tolerance and patience, you will certainly be satisfied with her. She handles the children with a devout, motherly sense.
The second sister, a very prayerful soul, will take care
of the poor little household.39 During the rest of her time,
she will apply herself to quiet prayer, especially for the
parish. If God sends a few boarders who would like to learn
how to manage a household, she would be an excellent person to teach them, since she formerly cooked for a president.40 (Please do not tell anyone about this!) Although she
is already 41 years old and looks as if she were 60, you will
recognize that she is the right choice. This will be to your
benefit.
If either of the sisters needs help because of illness, I am
sending along a candidate who, with guidance, will be ca37. On August 17, 1838, Fr. Fink wrote that a prominent person in
his parish was saying: “Convent women are not suitable for farmers.
They turn our girls into sisters who only want to pray. We do not need
our children for running to church but for work.” See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 120.
38. Sister Josepha Aichinger
39. Sister Antonia Jakob
40. Before she entered the congregation in 1835, Sister Antonia
(Katherine) Jakob cooked for the president of the royal district of the
Upper Danube in Augsburg. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 88.
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pable of meeting the need, either in school or in the kitchen,
and there will be no interruption. Moreover, the candidate
can do the sisters’ errands and accompany the children at
public processions, funerals, and so forth. You will also be
happy with this childlike soul.
Unfortunately, I must tell you that none of these three
members of our order knows music. This might be remedied later by transferring one of the sisters or the candidate.
In all openness, I would like to draw your attention to this
element of religious life. If you would have reason to be dissatisfied with a sister, you may always turn to the motherhouse.
If it would be all right with you, I venture to repeat my
request that you do all in your power to have the boys taught
in another building. Since the boys need only one classroom,
could they be accommodated in the building across from the
Poor Souls Chapel? Please do this; the future will provide
visible evidence of the spiritual advantage.
In prayer and in the sure hope that you will work on this,
I decided to depart from here with the sisters on September
20 and arrive in Regensburg on the following day. I will
make use of your conveyance and perhaps accept the accommodations for the night in Regensburg that you offered
us, but I will write about that later. I will be in Hohenthann
on September 22 and 23, and then I will need transportation to Haidhausen on September 24.41 I think that in Landshut I can easily get a ticket for this journey, which I, a
religious, must make alone. Could you kindly order one for
me? I will spend September 25, 26, and perhaps 27 in Haidhausen and then return to Hohenthann on September 28.
The opening of school will take place on September 29.
Then I will stay with my dear sisters in the school for another eight days. After the school and convent in God’s new
garden are well-organized, I must hasten back to the motherhouse so that I can be here during the retreat for the new
sisters who will be received.
You can see from this that no other time remains for me
during the entire autumn. (I really would prefer to leave a
41. Sisters were also requested to open a mission in Haidhausen, a
suburb of Munich which is approximately fifty-five miles (87 km) from
Hohenthann, but the mission was never opened.
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few days earlier because it could easily happen that my stay
in Haidhausen would extend more than three days.) Immediately after reception, it will be impossible for me to
leave the new novices, and therefore I cannot come to
Hohenthann after reception.
Now I ask if you would please let me know by return
mail if all of this is satisfactory so that (a) I can send you an
official letter, (b) I can notify the diocesan ordinariate early
enough that we are going to Hohenthann instead of to
Aschaffenburg,42 and (c) I can prepare the dear sisters for
this mission.
Please forgive my haste! Let us pray together!
Praised be Jesus Christ!
Your grateful servant in the Lord,
Theresa of Jesus
121:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
September 5, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Several persons, but especially the general superior of
the Sisters of Charity, warned us that we should not go to
Aschaffenburg. After the city council wrote, “If you are not
of a more secular mind than the Sisters of Charity, the city
council prefers that you would not come,” I expressed my
gratitude for the offer and chose the peaceful village of
Hohenthann instead. This mission of our order has already
been approved by the royal government.43

42. See Footnote 6, p. 119.
43. On June 15, 1838, the royal government issued the decree approving “the conducting of the elementary and needlework school for girls
in Hohenthann by two Poor School Sisters who have been called from the
institute in Neunburg vorm Wald.” See Schindlbeck, Notizen zur
Geschichte, 15.
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Since classes in Hohenthann begin after the feast of St.
Michael,44 the respectfully undersigned intends to depart
from here with Sisters Josepha Aichinger and Antonia
Jakob, who are very qualified for this little place, by September 20 in order to organize the school first.
Submitting this report, I request your episcopal blessing
and remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
123:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 10, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Our candidates for religious life, (1) Elise von Pronath,
(2) Barbara Blattner, (3) Theresa Götzfried, (4) Theresa
Schindlbeck, (5) Anna Siebauer, (6) Theresa Fleissner, (7)
Maria Bräu, (8) Ursula Hietmann, and (9) Barbara Niedermeier, have been so firmly tested in their religious vocation
to the poor and arduous life in our order that the respectfully undersigned considers it appropriate to give them the
religious habit, and therefore she submits to Your Excellency her petition for this favor.
The respectfully undersigned also requests that the result of your decision and the enclosed certificates would be
graciously sent to the royal government so that, in our
poverty, both time and further expense would be saved.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters

44. September 29
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128:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
November 6, 1838
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
The respectfully undersigned wishes to express her deep
gratitude for granting permission for reception and for graciously communicating this permission to the royal government. She also replies to the questions contained in your
letter as follows:
1. Of the three novices who have not passed any examinations, two will be assigned to needlework classes and
Kleinkinderschulen. Both of these novices have the required
preparation and a motherly heart. The third novice is qualified to cook for the orphans.
2. We have no other source of income than the infinite
mercy of God. Our founder45 gave us this directive, and—in
our poverty—we have been miraculously supported up to
now, even without receiving any tuition. God is opening up
for us many places in the vineyard, and when a sister enters
into the Lord’s work, food and shelter are provided. This is
the only report that we can give.
During the last assembly of the Upper Chamber of
Deputies, His Excellency, President [Edward] von Schenk,
spoke on our behalf: “If more proof were required, the order,
which is so beneficial to our country, would be dealt a death
blow.”46
In addition to sending the enclosed protocol,47 I must add
that [Johanna] Landthaler and [Elizabeth] Heckl (both certi45. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
46. The Lower Chamber of Deputies had already approved six proposals to end the establishment of any convents in Bavaria by means of
public funds or private donations. In his address to the Upper Chamber
of Deputies on July 20, 1837, President Edward von Schenk spoke in favor
of the convents and of the Poor School Sisters in particular. The bills
were defeated. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 105-106.
47. See Document 127, p. 142.
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fied teachers) were already given permission for reception on
January 12, 1838.48
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
127:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 24, 1838
Protocol
Reception of Eight Candidates
Convent of the Poor School Sisters
Neunburg vorm Wald, October 24, 1838

After considerable preparation and with the approval of
church and civil authorities, eight candidates were received
into the order by Matthias Siegert, our confessor, and
Mother Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger in the convent
church in Neunburg vorm Wald on October 24, 1838.
They were given the following religious names—
Seraphine von Pronath, Xaveria Götzfried, Philomena Blattner, Petra Foreria Heckl, Clara Bräu, Michaela Niedermeier, Benedicta Hietmann, and Raphaela Landthaler. The
personal signatures of these novices confirm this statement.
The undersigned were present.
Seraphine von Pronath
Xaveria Götzfried
Philomena Blattner
Petra Foreria Heckl

Clara Bräu
Michaela Niedermeier
Benedicta Hietmann
Raphaela Landthaler

Matthias Siegert
Convent Confessor

Theresa of Jesus

48. See Document 96, pp. 117-118.
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131:

To Fr. Dionysius Fink
Hohenthann
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
November 20, 1838
Reverend Pastor!
For a long time, I waited and longed for your pastoral letter and now, after reading what you so kindly wrote, I give
praise, honor, and thanks to God that the sisters are doing so
well.49 May the almighty and merciful God continue to work
in us! If we unworthy servants are faithful in God’s holy
service, divine power will be evident in our weakness.
Letters come to us from all sides saying, “The sisters are
cared for in body and soul by the pastor in Hohenthann.” Oh,
what consolation this is for my troubled maternal heart,
which once again entrusts my dear spiritual children to your
care as a good shepherd! Just as I asked when I left Hohenthann, I ask again today that you would kindly inform me in
all openness if there is any offense so that God’s name will
not be discredited through our sisters and the situation can
be quickly remedied.50
The faithful sharing of alms with the poor motherhouse
already shows that God is giving temporal blessings to the
dear sisters in their quiet life in Nazareth’s little house. Oh,
how deeply moved we were when we received the alms that
were sent!
In our house, we also pray daily for the parish and the
schoolchildren in Hohenthann. God, who seems to have
great things in mind for our poor order, will continue to help.
Today three new requests for School Sisters, including one
from Schierling,51 lie before me. Please join us in prayer!
49. In November 1838, Fr. Fink wrote that the children were very
devoted to the sisters. The parish was very satisfied, and even parents
who did not have children in school gave alms in return for the sisters’
prayer for them. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 121.
50. In Bishop Schwäbl’s letter of May 23, 1837, written soon after
sisters were called to Aschaffenburg, he expressed his concern that, if the
sisters were not fully prepared and sufficiently experienced, they could
“bring discredit” by being sent to missions too soon. (Typescript, Generalate)
51. In 1865, the first sisters were sent to Schierling, which is fifteen
miles (24 km) from Hohenthann.
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You would like a copy of Spirit of the Constitutions. I
wrote to Fr. Meier in Stadtamhof, and the booklet will arrive
with the grammar books.
Theresa Mittermeier is already too old to study, and we
have a sufficient number of people for other services in the
house for several years. Perhaps Theresa would like to work
with the Sisters of Charity in Munich and learn how to care
for the sick of our order. In this way, she could still find acceptance with us.52 Since there are many of us, we will always have some who are ill. Theresa can speak for herself
in this regard.
The sisters asked about the requirement to teach singing
three times a week. As long as I was a teacher, we had only
two half-hour singing classes each week, and this is also
what we do in Neunburg. Since the children easily become
distracted, these classes are scheduled at the end of the day.
This would be sufficient for the girls in Hohenthann, so that
time and energy are not squandered on secondary things and
the children will not go away empty-handed in the primary
things.
If only the sisters and children could have a large linen
writing board! What a great advantage it would be for
teachers and pupils!
With regard to visits by outsiders, I would like to remind
you once again—and urgently plead as I already did at my
departure—that, according to our holy rule, visitors are not
allowed in school unless you accompany them. We must
strictly observe the enclosure of the house (the sisters’ living
quarters) because this is directly related to the enclosure of
the heart. If the enclosure of the heart is put at risk, the
spirit and life of the order will be imperiled. If we would
gain a thousandfold by breaking the enclosure, the harm
suffered by the order would be immeasurable and far outweigh any advantage. If we do not observe a minimum of
enclosure on our missions where we are already cast out into
the world, our entire order will dissolve before we know it.
Once again, I must impress upon the sisters the necessity
of the exact observance of this point. I cannot and will not
52. See Footnote 31, p. 68.
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give in; the matter is too important. (Of course, visits like
those of Canon Redel who wrote to us are an exception.)53
Please forgive me for speaking so openly to your pastoral
heart. I do it solely for the sake of the good cause and the
prevention of great harm. You so kindly allowed me to do
this when I took my leave.
Your grateful servant in the Lord,
M. Theresa of Jesus
Please send a few lines again very soon!

53. Canon Redel from Regensburg visited the sisters in Hohenthann
on October 10, 1838, and wrote soon after of his joy over the initial expansion of the order. He was also moved by the sisters’ poverty, which reminded him of the Holy Family in Nazareth. See M. Hermanna Glink,
Vita I: Lebensbild der Ehrwürdigen Mutter Maria Theresia von Jesu Gerhardinger (Typescript, Munich) 19.
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To Fr. Dionysius Fink
Hohenthann
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
January 3, 1839
J!M!

Reverend Pastor!
By sending the New Year’s letters from my dear schoolchildren—almost all of whom I could visualize clearly as I
read their names—your all too great pastoral kindness gave
me much undeserved and unexpected joy! Oh, the dear,
good-natured children! In the motherhouse, we pray daily
for them with the words, “Oh God, keep them all in your
grace!” May God graciously hear us!
The dear children’s handwriting shows that they have
already learned much from Sister Josepha [Aichinger] in
this short time. They would learn even more if they could always have good writing on the board in front of them, which
is why, from the very beginning, I ventured to ask for a large
board.1
The little ones’ enthusiasm shows up on every page. In
heartfelt joy, I immediately hastened to the community
room to show my dear sisters the results of your pastoral
care and the children’s lively diligence. With one voice, they
all gave praise and honor to God. Now only one joy has been
kept from me—that God would allow me to thank the dear
little ones in person.
Your satisfaction with the school and the sisters gives us
even more reason to praise God. How soothing this is for
my worried, maternal heart!
1. See Document 131, p. 144.
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Yes, as a good shepherd, please continue to labor tirelessly in this holy work of God and help us to pray that we
will find similar spiritual shepherds at the next two missions to which we, God willing, will send sisters in 1839.2
Then the chalice of suffering that awaits us will be sweet
and pleasant.
I was happy to read that you are finding Theresa3 a very
helpful member of the little spiritual family at Nazareth. Of
course, my intention was only in the best interests of everyone. I would certainly be glad to let another young woman
from your parish take her place, but only after we have gotten to know her well and God gives us a sign.
Judging from what Sister Josepha wrote, God is inspiring religious vocations, both inside and outside the school.
Thanks be to God! If God awakens a calling to the religious
life, things go well for the entire parish. I look forward to
coming to Hohenthann soon in order to meet these children
of God as well as the schoolchildren. We will see what God
does after that.
When the building is renovated and the boys are moved
into their own classroom or, in other words, when the little
convent is finished in a manner pleasing to God in the fullest
sense, the sisters’ area of activity will expand. You will see
God’s almighty power at work, what God initiated will be
complete, and your heart will be at peace.
We see from the bishop’s consent to the little sanctuary
bell that he is also interested in your work.4
Since you have already informed me of the exact date for
the examination, perhaps it will be possible for me to help
my good Sister Josepha during the last days preceding it. It
may even be somewhat of a relief because you will be on a
visitation journey and your presence will be missed. She
has many things to prepare.
2. See Footnote 26, p. 131, regarding the call for sisters to come to
Amberg. Negotiations regarding a mission in Aschaffenburg also resumed in September 1838.
3. See Document 119, pp. 137-139. Theresa was the candidate who
was sent to help the sisters in Hohenthann. Her family name was not
given.
4. Bishop Schwäbl
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Do you really think that we should make the school examination so public in the first year? I do not think so; God
may want to humble us somewhat.
According to what was written from Offenberg,5 you will
soon attend a profession in Metten.6 Perhaps I will not meet
you in Hohenthann after all.
If the question occasionally arises about how much must
be provided for each Poor School Sister, please reply, “At
least 100 florin [$40] in cash, living quarters, and firewood.”
This is how I was told to handle the question. I write this to
you only because I know you will be asked often, especially
when you make your visitation journeys.
With the repeated expression of my gratitude, I also ask
that you would continue to be a spiritual guide in the fullest
sense to my dear sisters and that you would pray for our
order and especially now for a suffering sister, a pearl of our
order.
Respectfully yours,
Your grateful,
Theresa of Jesus
The dear sisters also received a Christmas gift from you.
You care for the sisters as a father would. May God reward
you! Praised be Jesus Christ!

5. Offenberg Castle, the home of Sister Seraphine (Elise) von
Pronath, was located about fifty-eight miles (95 km) from Neunburg vorm
Wald.
6. A Benedictine Abbey was located in Metten from 766 until 1803,
when it was dissolved as a result of the Secularization. Johann von
Pronath, Sister Seraphine’s father, purchased the buildings, and the
members of the former abbey were allowed to live there. After King Louis
I gave permission for the abbey to be reestablished, the property was returned to the Benedictines in 1830 and, beginning in 1833, new members
were received and professed.
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137:

To Fr. John Baptist Käs
Neunburg vorm Wald

[January 20, 1839]

Very Reverend Dean!
As already indicated by its name, our order, the Poor
School Sisters, is truly poor because it is founded on poverty.
The order’s motherhouse has neither a reserve fund nor income, and therefore, its members live entirely on alms.
1. The order has no reserve fund because building the
institute used up all but 1,884 florin, 8¼ kreuzer [$753.66]
of the small foundation fund.7 The annual interest from this
amount is scarcely enough to repair the building. Moreover,
since the life of the Poor School Sisters is one of great hardship, almost every person who wishes to enter is poor—having no money, no bed, no linens—and therefore we are
unable to build a reserve fund. These poor novices cannot
even make a contribution toward the habit given them at
reception. By the time a young woman has advanced this
far, the order has already prepared her to become a teacher
and supported her from alms for two or three years.
2. The order has no income because the sisters in the
motherhouse do not receive any income for teaching. Our
founder [Francis Sebastian] Job, having no premonition of
his imminent death, bequeathed money to Neunburg his
birthplace and intended that his annual pension from
Bavaria would go to the sisters. Unfortunately, this pension ceased with his death, which occurred before the convent was completed, and now the poor sisters must live from
alms alone. Since the local area is very poor, most of these
alms come from other places.
The sisters on the missions—to which they go in twos
and threes—are also satisfied with very little and live as
poor people do for the noble purpose of teaching and training the coarse and ignorant young people of our land.
Furthermore, the order has extensive correspondence
with church and civil authorities, especially with regard to
7. In the copy prepared for the beatification process, this statement
reads bis 1834 auf fl. 8¼, but another transcript of this letter reads bis auf
1884 Gulden 8¼ Kreuzer, which is more consistent with Mother Theresa’s
statements in Documents 17, p. 33; 47, p. 77; and 199a, p. 186.
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the acceptance and formation of candidates, the motherhouse
and its missions, and other professional matters, all for the
benefit of the young people of our land.
In our poverty, it will only cause further hardship if we
must pay for postage with the alms that were given us.
Whether the achievements of the School Sisters are worthy of the greatly desired benefit under consideration8 can
be best determined by the dean in Neunburg.
Mary Theresa of Jesus
138:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
March 15, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
The novices, (1) Augustina Dostler, born March 9, 1817,
(2) Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann, born July 26, 1814, (3)
Alphonsa Kaufmann, born February 21, 1815, (4) Sebastiana
Zwinger, born March 10, 1813, (5) Afra Kuchenbauer, born
July 1, 1815, (6) Aloysia Loibl, born February 10, 1816, (7)
Anna Adeldinger, born December 17, 1804, (8) Agnes
Mühlbauer, born October 25, 1812, (9) Agatha Schmitter,
born January 6, 1817, and (10) Elizabeth Geisreiter, born
July 20, 1816, were received on April 17, 1838, and have completed their time of probation in such a manner that, with
the grace of God, they promise to become devout religious.
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition for Your Excellency’s permission for these novices to
profess their holy vows for three years on April 17 of this
year.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
8. King Louis I gave permission for the Poor School Sisters to send
and receive mail and to travel on the postal coach without charge, beginning in February 1841. See Documents 242 and 246, which can be found
in Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, Vol. 2, Nurturing the
Seedling, 1841-1848 (Elm Grove: School Sisters of Notre Dame Printing
Department, 2010).
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139:

To Fr. John Baptist Fuchs
Spalt
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
March 20, 1839
J!M!

Very Reverend City Pastor!
You would like a few sisters to come to Spalt in order to
pasture the little lambs of your flock and lead them to Jesus
the Good Shepherd.9 Yes, this is what the good sisters do
with joy. Now you would like to know:
1. Are we able to send sisters? We are unable to come to
Spalt this fall because we have already promised to establish institutes at two significant places this year.10 If the
royal government approves your application to entrust the
city school for girls to us, it will also approve filling on a provisional basis the currently vacant teaching position. In this
way, the position will be kept open for us. Other royal governments have already complied with these kinds of requests at our missions.
2. Under what conditions do we assign the sisters? We
do not seek to store up treasures of this world, but are very
content with what is needed to sustain our poor life. Therefore, could you kindly let us know what means are available?
It would be very desirable if the building under consideration would be close to the church, if a small garden would
be connected with the building, and if firewood for the school
and the sisters would be provided.
We also need to know the number of weekday and holiday pupils, how the classes are divided, in how many classrooms they are being taught, whether the phonetic or the
alphabetic method has been introduced, and if there is already a needlework school in Spalt.
9. After reading Spirit of the Constitutions, John Baptist Fuchs, the
pastor in Spalt, was convinced that sisters who lived and labored in this
spirit “would be an invaluable aid in the education of girls,” and requested
sisters for his parish. See Frederick Friess, Life of Reverend Mother Mary
Teresa of Jesus Gerhardinger (Baltimore: St. Mary’s Industrial School
Press, n. d.) 110-111.
10. Amberg and Aschaffenburg
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If God leads us to your flock, we want to help pasture it
to the best of our ability so that, with the grace of God, we
can give the dear little ones an education so that they will
become not only capable members of a middle-class society
but, above all, devout citizens of heaven. We are already offering our daily prayer to God for your dear young people.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
141:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
April 17, 1839
Protocol
Profession of Eight Novices
Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters
Neunburg Vorm Wald, April 17, 1839

After the novices of the Poor School Sisters, Augustina
Dostler, Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann, Sebastiana
Zwinger, Afra Kuchenbauer, Aloysia Loibl, Agnes Mühlbauer, Anna Adeldinger, and Elizabeth Geisreiter, completed their novitiate in the Religious Institute of the Poor
School Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald, they humbly begged
their Mother Superior, Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, for
permission to profess their vows.
The latter consented to the request of these eight novices
and obtained approval from the diocesan ordinariate and the
royal government.
Having been instructed, prepared by spiritual exercises,
and repeatedly tested, the novices placed the profession of
their vows for three years into the hands of their Mother Superior, Theresa Gerhardinger, on April 17, 1839 (the first
anniversary of their religious reception), at approximately
10:00 a.m. in the convent chapel in Neunburg vorm Wald.
The undersigned, as well as many guests, were present.
These novices repeatedly declared and confirmed that
they professed their vows of their own free will and not by
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force or out of fear or human consideration. Their only intention is to serve God unreservedly so that they can more
easily attain their own salvation and that of their neighbor.
After this protocol was read aloud distinctly, it was
signed by the following:
Augustina Dostler
Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
Sebastiana Zwinger
Afra Kuchenbauer

Aloysia Loibl
Agnes Mühlbauer
Anna Adeldinger
Elizabeth Geisreiter

Matthias Siegert
Confessor of the
Poor School Sisters

Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the
Poor School Sisters

143:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
July 11, 1839
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Establishment of a Mission of the Poor School Sisters in
Altomünster
The respectfully undersigned asks that you would forgive her very late response to your gracious and benevolent
letter. Since my return, so much work and so many other
hindrances prevented me from writing sooner!
I wish to express above all our deep gratitude for such favorable and truly pastoral endeavors for our poor order.11
God will reward this.
11. See Footnote 31, p. 134. On January 2, 1839, the archdiocesan
ordinariate presented to King Louis I its proposal regarding the transfer
of the motherhouse to the archdiocese, but this proposal was rejected by
the district government on April 11, 1839, “because it was impossible to
raise the necessary funds.” On April 22, 1839, Archbishop Gebsattel responded by promising to contribute 12,000 florin ($4,800) to further the
cause. See Schindlbeck, Vom Orden, 22.
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In a separate report, which will be sent with the next
mail, I will present my views based on my experience concerning the motherhouse of our order.12
With regard to Altomünster,13 two classrooms would be
sufficient for the anticipated eighty children. A third room
would be necessary for needlework classes, which would
probably be very beneficial there.
The two sisters who would be sent to Altomünster would
be satisfied with very poor, crowded living quarters that
would include two small cells. Nevertheless, we request a
separate little place on the choir and a section of the spacious garden.
On the ground floor, we need a little room near the entrance for use by a layperson who will do outside business
for the sisters. We also need a kitchen, a place to do the
laundry, and a cellar.
If you wish to send to us poor neglected children or orphans for their education, or if you wish to have us open a
boarding school—which we combine with the school wherever possible and which may be necessary for the type of
children in the area surrounding Altomünster—then we
would need a spacious living room, dormitory, and refectory
for the children.
The mayor of Altomünster said that a Kleinkinderschule14 would be very desirable in the town. Then we would
need another place where the little ones could gather, sleep,
and play—as well as a garden.
Nevertheless, the boarding school and the Kleinkinderschule could be established somewhat later, that is, after the
elementary school is well-organized. I would also like to
submit the following comments:
1. The part of the building where the roof almost
touches the ground would not be suitable for a school or a
12. See Document 144, pp. 157-162.
13. The city council from Altomünster, which is located approximately thirty miles (48 km) from Munich, stated its willingness to offer
the former Bridgettine Convent located there to the Poor School Sisters.
Archbishop Gebsattel offered the building to Mother Theresa for use as a
motherhouse. In May 1839, Mother Theresa visited the convent in Altomünster and found it suitable for a small mission, but not for a motherhouse. See Schindlbeck, Vom Orden, 22.
14. See Footnote 24, p. 129.
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boarding school since it would be unhealthy for the children,
not to mention the sisters. When he inspected Altomünster
as the archbishop’s representative, Canon [John Michael]
Moser also saw this for himself.
2. Since we are sending sisters to two new missions this
fall,15 and you are proposing that we establish a house in Altomünster this year, could you kindly let us know if we must
definitely apply for Altomünster now. Then we will be able
to appoint our personnel properly and avoid sending to another place the sisters who would be qualified for Altomünster.
Incidentally, we would deeply regret if, by our coming,
we would drive away the good Bridgettines or disband them
completely. We definitely do not want to do any harm in
God’s reign, but help their order grow and expand instead.16
Leaving everything to God and to your wise judgment, I
remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters

15. Amberg and Aschaffenburg
16. A convent of Bridgettine Nuns was located in Altomünster from
1497 until its dissolution in 1803 as a result of the Secularization. The
nuns were allowed to continue living there, but by 1839, only five nuns remained from the once flourishing convent.
In response to the Bridgettine Nuns’ first application for the reestablishment of their convent, they were told to adapt their rule to that of the
Poor School Sisters whose purpose was the education of young people. In
response to their second application, they were allowed to keep their contemplative way of life, but they were not permitted to accept any new
members. The Poor School Sisters were to be established in Altomünster
instead.
When Mother Theresa arrived to inspect the convent in May 1839,
she was met by the superior who told her, “You are bringing us the death
blow.” After Mother Theresa inspected the convent, she assured the nuns
that she was not bringing them a “death blow” and encouraged them to
apply to King Louis I once again for permission to receive new members.
The king granted their petition, and the first reception ceremony after
many years was held in 1841. The convent was closed in January 2017.
See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 138-139.
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144:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
July 14, 1839
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Establishment of the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in the Archdiocese
The respectfully undersigned wishes to express her deep
gratitude for calling us to examine the convent in Altomünster and for the great sacrifice that you are placing on the
altar of God for the foundation of a motherhouse for our
order.17 We Poor School Sisters can express our gratitude
only through ardent prayer and zealous striving toward the
noble goal of our holy vocation—the education and character formation of the young people of our land.
Both our gratitude and the great importance of God’s
work—which has been initiated and, according to all indications, will spread over the entire land—urge me to give
you a thorough, detailed explanation of the building, personnel, and area of activity required for the motherhouse of
the Poor School Sisters so that the order will be able to
achieve what the Church and state expect of it. Then I will
not be justly accused later of giving up a house, for which
great sums of money were used to build, because it is unsuitable for a motherhouse, and of replacing it with another
building that costs twice as much.
May Your Excellency be pleased to accept what I submit
here in writing, not for my sake, but for God’s cause!
I. Building
The motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters requires a
building with (1) living rooms, dormitories, a refectory, and
an infirmary for boarders, (2) similar quarters for seventy
to eighty candidates, (3) similar quarters for approximately
17. See Footnote 11, p. 154.
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forty novices, and (4) similar quarters for the newly professed
sisters, for sisters who return from the missions for spiritual
renewal, or for sisters who are growing older and would like
to rest at the feet of Jesus in the evening of their lives. (The
latter group, however, could also be accommodated at another
small, quiet place.)
A motherhouse also requires (5) a chapel with the Blessed
Sacrament for the numerous convent personnel, (6) a parlor
and living quarters on the ground floor for two laypersons
who are needed to take care of outside business, and (7) a spacious kitchen near the place where food is stored. A stove
would be very desirable in order to save on firewood.18 We
also need a place to do the laundry, a cellar, and a spacious
attic.
With so many people, it would be very desirable to have a
little place for a few cows that could be fed from the kitchen
scraps and give us meat and milk in return.
Finally, a motherhouse requires (8) a garden where the
young people and the sisters can recreate, the necessary vegetables can be grown, and the candidates can learn gardening.
II. Personnel
As already indicated with regard to the building, the
motherhouse personnel are divided into (1) a few laypersons
who are needed to take care of shopping and business outside
the enclosure, (2) boarders, (3) candidates who come with
their worldly manners and talk and must be separated from
the religious personnel. The candidates and the sisters in
charge of them must be separated from the professed sisters
because the candidates’ vocation and aptitude for the order
must be tested first, and candidates often leave or are dismissed.
Moreover, we must instruct these candidates in almost
everything in order to prepare them to teach all the subjects
in a manner suitable for our order. Up to now, it has been our
experience that this education in the secular world is usually
18. In the mid-nineteenth century, closed upright stoves that saved
fuel began to be used for cooking, baking, and heating, which previously
had been done either in a fireplace or over an open fire outdoors.
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very biased. We also do this for the sake of uniformity in instruction, because a sister must be able to step into the place
of another sister who is ill or has been transferred. If all
kinds of grammar books and textbooks are used, one sister
would not understand the other, and the children would not
understand their teachers.
The candidates, whose level of education varies, must be
divided into at least two classes. For several years, they are
instructed in pedagogy and needlework, as well as in music
and drawing—as is done in the teacher-training schools for
men—so that they will be able to pass the examinations prescribed by the royal government. They are received into the
order only after they have successfully completed this examination.
The motherhouse personnel also include (4) novices who,
according to the rule of the order, are likewise separated from
the candidates and professed sisters. In fact, if they are to
make good progress, they must be separated from the others.
With professed sisters at their side, these novices must
first put into practice in the classroom what they learned in
theory. Their practice teaching in all the subjects listed
above must be thorough so that they will be capable of
preparing the children for the demands made on them by the
royal school inspectors in towns and even in villages.
Moreover, leading a religious life requires deep humility,
self-denial, and religious observance so that, in the many
dangers threatening them later—especially if they are scattered on missions of only two persons—they will be protected
from misfortune and remain steadfast in goodness.
It is necessary that (5) the newly professed grow in
strength for a few more years before being sent on mission
so that they will be able to impart to the children what they
have gathered in abundance. Then they will not exhaust
themselves or suffer harm while trying to win the world, or
bring harm, disgrace, and ruin on the order by being sent out
too soon. Since they are placed on a lampstand, the sisters
should excel in religious faith and not lag behind secular
teachers in learning.
For the direction of so many different groups of people,
it is absolutely necessary that (6) we have our own very ac-
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tive priest who sacrifices himself completely for the order and
who is sufficiently knowledgeable to take charge of pedagogical training. Our confessor, Fr. Matthias Siegert, offers this
sacrifice to God and is willing to follow us wherever God calls
us to establish the motherhouse. Bishop [George Michael]
Wittmann of blessed memory appointed him to this role.19
III. Area of Activity
The motherhouse of our order must have a well-rounded
area of activity.
The school is our actual workplace and the children our
material. Of what use are palatial buildings or great numbers of personnel with superb talent if a school is lacking and
there is no opportunity for them to practice their future profession as part of their preparation? It would be similar to
the Sisters of Charity without a sufficient number of patients.
We could not train our candidates without a sufficient number of children.
Our motherhouse’s area of activity requires (1) a
Kleinkinderschule, since we conduct these institutes and our
personnel should also have practice for this, (2) a significant,
well-attended elementary school with three classes, (3) a wellattended needlework school, as well as a holiday school, (4) a
boarding school, which could also be combined with a secondary school for girls, because an essential characteristic of
our order is education and character formation. Our sisters
certainly must have practice in this because, even in little villages, orphans and boarders come to us.
I wrote “a significant school” so that many novices can
have sufficient practice. The school must be well-attended so
that the novices can complete their practice teaching without
interruption and within a scheduled amount of time in order
to make room for other practice teachers. The school must
also be somewhat refined because God has already indicated
that we must conduct these types of schools.20 It would be
easier to give a lower level of instruction in small villages
than to take on a higher level without being prepared.
19. See Documents 14, p. 28, and 58, pp. 86-87.
20. See Documents 105, p. 131, and 166, pp. 169-172.
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All of this cannot be managed in a country school where
the children are completely different and seldom attend
school during the winter months. During the summer, elementary classes are very poorly attended and almost no one
comes for needlework classes. We learned this through sad
experience here in Neunburg. Since it is still a small town,
we lack both a workplace and the materials needed to give
our candidates well-rounded education and formation.
Furthermore, due to the very frequent need for consultation and correspondence, it is necessary for (5) the motherhouse to be close to the diocesan ordinariate, the royal
government, and the district court. The distance from these
higher authorities painfully holds up the good cause for
months. We also know this from experience in Neunburg.
Our motherhouse must (6) be in a place where the required articles for teaching and the varied materials for
needlework can be purchased directly. Being far from towns
such as these, as we are now in Neunburg, it is often our unfortunate experience that these goods are brought in for an
expensive delivery fee and often include useless articles. Interruptions and delays in work and instruction for so many
people often cause great economic loss.
Our motherhouse must (7) be in a place where there is an
opportunity to earn a small income by making church vestments and similar pieces of fine needlework outside of school
time. This would provide an opportunity for the candidates
and novices to practice fine needlework skills, which would
also be to their advantage. Although this is a great need for
our order, it cannot be met here because we are so far from
larger towns and cities.
I would like to add that, if the rooms accommodating
these works are in the same location as the motherhouse, it
will not be necessary to have all of them in the same building.
We place our trust in God, who alone knows our great
need. During this hot weather, we are deeply concerned
about our personnel in the crowded conditions in Neunburg.
Since God miraculously helped the Sisters of Charity obtain
such a magnificent motherhouse,21 the same God—who is
21. The Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul were called from
Strasbourg to Munich by King Louis I in 1832. Their motherhouse was
built in Munich between the years 1837 and 1839.
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also our Divine Bridegroom—will provide for us Poor School
Sisters, even if we are the least of all. The Sisters of Charity
care for those departing from this world, while our sisters serve
the same country and the same Lord Jesus in his favorites, the
little ones who have just come into the world and are at the
beginning of their lives. Our sisters provide help in the various illnesses of the soul.
By conducting Kleinkinderschulen, elementary schools,
and boarding schools, our sisters endeavor above all to teach
and form devout mothers from the ordinary and the middle
classes who, until now, lacked genuine Christian education because distinguished institutes were inaccessible to them. Our
founder of blessed memory22 deeply lamented this and said
that, if a better generation is to arise, devout mothers are essential. As guardians of those virtues that should flourish in
the home, mothers are the first to educate and form the next
generation. Teachers will be able to continue God’s work successfully in each of their pupils only if it can be said of them,
“They imbibed the spirit of holiness with their mother’s
milk.”23
If it would please Your Excellency to let us have the earnings from the promised gift24 until the motherhouse is built,
then we will be able to train many poor, devout, and talented
candidates for the above purpose and send them to the large
archdiocese.
Finally, I plead for the favor—but only in Jesus’ name—
that you would graciously see to it that only one motherhouse
of our order is established so that our flourishing order will not
be destroyed at the beginning because it lacks unity. Following the model of the one and therefore indestructible Catholic
Church, we Poor School Sisters want to provide an education
with perfect unity in both religious and scientific aspects.
United and content with little, we go out into the whole
world, into the tiniest villages, into the poorest dwellings,
wherever the Lord calls us, to bring poor children the good
news of God’s reign.
Respectfully yours,
M. Th.
22. Fr. Francis Sebastian Job
23. See Job, Geist der Verfassung, 4.
24. See Footnote 11, p. 154.
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150:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 24, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Last April we could not allow two novices, Agatha Schmitter and Alphonsa Kaufmann, to make their profession.25 The
former was diagnosed by our doctor as being afflicted with an
organic lung disease.26 The latter had headaches which the
doctor considered serious. She was also judged unsuitable for
religious life by all her companion sisters. Now, after a long
period of probation and prayer, we must dismiss them.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
154:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 22, 1839

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
The Poor School Sisters’ Move Into the Au Suburb
The respectfully undersigned wishes to respond to Your
Excellency’s letter regarding the above, which arrived here
just before our departure for Aschaffenburg on September 20.27
We already promised to send sisters to Altomünster by
November, but now you think that it would give greater
honor to God and further the salvation of the little ones if,
in our poverty and weakness, we would send the two sisters
to fill the currently vacant positions in the Au Suburb in25. See Documents 138, p. 151, and 141, pp. 153-154.
26. On October 1, 1859, Agatha (Crescence) Schmitter (1817-90)
founded a religious congregation dedicated to the care of elderly women
in need. The Crescence Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis were
given episcopal approval in 1889 and are currently located in Munich.
27. According to Documents 152 and 154, which can be found in the
beatification collection, three sisters were appointed to open a mission in
Aschaffenburg by early October 1839.
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stead.28 We are willing to do this but, since we cannot postpone our journey to Aschaffenburg any longer, we are unable to come to the Au Suburb before early November.
If we go to the Au Suburb, we cannot send sisters to Altomünster when the new school year begins because, at any
moment this fall, we must be ready to send sisters to a mission that was initiated much earlier.29 Moreover, the repairs
needed in Altomünster can hardly be completed this year.30
If, due to my overly long and detailed discussion of the
essential characteristics of our motherhouse, I placed any
obstacle in the way of its establishment, I wrote this letter
only in obedience.31 I think that God will direct everything in
our best interests.
I want to add only one thing—the rooms indicated as essential for the motherhouse need not be in one building but
only in the same location.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

28. Msgr. Joseph Herman Rabl (1778-1848), the city pastor in the
Au Suburb of Munich, met Mother Theresa and Sister Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann when they were on their way to Munich in May 1839.
On June 25, 1839, Msgr. Rabl wrote to the royal government and stated
that the Au Suburb would be the most advantageous location for the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters. The first steps could be taken in
autumn by having two sisters fill two vacant teaching positions there. On
June 30, 1839, Msgr. Rabl made the same suggestion to the archdiocesan
ordinariate. In September 1839, Mother Theresa received an official request to send two sisters to teach in the Au Suburb. See Ziegler, Magd
des Herrn, 142.
The Au Suburb was incorporated into Munich in 1854 and is now
known as Munich-Au.
29. The mission in Amberg
30. Sisters were never sent to Altomünster.
31. Archbishop Gebsattel entrusted the negotiations regarding the
transfer of the motherhouse to Canon George von Oettl, who supported
Mother Theresa’s vision for a motherhouse. After she turned down the
convents in Weyarn and Altomünster, Canon Oettl encouraged Mother
Theresa to write a detailed statement regarding the necessary characteristics and interior arrangement of the future motherhouse. See Document 144, pp. 157-162. This statement won the continued support of both
Archbishop Gebsattel and King Louis I. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn,
139-142.
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156:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 5, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Reception of Sixteen Candidates
For some time, the following young women have been
preparing for religious life in our religious institute: (1) Magdalena Hössl, (2) Maria Hummel, (3) Genevieve Bauer, (4)
Christina Weinzierl, (5) Ursula Lechner, (6) Margaret
Stauber, (7) Rosina Feiler, (8) Katherine Eder, (9) Magdalena
Götzfried, (10) Frances Bartl, (11) Anna Welenhofer, (12)
Maria Lindmeier, (13 ) Anna Reithofer, (14) Theresa Reithofer, (15) Katherine Schmid, and (16) Crescentia Stempfhuber.
All have reached the prescribed age. The first eight
passed their examinations and are qualified for teaching. The
last eight are capable of doing needlework or working in the
house and kitchen. We need such individuals on each mission, and God has already shown them their places in the
vineyard.
Finally, judging according to human standards and the
piety and penitential spirit they have already shown, all of
them promise to become devout School Sisters. Therefore, I
submit my petition for permission to give the habit to the
young women named above.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
157:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 11, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Profession of Nine Novices of the Poor School Sisters
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Our novices, (1) Ignatia Wohlfelder, born March 10, 1817,
(2) Seraphine von Pronath, born July 28, 1818, (3) Francesca
Schöttinger, born March 21, 1804, (4) Michaela Niedermeier,
born December 4, 1814, (5) Benedicta Hietmann, born October 12, 1818, (6) Raphaela Landthaler, born October 1, 1818,
(7) Petra Heckl, born November 4, 1818, (8) Philomena Blattner, born December 11, 1818, and (9) Xaveria Götzfried,
born April 2, 1819, have completed their time of probation in
such manner that I may not oppose their request to make
their holy profession.
The tenth novice, Clara Bräu, died of tuberculosis on October 5, 1839.32
Therefore, I submit my petition for permission to grant
their request. (The last three novices, however, will profess
their vows only after they have reached the prescribed age.)33
All these novices will profess their vows for three years.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
159:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 28, 1839
Protocol
Reception of Sixteen Candidates
Convent of the Poor School Sisters
Neunburg Vorm Wald, October 28, 1839

The following candidates: Magdalena Hössl, Maria Hummel, Genevieve Bauer, Christina Weinzierl, Ursula Lechner, Margaret Stauber, Theresa Fleissner, Theresa
Schindlbeck, Rosina Feiler, Katherine Eder, Magdalena
32. Novice Clara (Maria) Bräu was the first member of the congregation to die.
33. The royal government required that novices be twenty-one before professing their vows.
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Götzfried, Frances Bartl, Theresa Reithofer, Anna Reithofer, Katherine Schmid, and Crescence Stempfhuber, satisfactorily completed their time of probation in the
candidature. After an eight-day retreat during which they
carefully considered the significant step they were about to
take, they received the habit from the hand of the mother
superior of the Poor School Sisters, who had already obtained permission from church and civil authorities. This
ceremony took place after a Solemn High Mass and sermon
in the convent chapel of the Poor School Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald on October 28, 1839. The undersigned, as
well as many relatives and guests, were present.
These candidates, who signed their names below, firmly
and repeatedly declared that they are resolved to strive
earnestly for perfection and to prove themselves worthy of
the grace of their calling.
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Ambrosia Hössl
Bernarda Hummel
Celestine Weinzierl
Vincentia Bauer
Caroline Lechner
Salesia Stauber
Pia Fleissner
Laurentia Schindlbeck

Dominica Feiler
Gabriela Eder
Alberta Götzfried
Angela Bartl
Alphonsa Reithofer
Katherine Reithofer
Brigitta Schmid
Clara Stempfhuber

Matthias Siegert
Confessor of the
Poor School Sisters
and Protocol Writer

Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the
Poor School Sisters
of NotreDame

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 28, 1839
Protocol

Profession of Six Novices of the Poor School Sisters
Convent in Neunburg Vorm Wald, October 28, 1839
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The novices of the Poor School Sisters, Seraphine von
Pronath, Ignatia Wohlfelder, Raphaela Landthaler, Benedicta Hietmann, Michaela Niedermeier, and Francesca
Schöttinger, have already extended their novitiate and repeatedly begged their mother superior to admit them to holy
profession.
Since they showed good will during their time of spiritual
probation, their mother superior turned to the diocesan ordinariate and the royal district government and requested permission for these novices to profess their vows for three years.
After approval was granted, these novices prepared themselves by incessant prayer and an eight-day retreat, during
which they pleaded with God for the graces of their vocation.
The great significance of the vows to God that they intended
to profess was again explained and presented to them for
their mature consideration. They persevered in their decision and, after careful consideration, they took this step without constraint and placed the profession of their vows for
three years into the hands of their mother superior. With
God’s grace, they are intent on zealously endeavoring to keep
their vows.
After a Solemn High Mass, during which the novices received Holy Communion, and a sermon, this profession ceremony took place in the convent chapel of the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald on October 28, 1839. The
undersigned, as well as many relatives and guests, were present.
This protocol is confirmed by their signatures:
Seraphine von Pronath
Ignatia Wohlfelder
Raphaela Landthaler
Benedicta Hietmann

Michaela Niedermeier
Francesca Schöttinger
Philomena Blattner
Petra Heckl34

Matthias Siegert
Confessor of the
Poor School Sisters and
Protocol Writer

Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the
Poor School Sisters
of Notre Dame

34. See Document 157, pp. 165-166. Sisters Philomena Blattner and
Petra Heckl professed their vows on or shortly after their twenty-first
birthdays.
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163:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
November 7, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
According to a royal order, the mission institute of the
Poor School Sisters in Amberg, which was cofounded and
confirmed by His Majesty [King Louis], is to be staffed and
opened immediately.35
Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her report that she will accompany Sisters Margaret [of Cortona]
Wiedemann, Petra Heckl, Afra Kuchenbauer, Aloysia Loibl,
and Michaela Niedermeier to Amberg on November 12,
1839.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
166:

Minutes

Amberg
November 14, 1839

Royal City School Commission
Minutes of the Meeting of November 14, 1839
Foundation of a Secondary School for Girls
and a Kleinkinderschule in Amberg

35. See Footnote 26, p. 131. Fr. Mayer obtained the consent of King
Louis I for the foundation of a secondary school for girls, a needlework
school, and a Kleinkinderschule in Amberg. King Louis I also contributed
2,000 florin ($800) from his private funds to further the new foundation.
On August 22, 1838, a spacious building on the bank of the Vils River
was sold to the Poor School Sisters for 3,800 florin ($1,420). The women’s
association furnished the building and the city council promised to provide a stipend for the sisters. On October 25, 1839, a public announcement was made that the three proposed schools would be opened, poor
children would be allowed to attend without paying tuition, and boarders
would also be accepted. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 123-124, and
Gammel, 150 Jahre in Amberg, 21-25.
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During the meeting held today with Theresa of Jesus
Gerhardinger, the superior of the convent of the Poor School
Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald, and Fr. [Matthias] Siegert,
the confessor, the following decisions were made:
1. At the secondary school for girls, the royal curriculum will be followed and all ordinances pertaining to the
school system will be observed.
2. Any necessary correspondence will be made between
the royal city school commission and the sister in charge of
the secondary school for girls, after which the sister in
charge of the entire institute will contact the motherhouse
in Neunburg.
3. The royal city school commission will arrange and
conduct the monthly school visitation in the secondary
school and will organize and direct both the school examination and the distribution of prizes at the end of the year.
After contacting the city council, the administrators of the
school foundation will provide the prizes.
4. Instruction in the secondary school for girls covers:
(a) classes beyond the elementary level, especially in (i) German grammar and improvement of linguistic style, (ii) reading with expression, (iii) written and mental arithmetic, (iv)
penmanship and spelling, (v) religious instruction, (vi) practical knowledge, especially in history, geography, natural
history, physical science, physiology, and so forth, and (vii)
drawing; (b) needlework skills including (i) ordinary skills
for the lower and middle classes, (ii) advanced skills for
higher classes; and (c) French and music, subjects which will
be offered only at the parents’ request and for a special fee.
5. Tuition for classes in secondary and needlework subjects is set at 1 florin [40 cents] per month for each student.
The royal city school commission will collect this tuition
each month and turn it over to the secondary school for girls.
If girls who have completed elementary school wish instruction in one of the needlework skills, but not in the other
subjects at the secondary school for girls, these classes will
be provided in a separate classroom on the ground floor of
the convent. Each pupil will be charged a monthly fee of 30
kreuzer [20 cents]. It goes without saying that these pupils
are not authorized to receive instruction in secondary subjects or advanced levels of needlework.
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If poor pupils can present a certificate of poverty issued
by the police, they may attend ordinary needlework classes
without charge.
6. The superior will present a copy of the daily schedule
of classes.
7. Sisters Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], Petra
[Heckl], and Afra [Kuchenbauer] have been appointed to the
secondary school for girls by the superior. Sister Margaret
is in charge of the entire institute.
8. A list of textbooks that are used will be added to the
daily schedule of classes.
9. A priest from the parish will give one hour of religious instruction each week in the secondary school for girls.
One of the sisters will review this instruction during a class
held later in the same week.
10. Only those pupils who have a school leaving certificate from elementary classes may be admitted to the secondary school for girls.
11. Attendance at daily Holy Mass is limited to the third
semester because it cannot be required during the winter
when the days are short.
12. Pupils who have finished elementary school are allowed to attend classes in French or music without attending the secondary school or needlework classes. As indicated
above, a special fee must be paid for these classes.
13. Absentee reports must be sent directly to the local
school inspector.
14. School certificates are issued in the exact same manner as in the German schools.36
15. Anyone who has registered for one or more courses
described above must attend the classes for the entire school
year. She may not leave school without a special exemption
from the royal city school commission.

36. The terms German schools or lower schools were used for common elementary schools where both boys and girls were taught. In Latin
schools or higher schools, only boys were taught Latin and secondary subjects. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 201.
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16. Boarding pupils—whether from Amberg or other
places—attend classes at the secondary school for girls.
They will receive from the superior a detailed brochure explaining both the requirements for admission and the fees.
Weingartner, Aigner, Pfaffinger, Ziegler
Royal City School Commission
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters
Matthias Siegert
Confessor of the Poor School Sisters
Grammar
Secretary
167:

To Msgr. Joseph Herman Rabl
Au Suburb
Mission Convent in Amberg
November 22, 1839
J!M!

Esteemed Reverend Pastor!
Canon [George] von Oettl kindly informed us that two
Poor School Sisters may come to your city and pasture the
little lambs of your flock in the school. Therefore, I venture
to request that you would kindly accept my two sisters
whom, God willing, I will accompany to the Au Suburb on
December 5 and whom I urgently recommend to your pastoral care.
If we had known that we did not need to wait for a response from the archdiocesan ordinariate to our offer to
come on November 1, we would have arrived on the day decided upon. Therefore I ask for your forgiveness and pastoral protection.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister
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169:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Amberg
November 24, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
On the upper floor of the convent institute building in
Amberg we have our own very appealing chapel, the oldest
little church in Amberg where Holy Mass has been said from
time immemorial.37
Like a father provides for his children, the dean of Amberg38 has already provided for daily Mass in our chapel and
embellished it with a beautiful tabernacle, lamp, and pictures. He would gladly grant the sisters, who expect difficult work and great suffering here, the consolation of having
their Divine Bridegroom present in the little convent. In our
poverty, this is our only consolation. Therefore, the respectfully undersigned submits her petition for episcopal
permission to have the Blessed Sacrament reserved in the
convent chapel.
God has already provided for the sanctuary light by
sending us benefactors.
In the consoling hope that our petition will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus

37. The building in Amberg that was purchased for the Poor School
Sisters in 1838 had been the residence of the counts palatinate (local representatives of the sovereign) until the fifteenth century and therefore included a chapel. See Gammel, 150 Jahre in Amberg, 24.
38. Dr. Joseph Aigner (1792-1867) was the dean and pastor in Amberg from 1835 until 1851.
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170:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Amberg
November 24, 1839
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
With the consent of the royal government in Munich, the
archdiocesan ordinariate of Munich and Freising requested
that two Poor School Sisters would fill two vacant teaching
positions in the school for girls in the Au Suburb.
Therefore, I wish to inform you that, God willing, I will
accompany Sisters Augustina Dostler and Philomena Blattner to the Au Suburb during the month of December.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
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173:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Mission Convent in Amberg
January 2, 1840
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
The Poor School Sisters in Amberg
After the respectfully undersigned left Munich, she traveled directly to Amberg, where the serious illness of a sister
detained her for a few days.1 In accordance with an order
given by the diocesan ordinariate, the dean of Amberg2 told
her about the reprimand from the episcopal authorities.
By my letter of November 7, 1839 (received November
8), I only notified the bishop that I would accompany sisters
to Amberg3 and, since I am not allowed to establish a mission institute without the knowledge and consent of the
diocesan bishop, I bypassed the episcopal authorities
through a process that was not in accordance with the mind
of the Church.
Now I am expected to give a belated report on the acquisition, situation, extent, former purpose, and interior
structure of the mission institute, as well as the name of the
sister who will be in charge there. I venture to reply respectfully as follows:
1. The house in Amberg where the sisters lived was so close to the
river that the cellar was often flooded and the entire building was extremely damp. Sr. Michaela Niedermeier soon suffered from a continuous fever that finally took her life at the age of twenty-seven on January
12, 1842. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 124-125.
2. Dr. Joseph Aigner
3. See Document 163, p. 169, addressed to Bishop Schwäbl.
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1. Your Excellency, since you yourself instructed me to
send capable sisters to Amberg, I was consoled with the
thought that this time I acted completely in accordance with
your wishes. I was sure that I had followed the ecclesial
process and that, by the establishment of this mission in obedience, I had attained God’s joyous favor and yours as well.
2. It was not only with the letter of November 7, 1839,
but already in the spring of 1838,4 that I respectfully notified you of the foundation and confirmation of a mission institute of the Poor School Sisters in Amberg in accordance
with His Royal Majesty’s royal precept. This was after the
royal president of the royal government of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg5 informed me through a ruling of
March 21, 1838, that His Majesty [Louis I] consented to the
establishment of an institute in Amberg as proposed by Fr.
Ambrosius Mayer who was the superior of the Franciscans in
Pfreimd at the time. From his personal funds, His Royal
Majesty also gave 2,000 florin [$800], which was needed to
purchase a building from the heirs of the lawyer, Dr. [Aloysius] Mesmeringer.6 His Royal Majesty then instructed me
to go immediately to Amberg in order to meet with the appointed royal representative in order to discuss the proposal.
I did not delay in submitting a report on this meeting in
1838.
3. Moreover, I went about the foundation of the mission
in Amberg just as I did with the missions in Hohenthann and
other places, and episcopal authorities gave me, in my
poverty and ignorance, neither a reprimand nor any directives for improvement.
4. With the foundation of earlier institutes of the Poor
School Sisters, it was always the royal government’s right to
resolve local and temporal matters. The royal government
always arranged these things and then informed the epis4. See Document 105, p. 131.
5. See Footnote 26, p. 12. After Secretary Edward von Schenk resigned his position in 1831, King Louis I appointed him the president of
the royal district of Regen which, in 1837, became the royal district of the
Upper Palatinate and Regensburg. President Schenk remained in this
office until 1838, when he was recalled to Munich in order to take up another position as royal councilor of state.
6. See Footnote 35, p. 169.
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copal authorities of the results. The Poor School Sisters
were never allowed to make any objections, and the diocesan
ordinariate itself rejected my input in these matters as insufficient and lacking in credibility. Therefore, I truly do
not know what to do now.
Since the royal government did not give us the plan for
the institute building, I am not in a position to give the required information in a proper manner either. Besides what
I have already said, I do not know anything about the former
use of the building because, as a religious, I am a stranger
here in Amberg and I must leave all these details to the
kindness of the dean.
5. With regard to the structure of the institute, a
Kleinkinderschule, a secondary school for girls, and a needlework school were transferred to us. We are adding a boarding school to the institute. An annual sum of 820 florin
[$328] has been designated to cover living expenses.
Sister Margaret [of Cortona] Wiedemann has been appointed to direct the mission institute. In my report,7 I listed
her first in the order of rank, just as I did in earlier reports
regarding sisters sent to other missions.
Presenting this information and the entire cause to Your
Excellency, I ask once again that my poor sisters will find
mercy and support. At the establishment of each mission,
they expect no greater honor and joy than what awaited our
dear Lord upon his coming into the world.
For myself, however, I ask for your continued discipline.
If you would relieve me of my poor office and cast me into the
sea, perhaps the unrest would be settled with one stroke. It
would be to my advantage, since my strength is diminishing
visibly and my poor soul, which is completely confused and
soon will become a stranger to itself because of so much distracting business, could pull itself together again and find
mercy at God’s impending judgment, which the diocesan ordinariate threatens will be very dreadful for me. Do as you
please!
I remain gratefully and respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
7. See Document 163, p. 169.
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181:

To Fr. John Baptist Fuchs
Spalt

January 10, 1840

Esteemed City Pastor!
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for
your kind message and your continued efforts to bring to
completion the new work of God.8 God will bless it!
When your bishop9 heard that we returned from Aschaffenburg with unfinished business, he rejoiced and said,
“Then I will get them!” Nevertheless, Aschaffenburg tried to
get sisters again recently.10
To all appearances, it seems that Spalt will be our first
mission in the diocese of Eichstätt.
What are the young candidates doing whom you kindly
introduced to me?11 Have they already made progress in all
things good?
In response to your second letter regarding the confirmation, could you please give me an official notice stating
what is expected of us? How many children (weekday and
holiday pupils) will there be? How many hours each day will
we be required to teach? How long is the school year? Will
needlework subjects be taught only during the week in connection with the other elementary subjects?
What will be allotted for us, that is, which building and
what means of support?
With regard to the royal government requirements, I can
respond for now:
1. Since, according to our statutes, teaching sisters
must pass their final examination before reception, we do
not have to present any teaching certificates. With regard
to personal qualifications, the novices must have completed
their twenty-first year before they profess their vows, and
8. See Document 139, pp. 152-153.
9. Bishop Reisach
10. According to Document 154, which can be found in the beatification collection, the city council in Aschaffenburg decided to place a lay
teacher in charge of the institute on October 1, 1839, and the mission was
not opened.
11. According to Document 158, which can be found in the beatification collection, Mother Theresa visited Spalt in early October 1839.
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they must finish their practice teaching before they are sent
to the missions.
2. As we have already said, we will not conduct the
school in Spalt before the beginning of the new school year.
Returning your New Year’s greetings, I remain,
Theresa
182:

To Msgr. Joseph Herman Rabl
Au Suburb
Neunburg vorm Wald
January 16, 1840

Very Reverend Senior Church Council Member!
Please allow me to introduce to you the bearer of this letter, Katherine Tripps, cousin of Canon Oberndorfer. Since
this child is overly sensitive, thoughtless, and extremely disorderly by nature, it will be very difficult for her to improve.
For years, she has nurtured the desire to become a Poor
School Sister. We are not seeking this but, if she has chosen
religious life in accordance with God’s will, we do not want
to reject the poor orphan either. In your wisdom, would you
kindly give us a decisive word about this?12
I am also happy to have this opportunity to express my
deep gratitude for your pastoral concern for me in my
poverty and for your zealous interest in the joys and sorrows
of our poor order. Our good Lord Jesus will abundantly reward you for what you have done for the Poor School Sisters
who are the least of all. Please continue to have compassion
on my sisters in the Au Suburb who are cast out into the
12. As a child, Katherine Tripps (1824-98) was entrusted to the care
of her uncle, Canon Edmund Tripps in Regensburg. She attended the
school in Stadtamhof where Caroline Gerhardinger was teaching and followed Caroline to Neunburg vorm Wald in November 1833. In 1839,
Katherine was sent with the first sisters to open the new mission in the
Au Suburb. Three years later, she was received and given the religious
name, Edmunda. In January 1848, Sister Edmunda left with the second
missionary group for North America, where she remained until her death
on September 6, 1898.
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world and in such great danger and whom I recommend to
your pastoral care.13
What a consolation this will be for me, who respectfully
signs herself,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
185:

To Archbishop Lothair Anselm von Gebsattel
Munich
Neunburg vorm Wald
January 23, 1840
J!M!

Most Reverend Archbishop! Your Excellency!
Please accept the expression of our sincere gratitude for
your gracious intervention and the reassurance communicated to us by the archdiocesan resolution of December 24,
1839, which excused the already endangered sisters in the
Au Suburb from walking in public processions. We will not
neglect to have a candidate supervise the children.14
On missions where we do not have a chapel, we must attend public services in the parish church but, according to
our statutes, we may not walk in public processions. Moreover, our living quarters must be locked, and we must observe strict enclosure.
13. Although Mother Theresa informed Msgr. Rabl that the sisters
would come to the Au Suburb on December 5 (see Document 167, p. 172),
he was not at home when they arrived and no accommodations were
ready for them. The sisters stayed with the Servites in Munich until,
with the help of benefactors, living quarters in the Au Suburb could be
furnished. The sisters then moved into their rented, unlocked rooms in
a disreputable area. With the generous help of King Louis I, a suitable
house was purchased for them in the summer of 1840. See Ziegler, Magd
des Herrn, 146-149.
14. On December 18, 1839, the royal government of Upper Bavaria
declared that the two sisters teaching in the Au Suburb were excused
from accompanying the children to church and supervising them during
services if a candidate or another teacher in the school would assume this
responsibility. Canon Oettl communicated this statement to Mother
Theresa on December 24, 1839. See Copia Publica, 4839-40.
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Of what profit is it to gain the whole world and thereby
suffer harm to one’s own soul?15
No matter how carefully it is protected, a light taken
from a lantern and carried in the open will be easily and frequently extinguished by the wind.
Already as a layperson, I noticed with heartfelt sorrow
this lamentable misfortune in other women religious who no
longer edified secular people, even in church, but caused offense instead. Alas, we are not one hair better. We are also
poor sinners who are easily swayed by every wind.
To the best of their ability, the sisters will endeavor to
edify the world through the zealous fulfillment of their vocational duties in quiet seclusion—surely the most agreeable expression of gratitude.
Recommending the sisters to your gracious benevolence,
I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
187:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
April 19, 1840
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
During my illness,16 the Poor School Sisters in Amberg
and in the Au Suburb wrote that urgent necessities require
my presence with them. Since the merciful God has restored
my health to such an extent that I am able to undertake this
strain, I wish to notify you of this.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
15. See Luke 9:25.
16. In February and March 1840, Mother Theresa was seriously ill
with typhoid fever which she contracted in Amberg. Her miraculous cure
on March 7, 1840, was attributed to the intercessory prayer of Fr. Francis de Sales Handwercher (1792-1853), the pastor in Oberschneiding at
the time. See Benilda Dix, SSND, Love Cannot Wait (Milwaukee: School
Sisters of Notre Dame, 1987) 57.
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199:

To the Royal Bavarian Government
of the Upper Palatinate and Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
July 22, 1840
J!M!

Royal Bavarian Government of the Upper Palatinate and
Regensburg (Department of the Interior)!
Granting a Teaching Certificate to a Candidate Who Was
Dismissed
Last year, Cunigunda Stoll, the daughter of a baker from
Amberg, took the final teaching examination with the other
candidates at the convent of the Poor School Sisters in
Neunburg vorm Wald.
Although there were objections to her advanced age of
thirty-six and one-half years, she received a teaching certificate from the district head of religious schools so that she
could be received into our order.
In the meantime, it became urgently necessary to dismiss this candidate. Now she is demanding her teaching
certificate and threatening to go directly to the royal government but, for the reasons stated above, it is my duty to
object to the issuance of her certificate.
Therefore, I am appealing to the royal district government for a ruling with regard to giving a teaching certificate
to Cunigunda Stoll or to other individuals who take the examination and are granted a teaching certificate because
they are being received into our order.
With continued receptions, similar cases could come up,
often with varied results. Some individuals could pretend
for a time and, after great effort and expense on the poor institute’s part, leave with their teaching certificates and
laugh at us.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
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199a: To President Joseph von Hörmann
Munich

Neunburg
July 25, 1840

Royal Councilor of State and President! Your Excellency!17
The respectfully undersigned is greatly honored to submit her response to the letter of July 11 (received July 17)
with Your Excellency’s royal request for a detailed report on
how a motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters from Neunburg could be established in the Au Suburb.
With deep gratitude to God and to the archbishop,18 we
recognize His Excellency’s great favor and pastoral stance
toward us, and we acknowledge the significant gift of 12,000
florin [$4,800] as a contribution for the purpose indicated
above.19 We are willing to comply with this noble desire to
the extent that it is possible for us.
Since the transfer of the motherhouse is of great importance and has vital consequences for our religious congregation, Your Excellency will kindly allow me to speak very
openly about this topic, which I consider my obligation in
conscience.
If a motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters is to be established in the Au Suburb by sending a few sisters from
Neunburg to the Au Suburb,20 then it is absolutely impossible now for the following reasons:
1. Our religious institute has been in existence since
November 1835, and no other sister besides me has pro-

17. Joseph von Hörmann was President of the Royal Government of
Upper Bavaria from 1840 until 1847.
18. Archbishop Gebsattel
19. See Footnote 11, p. 154, and Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 154.
20. At this time, some were of the opinion that, instead of having one
central motherhouse for the entire congregation, it would be less expensive to build and maintain several motherhouses in areas where the Poor
School Sisters were located. See Glink, Vita I, 24-25.
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fessed perpetual vows.21 Therefore, it is impossible for the
very young body, which is only beginning to grow, to generate another body, which should also thrive and grow in
strength. It goes without saying that such a premature
splitting of the order’s vitality would shatter its life core instead of promoting its rapid expansion.
2. I have already experienced that, if we do not want to
run the risk of soon having Poor School Sisters who are
merely vain schoolteachers incapable of serving anywhere,
young sisters on the missions must return to the motherhouse in order to recollect themselves and be spiritually renewed. From all sides, there is only one demand, only one
call, and that is for spiritual educators in whom the little
ones can see and then imitate the purest and kindest models of holiness and virtue.
Without risking their own salvation, our young sisters
cannot take charge of small places where their only obligation is to teach the children in school. How then will they be
able to take charge of a newly established motherhouse,
which will come to life only with great sorrow and many obstacles? How will these young sisters be able to guide the
missions that are at such great risk?
3. Our rule still has not been confirmed by Rome because this can be done only after we have gathered mature
experience. Therefore, we could not give the sisters who
leave us to establish a new motherhouse a sturdy staff to
carry in their hand, and, without this staff, unity—our life
principle—will break down, and our kingdom will be divided
against itself.22
4. If close collaboration on everyone’s part is necessary
to establish a motherhouse (as you will allow me to explain
below), it still would be impossible for us to prepare in such
a short time as many capable individuals (pearls who are
seldom found) as we would always need for every depart21. October 24, 1833, the day on which the first three sisters began
to live in community in Neunburg vorm Wald, is recognized as the date
the congregation was founded. On November 16, 1835, Mother Theresa
professed perpetual vows. The first five novices professed their vows for
three years on April 17, 1838. Bavarian law required that sisters reach
the age of thirty-three before professing perpetual vows.
22. See Luke 11:17.
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ment in a motherhouse. Instructing the candidates and
novices in pedagogy, needlework skills, and household tasks
(since so much is demanded of a teacher these days), forming them thoroughly, and, above all, making them independent in their spiritual and religious life are certainly
difficult tasks that cannot be expected of our young sisters.
It is a burden and a responsibility that weighed heavily on
my weak shoulders until now, and I must confess to my
shame that I failed very often in prudence. I was utterly at
a loss over what to do, even though, by the grace of God, I
had twenty years of teaching experience, learned so much
from Bishop [George Michael] Wittmann of blessed memory,
and had the opportunity to acquire many wise principles
from him. How, then, can this be done with such young and
far less experienced sisters in a motherhouse in the Au Suburb?
Therefore, it is as clear as day that it is absolutely impossible to establish a motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters on a firm basis by sending a few individuals to the Au
Suburb.
It would certainly be far less expensive to transfer the
motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters from Neunburg
vorm Wald to the archdiocese of Munich and Freising, than
it would be to establish a second motherhouse. It would also
bring about a far more rapid expansion in response to a universal desire.
1. The transfer of the motherhouse is possible because
(a) it is not contrary to the will of our founder [Francis Sebastian] Job, who wrote in the introduction to our statutes
that Neunburg was to be the cradle of this religious congregation and, God willing, it would become the motherhouse.23
23. See Footnote 23, p. 128. In a report presented to King Louis I on
December 23, 1839, President Edward von Schenk insisted that transferring the motherhouse from Neunburg vorm Wald to Munich or the Au
Suburb would be contrary to the will of the founder. President Schenk
also stated that, if the motherhouse were transferred to Munich, the sisters would no longer be suitable as teachers in rural areas. Therefore,
the motherhouse should remain in Neunburg where an addition to the
building could provide the needed space. This opinion began to circulate
in Munich. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 149-151.
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Neunburg was the cradle of our order, but it has already
become much too small for the young order experiencing
such vigorous growth. During the hot summer, four or five
sisters must sleep in a single cell in our building, which will
have serious consequences for their physical well-being. We
do not know where to accommodate the new candidates who
will enter this fall. Moreover, since the sisters will be at
great risk on the missions, it is very necessary to keep them
in the motherhouse for at least one or two years after their
profession so that their religious life will be more grounded
and solid. Where is there room for them now in the cradle
that is already so crowded?
This transfer is also possible because (b) at the beginning [sic] of our statutes, Fr. Job repeated: “It will be sufficient if God is pleased to grant the religious congregation
and the school in Neunburg achievement and progress. If I
have the consolation of knowing that, protected by God and
the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Mother of God, the school for
girls in my birthplace flourishes, thrives, and yields fruit
under the direction of the Poor School Sisters, I will praise
God forever and die in peace.”24
Further unalterable evidence supporting the transfer of
the motherhouse can be found in the third paragraph of our
foundation document in which the founder stated: “Whatever I have contributed to the fund is designated for the establishment of a good, well-organized school for girls, as well
as for the foundation of a small convent of Poor School Sisters in Neunburg so that this school can achieve and secure
its purpose.”25 This small fund, which included vestments
and church vessels worth 1,100 florin [$440], consisted of
9,544 florin [$3,817.60]. After the renovations on the convent building were completed, only 1,800 florin [$720] remained. When our founder stipulated that we were to
conduct the school free of charge, he had no premonition of
his sudden and premature death. With this kind of income,
how could a motherhouse exist in Neunburg where there is
not even enough to support two sisters? In fact, it would
24. This text appears at the end of Spirit of the Constitutions.
25. See Footnote 37, p. 43.
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have never become a motherhouse if devout women and
priests from other places had not supported us until now.
In any case, Neunburg will remain the original house,
and the sisters who are staying there will continue to conduct the school for girls free of charge, which is completely
in accordance with the will of the founder. We will not object to leaving behind the small fund that remains, as well
as everything else that Fr. Job designated for Neunburg.26
Therefore, the transfer of our motherhouse—it makes no difference where—can never be contrary to the will of our
founder.
2. The transfer of our motherhouse to a suitable place
is necessary because God’s work in Neunburg is so restricted
that the congregation will never develop and take shape as
desired or intended.
a. Our young people do not even have materials and a
place where they can work. The children are sent to school
only after All Saints Day.27 Many negligent children do not
show up during the winter, and many poor children do not
come since they lack food or proper clothing. Immediately
after Easter, the elementary school is practically closed, as
is usually the case in country places, even if it costs the parents nothing for such a great benefit (because there is no tuition). How will our novices have regular practice in order
to master the art of teaching if they do not have any children in school and no one with whom to work? How will
they be able to conduct a respectable school anywhere else?
b. Our sisters provide without charge special needlework classes for young women who have finished elementary school. These young women, taken from the world’s
corruption, could learn how to knit, spin, sew, and make
their traditional dresses, but few parents in this area have
any understanding or interest for something so ordinary and
beneficial. (Many would rather learn how to do fancy
needlework.) Most of the young women are already working,
26. See Documents 22, pp. 42-43, and 26, p. 52. According to the
foundation document, the foundation fund was to be administered by the
city council in Neunburg vorm Wald, and the interest from the fund was
to be given to the sisters for their support.
27. November 1
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while the others are in dire need and must find work. Thus,
it turns out that only a few attend needlework classes during
the winter, and the school is completely closed during the
summer, as is the case now. How will our many young people acquire (and perfect) the practical needlework skills
needed for this purpose? How will they give this type of instruction in other places if they have neither a workplace—
nor anyone to work with—because they do not have any
classes here?
c. We acquired at our own expense the materials needed
to open a Kleinkinderschule in order to protect the innocent
little ones from the poisonous air in the narrow streets as well
as other misfortunes. Consoled that their children were being
cared for, their poor parents could then go about their work.
We also accept and train these children free of charge, but
their disorganized parents feel like sending the little ones one
day but not the next and, a week later, not at all. What can
be done? How will our people perfect their skills here and
then take charge of the Kleinkinderschulen that are sought
after so much?
How will there ever be a functional motherhouse here in
Neunburg? Oh, how many applications for sisters are on my
desk! Devout pastors describe in heartrending terms the lack
of home training and the constantly increasing moral depravity and, with great longing, ask for Poor School Sisters so
that they can work together, especially through the wise and
devout education of young girls. These girls would then become prudent and devout mothers who would raise a new and
better generation.
d. Finally, even if I did not want to mention it, Neunburg
is not a place where we receive orders for fine needlework.
Therefore, our candidates and novices can neither perfect
their skills nor earn a few pennies to support us in our
poverty.
Since we cannot obtain books or the materials required
for needlework, we must have them brought in from afar for
good money, and often the goods are not what we ordered.
e. Moreover, we sorely miss being in the immediate
vicinity of the royal district government and the diocesan ordinariate. Since they are a day’s journey from here, we have
been kept painfully waiting for months before our petitions
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for reception, profession, and the candidates’ examinations,
followed by repeated communications, made their way here
and back again—a difficult situation for a poor motherhouse!
f. In closing, I may not pass over a principal reason,
which I also did not want to mention. In our great poverty up
to now, it was through the charity of devout women, especially from Munich, that we received most of the alms that
were given to support us and provide for the poor candidates’
education and formation. Without these alms, we would have
often been without food or clothing. When I was in Munich
the last time, I was expressly told that these alms would no
longer go to Neunburg, but to the new motherhouse of the
Poor School Sisters that will be established in the Au Suburb. Without these alms, the motherhouse here in Neunburg
would be practically dissolved since, in this area, there are
absolutely no means to support us.
Therefore, it follows that Neunburg will never be a suitable place for a motherhouse, as you yourself said to Secretary [Carl August] von Abel,28 and that the motherhouse can
be transferred from Neunburg vorm Wald.
With grateful hearts, we are willing to comply with the
archbishop’s wish that a motherhouse would be established
in the archdiocese of Munich and Freising,29 from which we
will be happy to go to towns, villages, and hamlets in order to
bring the good news of the reign of God to the poor little ones.
I am grateful to God and to Your Excellency for having
the great grace of discussing the entire situation with you,
and I am also at peace because a stone that weighed heav28. On April 21, 1840, Carl August von Abel (1788-1859), Secretary
of the Interior and Cultural Affairs (1837-47), proposed (1) the retention
of the motherhouse in Neunburg vorm Wald in accordance with the will
of the founder, Fr. Job, and (2) the establishment of a large mission in
the Au Suburb. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 153.
29. In response to the proposals made by President Hörmann and
Secretary Abel, Archbishop Gebsattel wrote that “everything which is
conducive to the expansion of the order is in keeping with the intention
of the founder; but anything which hinders its growth and expansion is
contrary to the intention of the noble founder. A narrow interpretation of
his wishes . . . will impede the rapid and beneficial expansion of his work.
Who could doubt this when considering the local circumstances and experience in Neunburg up to now?” See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 153.
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ily on my heart for a long time has been removed. Now consoled, I await what God’s providence will bring. His
Majesty, our all-gracious King [Louis I], who is so concerned
about the well-being of our country and has been notified of
our serious situation, will certainly show his usual fatherly
benevolence to a religious institute that has such a deep and
beneficial influence on the heart of the people.30 Then, with
God’s grace, the caloric,31 which has been flowing through
the institute up to now, will germinate, bud, thrive, and bear
fruit!
Respectfully yours,
[No Signature]
(Transcript, Munich) 14866

201:

To Cunigunda Stoll
Amberg

Convent in Neunburg
July 26, 1840

Long live Jesus and Mary!
A Christian’s noblest victory is to forgive. May that be
yours from the heart!
I offered to compensate you for your linens, but you graciously refused. Please be kind enough now to let us know
their value!
Your documents, together with information regarding
the teaching certificate,32 will follow soon.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
Theresa Gerhardinger
Poor School Sister
30. After studying the situation, King Louis I wrote: “We read in the
foundation document: ‘God willing—it (the convent in Neunburg) should
become the motherhouse.’ This has already happened. It does not say
that Neunburg should remain the motherhouse.” King Louis I then ordered the resumption of negotiations regarding the transfer of the motherhouse to Munich. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 154.
31. At the time this letter was written, the now obsolete caloric theory was held, whereby heat consists of a fluid (called caloric) which could
be transferred from one body to another, but not created or destroyed.
32. See Document 199, p. 182.
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202:

To the Royal City School Commission
Amberg
Neunburg vorm Wald
August 7, 1840

Royal City School Commission!
The respectfully undersigned wishes to express her gratitude to the royal city school commission for its interest and
for kindly notifying us of the ruling regarding the examination and the distribution of prizes at the secondary school
for girls in Amberg.
Since the royal city school commission called for an examination at the secondary school for girls, I submit my request that there would be a difference between the
examination at the secondary school for girls and the examinations at the German school.33 I think that, if this year’s
secondary school examination is held in the same place
where the German school examinations are held, it will result in a significant loss for the institute. Very few young
women of means would condescend to take the examination,
and the others want to avoid a public display. Instead of encouraging sensitive dispositions that are naturally shy and
timid because they are entering adolescence, it would deter
them, as I know only too well from many years of experience
in this regard. Due to a lack of talent and knowledge, some
of the young women will take the last places, and some of
them have never participated in a public examination. I
have already heard from one student in Amberg, “I have
never before been in a public examination. Out of sheer
fright, I will not able to utter a single word!”
How will it be, then, if the familiar place is exchanged for
one that is even more frightening and open to everyone? It
is clear that the institute will lose more than it gains for
both these young women and their embarrassed parents.
Furthermore, I ask that the royal city school commission
would kindly consider the fact that, during the past winter,
both the secondary school for girls and the institute suffered
because of its late start in the beginning of December, followed by three and one-half months when it was practically
33. See Footnote 36, p. 171.
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closed.34 It speaks for itself that no one can expect a splendid examination.
Only fourteen young women from Amberg are attending
the school now. It was precisely because of the examination
that some recently left the institute of their own accord.
From the small number of students attending the institute,
only a few have great talent, and almost all of them lack a
thorough foundation. What can be achieved by an examination with fourteen students?
By changing the examination place under such circumstances, the institute will only be exposed to further public
ridicule. How many observers will consider the reasons?
God inflicted the wound, and God alone can heal it. Human
power is incapable of healing the situation, but God can and
will do this.
Furthermore, as everyone knows, the annual examinations of the large number of children in the German schools
in Amberg have been held for decades in the individual
classrooms. This is even more reason for the royal city
school commission to allow the examination of the fourteen
girls from the secondary school to be held in a room in the institute where the adjoining rooms on either side can be open
for the guests.
After I filled every position in this new institute with experienced sisters and, from the very beginning, wanted to
offer needlework classes without charge to pupils of the
lower grades—to which the royal city school commission
would not agree—God afflicted the institute with so much
suffering, which is the sole cause of the current disorder.
Therefore, I can remain calm in the face of reproaches and
persecution from all sides that are bestowed on the Poor
School Sisters in Amberg, and I consider these as heralds of
coming joy.35
34. See Footnote 1, p. 175. During the first two and one-half years
that the institute in Amberg was open, two sisters, two candidates, and
three boarders died as a result of continuously recurring illnesses that
affected all who lived there. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 124-125.
35. Although the first years in Amberg were very difficult, and
Mother Theresa wanted to withdraw the sisters on more than one occasion, by 1860, the education of all the girls and young women in Amberg
had been entrusted to the Poor School Sisters. See Ziegler, Magd des
Herrn, 124.
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If, in the future, we are given one or other class in the
German school, we will see to it that the frequent comings
and goings on the open streets will stop. The city of Amberg
already has secular teachers. What is gained by changing
the teaching personnel if the Poor School Sisters also become secularized?
If the sisters are not achieving enough for Amberg’s inhabitants, we do not want to be a burden and will gladly
leave the institute’s honor and joy to others.
In closing, I repeat my petition for permission to hold the
examination of the young women of the secondary school in
the convent institute in accordance with the regulation of
the first decree issued by the royal city school commission,
whose expressed interest in the institute gives me confident
hope that this petition will be granted.
So that everything will be in proper order, I will travel to
Amberg a few days before the examination to help my sisters who are weighed down by the burden. I will also be prepared to give an account to the royal city school commission
regarding the complaints it has received.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
203:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
August 10, 1840
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Travel Permit
A tearful letter from the sisters in Amberg lies before
me, urging me to travel there as soon as possible in order to
help the dejected sisters—above all since it is almost time
for the examination.
Since you will not relieve me of the burden of the office
of superior, on this occasion, I submit my request that you
would grant the necessary permission bound with this
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painful office so that I might visit the sisters in similar difficult situations. When beginning new missions, the sisters
are subject to so much suffering and often need immediate
help and protection in matters about which information cannot always be given.
Likewise, I also request an extension of my travel permit
for establishing missions. On my journeys, it often happens
that a priest or a royal district court invites me to inspect a
possible mission site for sisters, as recently happened in
Neumarkt and Hahnbach. If—as has been the case—I am
not allowed to pursue the occasional invitation without first
notifying you, it will cost twice as much in time and money,
most of which must be paid for by our poor house.
Since travel, especially in such matters, is so distracting
and toilsome for a religious, and, after the mission is opened,
a report must be given anyway, I repeat my petition that
you would grant the travel permit mentioned above which is
necessary for the office of superior.36
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister of Notre Dame

204:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
August 10, 1840
Most Reverend Bishop!
In October 1839, with the permission of the diocesan ordinariate and the royal government, we received, together
36. On August 12, 1840, Bishop Schwäbl gave permission for the requested journey to Amberg. Mother Theresa’s second request was also
granted, but immediately upon her return from each journey, she was expected to give a report on “the purpose, the place, and the approximate
length of her trip because the bishop must be informed about the presence
or absence of persons obliged to keep the enclosure.” (Typescript, Generalate)
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with several other young women, four farm girls from Roning
as novices of the Poor School Sisters.37
Now Fr. [John Baptist] Gahr,38 pastor of the mission
parish in Roning, insists that these four young women will
not make their profession here as Poor School Sisters, but return to Roning instead and live according to their own
statutes, which combine perpetual adoration with a refuge
for young women and sick servants, a needlework school at
first, and an elementary school later.
1. If approval is given to such a course of action with us,
in our poverty, we ask for permission to dismiss the young
women, the sooner the better, so that our entire community
does not suffer a second wound that will be even deeper than
the first. If you would put yourself in our place, you would see
what kind of impression these young women are already
making on our novices, and what their departure under such
circumstances will do to our many young people!
2. We ask that you would please safeguard the unique
characteristics of our religious institute, because Fr. Gahr
will keep for the young women from Roning what he likes
from our rule, ceremonies of reception and profession, habit,
and so forth, and drop the rest, which we cannot allow because each order is distinct from the others in all these points.
In this painful situation, I am forced to dismiss these
young women whom we have received as novices of the Poor
School Sisters and have given the names, Alphonsa and
Katherine Reithofer, Brigitta Schmid, and Clara Stempfhuber. They must be dismissed before the end of September
when many new candidates will enter so that we do not find
ourselves in the same difficult situation again with the newcomers.
Submitting this information, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
37. See Document 159, pp. 166-167. Theresa and Anna Reithofer,
Katherine Schmid, and Crescence Stempfhuber entered the congregation
in Neunburg vorm Wald on June 21, 1839. In a letter to Fr. Fink in Hohenthann on July 16, 1839, Mother Theresa wrote, “The four young
women from Roning are my entire joy. They are completely happy.” See
Document 145 which can be found in the beatification collection.
38. Fr. John Baptist Gahr (1807-70) was the pastor in Roning (now
Oberroning), which is located about eight miles (13 km) from Hohenthann.
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206:

To Msgr. Joseph Herman Rabl
Au Suburb
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 13, 1840
Reverend Father!
It is a consolation for me that you visited my dear sisters in the Au Suburb and that you are satisfied with their
school. I am very concerned about the dear, good children of
God, so cast out into the world and so far from the motherhouse—and in the Au Suburb besides!39 Please help me to
pray especially for my sisters on the missions! Their sufferings are so many; the dangers are so great.
When you know our order better, you will see for yourself
that our members need well-grounded piety, comprehensive
knowledge, and perfect health. Such young women are rare
pearls, and it is a very singular vocation to be a Poor School
Sister in the true sense. I again request that you would pray
for our order and ask other devout persons who are happy to
gather spiritual alms to pray for us as well.
Above all, please do not forget me in my poverty since
the burden of my particular vocation is very heavy. How severe my judgment will be! Please have mercy on my poor
soul, which I am always in danger of losing.
May all of us give praise to God for all eternity!
Theresa of Jesus
Poor School Sister of Notre Dame
211:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
August 28, 1840
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Conducting the School for Girls in Spalt by Poor School
Sisters
39. See Footnote 13, p. 180.
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For a few years, a desire has been cherished to entrust
to the Poor School Sisters the school for girls in the city of
Spalt. Before the pastor40 wrote to us, he had already obtained the permission and approval of the bishop of Eichstätt41 and the approval of the district government. A
separate building is available, and an annual sum of 432
florin [$172.80] is legally set aside for two sisters.
Since the current teaching position urgently needs to be
filled now, the pastor is painfully waiting for the sisters this
fall. The conditions are acceptable in every respect. I promised him two sisters, Sister Petra Heckl and Sister Ambrosia
Hössl.
Submitting this information to Your Excellency, I also
ask for your episcopal blessing for this new seedbed which I
want to begin in God’s name with the sisters in November.42
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
213:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 4, 1840
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Profession of Five Novices of the Poor School Sisters
On October 28, 1840, the following novices, (1) Ambrosia
Hössl, born November 30, 1817, (2) Celestine Weinzierl,
born April 21, 1814, (3) Laurentia Schindlbeck, born December 25, 1815, (4) Pia Fleissner, born April 23, 1818, and
(5) Alberta Götzfried, born July 25, 1817, will complete their
novitiate in the Religious Institute of the Poor School Sisters in Neunburg vorm Wald. These novices have reached
40. Fr. Fuchs
41. Bishop Reisach
42. On September 11, 1840, permission was granted for two sisters
to leave the diocese of Regensburg “on condition that this new colony
would remain in uninterrupted connection with the mother institute in
Neunburg vorm Wald.” (Typescript, Generalate)
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the legally prescribed age for the profession of vows for three
years.
They have completed their time of probation in an exemplary manner and asked to make their profession. Together
with their request, therefore, I submit my request for permission to have them profess simple vows on October 28, 1840.
Several places, as I will report soon, are painfully waiting for
sisters this autumn.
It is not due to any stubbornness or laziness on our part
that the revised statutes have not yet been drafted,43 but simply and solely to the fact that it is absolutely necessary for us
to gain practical experience, especially with regard to the missions, where new and unforeseeable situations constantly
arise. Our founder, [Francis Sebastian] Job of blessed memory, strictly bound me to this, saying that it could take ten
years before we would have a firmly established rule according
to which we could live.
In the consoling hope that this request will be granted, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
215:

To Professor John Baptist Kotz
Amberg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
September 17, 1840
J!M!

Esteemed Reverend Professor!44
Where can I find words to express how happy and moved
I was by your so unusually blessed undertaking? How wonderfully and gently the works of God proceed! We need only
embrace the dear cross daily and not let Jesus out of our sight.
43. On August 28, 1840, the diocesan ordinariate in Regensburg
again reminded Mother Theresa that a draft of the rule had not been presented. See Ziegler, Kampf um die Regel, 24-25.
44. John Baptist Kotz (1800-72), a native of Hahnbach, was ordained
in 1824. From 1834 until 1845, he was a professor of theology and canon
law in Amberg. Enlisting the help of other priests who were born in
Hahnbach, Professor Kotz purchased land there for the purpose of building a convent school for girls and entrusting it to the Poor School Sisters.
A mission was opened in Hahnbach in 1842. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 51.
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The Divine Bridegroom will not fail to reward you for having prepared for the sisters a little place of rest at the feet of
Jesus. How I rejoice that my dear sisters, unnoticed and
unimpeded, will be able to visit the Blessed Sacrament within
their convent walls as often as their vocational duties allow!
How I thank God that you understood my soul’s desire, which
I timidly ventured to mention briefly during our last conversation in Amberg!
As promised, we will pray daily for the benefactors whose
hearts God has turned toward the sisters’ convent school in
Hahnbach. May God bless them!
The grace of God be with all of us! Praised be Jesus
Christ!
The Poor School Sister,
Theresa of Jesus
216:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Neunburg vorm Wald
September 20, 1840
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Reception of Nine Candidates into the Religious Institute of
the Poor School Sisters
As can be seen from the enclosed certificates, the following candidates are so qualified with regard to both morals and
pedagogy that, if God gives the grace, the respectfully undersigned hopes that they will become worthy School Sisters.
Therefore, I support their petition to Your Excellency and
submit my request for permission to receive the following candidates for religious life: Katherine Gattinger, Theresa Gregor, Katherine Jochner, Anna Panzer, Anastasia Stossberger,
Katherine Wenzl, Theresa Zeiler, Frances Kugelmann, and
Maria Andrä, all of whom have now reached the legally prescribed age for reception.
Frances Kugelmann is prepared to teach needlework and
Maria Andrä is prepared to do housework.
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I feel obligated to add that, in case Katherine Gattinger
and Maria Andrä must be dismissed from the novitiate—God
forbid—they have not enjoyed the best of health for some
time. They are such good children who would rather die here
than have to leave us.45
In the consoling hope that my petition will be granted, I
remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
219:

To the Royal City School Commission
Spalt
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 5, 1840
J!M!

Royal City School Commission!
Two Poor School Sisters Moving to Spalt
Only now am I in a position to reply to the royal city
school commission’s report of July 27, 1840. At the beginning
of November, it will be my honor to send two teaching sisters,
Petra Heckl and Ignatia Wohlfelder, to conduct the school for
girls in Spalt.
We ask that the sisters’ living quarters be cleaned and
put into order as soon as possible so that there will be no reason for us to fear any detriment to the sisters’ health. Our
sad experience obliges me to make this most urgent request.46
With regard to sending the sisters’ legal teaching certificates, I must repeat that, in accordance with our order’s
statutes, none of our teaching candidates receives the religious habit—and still less, professes her vows—until she is
recognized and confirmed as a certified teacher by the royal
examination commission, the royal government, and the district head of religious schools. Only then does she receive permission from the bishop for reception.
45. Both candidates were received in 1840 and professed their vows
in 1841. Sister Gertrude (Katherine) Gattinger was 70 when she died in
1887, and Sister Pelagia (Maria) Andrä was 84 when she died in 1896.
46. See Footnote 1, p. 175.
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The results in school are the most dependable witness to
the sisters’ teaching ability. Therefore, without making any
reservations or asking for the names of the sisters, the royal
governments of Upper Bavaria, Lower Bavaria, and the
Upper Palatinate, where we have already founded missions,47 transfer teaching positions to the School Sisters who
were sent from the motherhouse.
Therefore, I submit my request that the royal city school
commission in Spalt would also be satisfied with this and, if
necessary, kindly convey these reasons to the royal government of Middle Franconia. In accordance with our order’s
statutes, the freedom to send or withdraw sisters as circumstances require and without previous inquiry must remain ours in Spalt as it is everywhere else.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

221:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 6, 1840
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Words cannot describe the joy and consolation that your
gracious handwritten letter of October 2 (received October 6)

47. By the time this letter was written, missions had been founded
in Neunburg vorm Wald (1833), Schwarzhofen (1836), and Amberg (1839)
in the Upper Palatinate; the Au Suburb (1839) in Upper Bavaria; and Hohenthann (1838) in Lower Bavaria.
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regarding the foundation of a mission of the Poor School Sisters in Reisbach brought to my poor heart!48
The tears that came to my eyes as I read your letter
would have testified to how much I appreciate the grace that
you turned to us in such a pastoral manner, to say nothing
of your description of the living quarters and support proposed for the sisters in dear Reisbach, which are so inviting
in every respect.
I will comply with your wish, which is a command for
me, and come to Reisbach during my visitation journey to
our mission in Hohenthann in November. In accordance
with your request, I will also indicate the sparse needs of
the sisters. I will stop sending sisters to new missions for
now so that, after looking at the entire situation, the right
sisters can be appointed for Reisbach, and the mission will
be staffed as desired.
On this occasion, I also look forward to a personal consultation with Your Excellency.
Pleading for your episcopal blessing for our young people
who will soon be received or profess their vows, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa

48. In his letter of October 2, 1840 to Mother Theresa, Bishop
Schwäbl wrote that he was so impressed by the sisters he met in Hohenthann that he wished to have a similar mission in Reisbach, his birthplace. He assured Mother Theresa that living quarters close to the
church, a garden, and an adequate stipend would be available. A priest
was willing to say Mass for the sisters, hear their confessions, and serve
as catechist in the school.
On October 11, 1841, a mission with two sisters was opened in Reisbach, but Bishop Schwäbl died at the age of sixty-two on July 12, 1841,
and did not live to see the mission. See Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, 129130.
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224:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 22, 1840
J!M!

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Reception of Two Candidates of the Poor School Sisters
We urgently need two capable sisters, one to teach
needlework and one for our kitchen. I hope that I have these
in Theresa Sachsenhauser and Anna Heck, both of whose
certificates are enclosed.
Therefore, I submit my belated request for episcopal permission to receive them. Since they have reached the legally
prescribed age, are of exemplary conduct, and possess all the
necessary requirements for reception, I have the consoling
hope that my petition will be heard.49
I also ask that the enclosed certificates would be graciously forwarded to the royal government.
Respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
227:

To Fr. John Baptist Fuchs
Spalt
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 29, 1840
J!M!
Reverend City Pastor!
I am sorry that the bishop of Eichstätt still has not responded to my official letter of October 7 in which I stated
that I would accompany two sisters to Spalt at the beginning of November.50
In this letter, I also asked if His Excellency would kindly
negotiate with the royal government of Middle Franconia so
49. Sisters Mechtildis (Theresa) Sachsenhauser and Lidwina (Anna)
Heck were received on November 2, 1840.
50. This letter to Bishop Reisach was not included in the beatification collection.
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that it would no longer demand certificates for the sisters
appointed to Spalt and honor us with the same trust as
other royal governments do, since this involves more than a
teaching position.51
Awaiting your reassuring response in this regard, I remain respectfully yours,
Theresa of Jesus
228:

To Bishop Francis X. von Schwäbl
Regensburg
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
October 30, 1840
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop!
Change of Personnel at the Missions of the Poor School Sisters and Petition for Permission to Make an Annual Report
Compelled by the very painful situation we are in due to
the serious illness of Sister Afra [Kuchenbauer] in Amberg,
I made preparations today to accompany Sister Alberta
Götzfried to Amberg.52 Sister Salesia Stauber will also
travel with us so that she may have some experience in a
secondary school, which is impossible here.
Until the directory is drawn up, I dare not say what
changes in personnel will become necessary in Schwarzhofen when we provide sisters for Spalt and Wolfrat-

51. See Document 219, pp. 200-201. In a letter of October 6, 1840,
addressed to Fr. Fuchs, Mother Theresa explained that her request did
not involve the two sisters’ teaching certificates, which showed the highest qualifying grades, but rather the freedom of the order to send or transfer certified teaching sisters to the places where they were needed. See
Document 220, which can be found in the beatification collection.
52. Sister Afra Kuchenbauer died in Amberg at the age of twenty-six
on May 2, 1841.
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shausen. When providing sisters for a mission, difficulties
often arise in the final hours, and it becomes necessary to
change the list of personnel that was already submitted to
the diocesan ordinariate. For example, Sister Ambrosia
[Hössl] was appointed to go to Spalt54 and Sister Sebastiana
[Zwinger] to Wolfratshausen, but now Sister Ambrosia must
take the place of Sister Ignatia [Wohlfelder], and Sister Sebastiana must take the place of Sister Laurentia [Schindlbeck].
Urged by such unforeseen occurrences, I submit my request for permission to make an annual report that includes
these changes in personnel, as well as the travel involved, so
that my conscience will not be burdened with even more concerns. Time would be saved, and the immense amount of
work piling up would be lessened somewhat. Your Excellency
would not be burdened with constant correspondence, and I
could come to the help of my often hard-pressed sisters.
Trusting in your mercy and hoping that my petition will
be granted, I remain respectfully yours,
53

Theresa of Jesus
234:

To Fr. John Baptist Fuchs
Spalt
Convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
December 24, 1840
J!M!

Very Reverend City Pastor!
How can I ever thank you for the many sacrifices you
have made, the trouble you have taken, and the personal help
53. After visiting relatives in Neunburg vorm Wald and meeting
Mother Theresa and the sisters, Wolfgang Braun, who had been a teacher
under the spiritual direction of Bishop Wittmann before he was ordained,
decided to establish a school for girls in his first parish and entrust it to
the Poor School Sisters. On November 11, 1840, a mission was opened in
Wolfratshausen, Fr. Braun’s first parish, and Sisters Mary Weinzierl and
Laurentia Schindlbeck began teaching 160 girls in two classes. See
Friess, Mother Mary Teresa, p. 110.
54. See Document 211, pp. 196-197.
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and pastoral care that you have given to us Poor School Sisters? You did everything for Jesus and his dear little ones—
the lambs of your flock—and this memory alone will give
you the sweetest consolation and a heavenly reward.
Since the story of your charity aroused such sincere interest and heartfelt emotion here in our Bethlehem, I can
only imagine what delight it must be to the heart of Jesus.
I could not refrain from telling the bishop of Eichstätt55
about your kind, practical accommodations because I know
what a consolation this is to his heart as well.
Your truly Christian charity probably does not need my
innermost plea to come to the help of my poor, far-flung sisters. Since they are still so young and inexperienced, they
are very much in need of instruction and assistance. They
are not accustomed to another region and in great need of
encouragement and protection, just as their poor spiritual
mother is in need of your occasional kind word about how
the sisters are doing and how it is going for them, because I
am very worried about them.56
Finally, I would like to recommend in particular the two
dear children, Johanna Pfahler57 and Barbara Hass, so that
I can take them home with me.
May the lovely Infant Jesus grant you very joyous feast
days, and may you find much happiness in the new seedbed
during the coming New Year! This is our most ardent desire
and our daily prayer.
The Poor School Sister,
Theresa of Jesus

55. Bishop Reisach
56. Sister Petra Heckl was twenty-two and Sister Ignatia Wohlfelder
was twenty-three. Both sisters were professed one year.
57. Johanna Pfahler (1827-1903) was the daughter of the mayor of
Spalt. She entered the candidature in 1842, was received and given the
name Sister Ludovica in 1845, and professed her vows in 1848. In 1853,
Sister Ludovica was appointed general assistant and, in addition to several other responsibilities, held this office until the election of Sister M.
Innocentia Loibl as Mother Theresa’s third successor in 1900.
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236:

To Secretary Carl August von Abel
Munich
Neunburg vorm Wald
December 28, 1840
J!M!

Your Excellency! Honorable Secretary!
I feel compelled to apologize to Your Excellency for not
returning to Munich as I had promised. Since God kept me
in Spalt until December 22—or, better said, unforeseen difficulties and suffering kept me there—it was impossible for
me to return to Munich within fourteen days, as I had promised.58
If, despite the prolonged interruption, an appearance
now in Munich would still be fruitful, and if I may trouble
Your Excellency with our poor cause again, then, in God’s
name, I will travel to Munich after the feast of the Three
Kings59 and venture to knock at your door again because
God has given Your Excellency as a father to us poor orphans. If you are in agreement with this, I will send my
dear sisters in the Au Suburb to ask for your word, that is,
a simple yes or no.
In our poverty, may a small dwelling for the dear Infant
Jesus still be found, since the crib has now become too
cramped for him!60 Your Excellency, I want nothing more!
Nevertheless, I cannot hide my concern that, in spite of
the untold expense incurred by adding on to the building,
raising another story, renovating the parish house, and so
forth, the proposed building in the Au Suburb still would not
58. After a three-day journey in bitter cold, Mother Theresa, Sister
Petra, and Sister Ignatia arrived in Spalt on December 5, the evening before the day set by Bishop Reisach for the opening of the mission. Neither
Fr. Fuchs nor the district school authorities had been notified of the day
of their arrival. On the next day, Fr. Fuchs and Mother Theresa traveled
to Eichstätt, where they met with Bishop Reisach, who immediately notified the respective authorities. For three days, Mother Theresa was a
guest at the Benedictine St. Walburg Abbey in Eichstätt, which also provided her an opportunity to become personally acquainted with Bishop
Reisach. See Friess, Mother Mary Teresa, pp. 110-112.
59. January 6, 1841
60. The convent in Neunburg vorm Wald
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provide what is most essential for us—a chapel, enclosure,
and a garden.61
We have spent time with God in prayer, and we were
joined by Fr. [Francis de Sales] Handwercher62 who, in answer to our question about the most suitable place for our
motherhouse, sent a letter to our confessor [Matthias
Siegert], which I respectfully enclose in his name.63 May I
ask for the kind return of this precious letter?
If you had not so benevolently and emphatically indicated at the very beginning that I should express myself
very prudently and openly about the appropriateness of a
place, I would never have dared to express my opinion.
Please do not grow weary of us, Your Excellency! It is truly
God’s cause!
We Poor School Sisters pray daily that, during the coming year, our dear Lord Jesus will reward you and your family with a hundredfold of divine love and grace for the
charity and benevolence you have shown us in our poverty
during the past year. It is our confident hope that, in answer to our prayer, we will also be granted a little abode.64
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

61. Although King Louis I and Archbishop Gebsattel supported
Mother Theresa’s vision of a motherhouse in Munich, others, including
Secretary Abel, continued to insist that it be located in the Au Suburb.
Three different plans for a motherhouse were drafted and proposed, but
none were accepted. See Mai, Selige Theresia, 34
62. See Footnote 16, p. 181.
63. This letter is not included in the beatification collection.
64. A suitable building for a motherhouse in Munich.
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Hohenthann (Bavaria), 111-113,
118-122, 137-140, 143-145,
147-149, 176, 201n, 202n
holiday schools, 12n
Holy Communion, 37-38, 105, 136,
168
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Holy Mass, 11, 39, 60, 105, 109,
136, 167, 168, 171, 173
Holy Rule: modifications, 29, 3739, 125; submission of revised
statutes, 124-127, 184, 198: See
also Notre Dame Rule and
Spirit of the Constitutions.
Holy Spirit, 24, 46, 74, 77, 86, 111,
113, 114, 119
hope, 83, 89-90, 91, 99, 104, 115,
118-119
Hörmann, President Joseph von,
183-190
Hössl, Sr. M. Ambrosia
(Magdalena), 165, 166-167,
197-198, 205
Hotz, Anna, 7-15, 16-20, 22, 24
humility, 100, 114, 159
Hummel, Sr. M. Bernarda
(Maria), 165, 166-167
Ignatia Wohlfelder, Sr. M. See
Wohlfelder, Sr. M. Ignatia.
Ignatius of Loyola, St., 91
Innocentia Loibl, Sr. M. See Loibl,
Sr. M. Innocentia.
Jakob, Sr. M. Antonia
(Katherine), 67, 68, 69, 81, 117,
132, 137-138, 140
James the Greater, St., 43-44
Jerusalem, 87
Jesus, 1-2, 44, 77, 86, 104, 107,
111, 136, 152, 158, 162, 179,
199, 206
Job, Court Chaplain Francis Sebastian: foundation in Neunburg, 27-28, 30, 31-34, 35-36,
40-43, 44-45, 52, 128, 150, 185189; poverty as foundation of
congregation, 69, 82, 89-90, 92,
141; vision of congregation, 7273, 74-77, 85, 86-87, 91-93, 9799, 162, 198; influence on
former students, 95-96; Carolinum Foundation, 98n: See
also Spirit of the Constitutions.

Job, Msgr. Martin, 42, 52n
Jochner, Sr. M. Johanna
(Katherine), 199-200
Johanna Jochner, Sr. M. See
Jochner, Sr. M. Johanna.
John the Apostle, St., 43-44
Josepha Aichinger, Sr. M. See
Aichinger, Sr. M. Josepha.
Käs, Fr. John Baptist, 52, 63n, 82,
102, 103, 150-151
Katherine Reithofer, Sr. M. See
Reithofer, Sr. M. Katherine.
Kaufmann, Sr. M. Alphonsa
(Margaret), 117, 131-132, 151,
163
kindergarten, 129n
Kleinkinderschule, 129, 141, 155,
160, 162, 169, 177, 188
Kotz, Professor John Baptist, 198199
Kreuzer, Secretary Ritter von, 106
Kuchenbauer, Sr. M. Afra
(Victoria), 117, 131-132, 151,
153-154, 169, 171, 204
Kugelmann, Sr. M. Crescentia
(Frances), 199-200
Landthaler, Sr. M. Raphaela
(Johanna), 118, 141-142, 166,
168
Lankensperger, George, 110-111
Latin school, 171n
Laurentia Schindlbeck, Sr. M. See
Schindlbeck, Sr. M. Laurentia.
Lauterbach Castle near Dachau
(Bavaria), 104
Le Clerc, Blessed Alix, 19n, 21n
Lechner, Sr. M. Caroline (Ursula),
165, 166-167
Lidwina Heck, Sr. M. See Heck,
Sr. M. Lidwina.
light, 114, 116, 181
Liguori, St. Alphonsus Maria de,
121
Linder, Emilie, 48-49, 60
Lindmeier, Sr. M. Alexia (Maria),
165
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Loibl, Sr. M. Aloysia (Apollonia),
66, 68, 69, 70n, 131-132, 151,
153-154, 169
Loibl, Sr. M. Innocentia (Maria),
206n
Louis I (King of Bavaria): reestablishment of religious congregations, 7, 11n, 13-14, 149n,
156n, 161n; Neunburg vorm
Wald, 31n, 34n, 52; confirmation of religious congregation,
35-37, 41, 69, 72-73; expansion
of the congregation, 51, 74-80,
89-90, 96, 97, 106; transfer of
motherhouse to Munich, 127n,
164n, 190n, 208n; mission in
Amberg, 169, 176; mission in
the Au Suburb, 180n; franking
privilege, 151n: See also List of
Documents.
love, 1-2
Ludovica Pfahler, Sr. M. See
Pfahler, Sr. M. Ludovica.
Magdalena Steiner, Sr. M. See
Steiner, Sr. M. Magdalena.
Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann,
Sr. M. See Wiedemann, Sr. M.
Margaret of Cortona.
Maria Theresa (Archduchess of
Austria), 20n
Marian Congregation: See Congregatio Mariana.
Mary Barbara Weinzierl, Sr. M.
See Weinzierl, Sr. Mary.
Mary, Mother of God, 38, 50, 64,
65, 113, 114, 186
Maurer, Fr. George, 50n
Maximiliana Gregor, Sr. M. See
Gregor, Sr. M. Maximiliana.
Mayer, Fr. Ambrosius, 131n,
169n, 176
Mechtildis Sachsenhauser, Sr. M.
See Sachsenhauser, Sr. M.
Mechtildis.
Meisinger, Katherine, 117
Meller, Msgr. Andrew, 47, 51, 57,
83, 108n

mercy, 1, 48, 58, 71, 82, 98-99,
104, 113, 114-115, 141, 177,
196
Metten, Abbey of (Bavaria), 149
Michael the Archangel, St., 50n
Michaela Niedermeier, Sr. M. See
Niedermeier, Sr. M. Michaela.
midnight prayer, 37
Monica Wenzl, Sr. M. See Wenzl,
Sr. M. Monica.
Moser, Canon John Michael, 128,
156
motherhouse: requirements for,
127-130, 157-162; one
motherhouse, 128, 162, 183184, 197n
Mühlbauer, Sr. M. Agnes
(Barbara), 117, 131-132, 151,
153-154
Munich (Bavaria): Au Suburb,
163-164, 174, 179-181, 183-190,
196, 201n, 207-208; Haidhausen, 138-139; Nymphenburg, 19, 59
Munich and Freising, Archdiocese
of: call to, 119-120, 123-124
music, 130, 144, 159, 170-171
name of the congregation, 75n
needlework, teaching of, 3-4, 8-9,
75, 92, 187-188
Neunburg vorm Wald (Bavaria):
establishment of convent, 2728, 30n, 31-33, 35, 37, 40-41;
dedication of the convent, 50n;
branching out, 45-46; poverty
and alms, 47n, 52-54, 62-63,
71-72, 76-80, 82-83, 84-85, 87,
89-90, 109, 150-151; educational need, 68, 161; mission of
motherhouse in Munich, 128130, 185-190; (illus.), 84
Niedermeier, Sr. M. Michaela
(Barbara), 140, 142, 166, 168,
169, 175n
Notre Dame Rule, 19, 29, 32, 36n,
37-39, 55, 64n, 66, 67, 85n, 125127
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nursing, 39, 41, 144
Nymphenburg: See Munich.
obedience, 65, 68, 74, 78, 98, 164,
176
Oettl, Canon George von, 119n,
123n, 128n, 129n, 134n, 164n,
172, 180n
Offenburg (Baden-Württemberg,
Germany): Notre Dame Convent, 20
Order of Servants of Mary (OSM),
38, 59, 180n
orphans, 8, 18, 22, 32, 39, 48, 60,
129, 141, 155, 160
Our Lady of Perpetual Help, 50
Panzer, Sr. M. Rosa (Anna), 199200
patience, 2n, 68, 137
peace, 1, 114, 115, 148, 189-190
Pelagia Andrä, Sr. M. See Andrä,
Sr. M. Pelagia.
penance, 21, 28, 32, 39, 70, 165
Peregrina Schmidtler, Sr. M. See
Schmidtler, Sr. M. Peregrina.
Peter Fourier, St. See Fourier, St.
Peter.
Petra Foreria Heckl, Sr. M. See
Heckl, Sr. M. Petra Foreria.
Pfahler, Sr. M. Ludovica
(Johanna), 206
Philomena Blattner, Sr. M. See
Blattner, Sr. M. Philomena.
Pia Fleissner, Sr. M. See
Fleissner, Sr. M. Pia.
Portiuncula indulgence, 64
poverty, 65, 76-78, 82-83, 89-92,
129-130, 136, 141, 150-151,
152: See also alms; Job, Fr.
Francis Sebastian; and
Neunburg vorm Wald.
prayer, 1-2, 23, 29, 34, 37-39, 41,
44, 47-48, 50, 62, 64, 74, 77, 78,
83, 86-87, 93, 94, 98, 100, 103,
109, 112, 116, 119, 120, 121,
136, 137, 147, 148, 153, 157,
168, 196, 208

Precious Blood, 107, 122
Pressburg (now Bratislava, Slovakia): Notre Dame Convent, 20
profession of vows, 65
Pronath, Johann von, 149n
Pronath, Sr. M. Seraphine (Elise)
von, 140, 142, 149n, 166, 168
prudence, 53, 78, 185, 188, 208
Rabl, Msgr. Joseph Herman,
164n, 172, 179-180, 196
Raphaela Landthaler, Sr. M. See
Landthaler, Sr. M. Raphaela.
Regensburg (Bavaria), 75, 94;
Chapel of St. Gall, 65
Regenstauf (Bavaria), 95-96
reign of God: See God’s reign.
Reisach, Carl August (Bishop of
Eichstätt), 132-133, 178, 197,
203-204, 206, 207n
Reisbach (Bavaria), 201-202
Reithofer, Sr. M. Alphonsa
(Anna), 165, 166-167, 194-195
Reithofer, Sr. M. Katherine
(Theresa), 165, 166-167, 194195
religious vocation: requirements,
43-44, 70, 99-101, 196
Rhenish currency, 36n
Ringseis, Dr. John Nepomucene
von, 47n, 48n, 51, 55, 57-58, 7880, 93, 96, 97
Ringseis, Frederica von, 47n, 79,
96: See also List of Documents.
Röckhel, Baron Carl August von,
104
Rosa Panzer, Sr. M. See Panzer,
Sr. M. Rosa.
rosary, 38, 49, 64
Rothfischer, Fr. Michael, 46n
Sachsenhauser, Sr. M. Mechtildis
(Theresa), 203
Sacred Heart of Jesus, 39
Sailer, John Michael (Bishop of
Regensburg), 13n, 15n, 27n,
28n, 46, 93, 111n
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Salesia Stauber, Sr. M. See
Stauber, Sr. M. Salesia.
salt, 116
Sanche, Marie Xavier, 19-20, 22,
41
sanctification, 99, 114-115
Schenk, President Edward von,
12n, 21, 95n, 141, 176, 185n
Schierling (Bavaria), 143
Schindlbeck, Sr. M. Laurentia
(Theresa), 112, 118-122, 140,
166-167, 197-198, 205
Schmid, Josepha, 9
Schmid, Sr. M. Brigitta
(Katherine), 165, 166-167, 194195
Schmidtler, Sr. M. Peregrina
(Frances), 66, 68, 69, 71, 81,
117n
Schmitter, Sr. M. Agatha (Crescentia), 117, 131-132, 151, 163
Schneider, Fr. George, 131n
School Sisters of the Third Order
of St. Francis in Hallein, 30n
Schöttinger, Sr. M. Francesca
(Christina), 117, 131-132, 166,
168
Schwäbl, Francis Xavier von
(Bishop of Regensburg), 27n,
32, 33n, 36, 43, 46n, 52-53, 57,
65, 70n, 93, 110n, 133n, 194n,
202n: See also List of Documents.
Schwandorf (Bavaria), 136n
Schwarzbauer, Sr. M. Walburga,
18n, 22
Schwarzhofen (Bavaria), 47-48,
51, 55, 57-58, 74, 76, 81-83, 8891, 93, 96, 98; establishment of
a mission, 101-104, 105, 107,
108-110, 111n, 201n
Sebastiana Zwinger, Sr. M. See
Zwinger, Sr. M. Sebastiana.
Secularization, 7n, 9n, 10n, 18n,
19n, 38n, 42n, 48n, 75n, 76n,
85n, 127n, 149n, 156n

self-denial, 1, 2n, 159
Seraphine von Pronath, Sr. M. See
Pronath, Sr. M. Seraphine von.
Servites: See Order of Servants of
Mary (OSM).
Siebauer, Anna, 140
Siegert, Fr. Matthias: appointment as confessor, 28-29, 30,
32; role as confessor, 37, 39, 40,
59n, 60, 61, 65-66, 80n, 82, 8687, 90, 105, 109, 130, 131-132,
142, 154, 160, 166-167, 168,
170, 208; asked to compile rule,
125-127
Siegert, George (Vicar-General),
15n
silence, 3, 115
simplicity, 114-115
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul (Munich), 161-162
Sisters of the Visitation: Dietramszell, 95n; Pielenhofen, 95n
Sophie (Archduchess of Austria),
59, 71-72, 74, 77
sorrow, 181, 184
Spalt (Bavaria), 152-153, 178-179,
196-197, 200-201, 203-206, 207
Späth, Walburga, 22
spirit of the congregation, 144
Spirit of the Constitutions, 27n,
50n, 65n, 66, 69, 71, 72-73, 7480, 89-90, 91-92, 97, 123n, 125126, 127n, 144, 152n
spirit of the times, 70
spiritual direction, 14, 37, 39, 122,
148-149
Stadtamhof (now RegensburgStadtamhof, Bavaria), 3-6, 27,
32; reestablishment of Notre
Dame Convent, 7-25, 39-41, 4446, 51, 74-76, 93-95; St. Katharina, 17n, 41n; St. Magnus, 5,
10-11, 15-17, 22-25, 45, 93-94
Stanislaus Zeiler, Sr. M. See
Zeiler, Sr. M. Stanislaus.
statutes of the congregation: See
Holy Rule.
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Stauber, Fr. Joseph, 66
Stauber, Sr. M. Salesia
(Margaret), 102, 165, 166-167,
204
Steiner, Sr. M. Magdalena
(Anna), 66, 68, 69, 81, 90, 103,
117, 132
Stempfhuber, Sr. M. Clara
(Crescentia), 165, 166-167,
194-195
Stoll, Cunigunda, 182, 190
Stossberger, Anastasia, 199-200
suffering, 1, 23, 35, 40, 41, 44, 48,
59, 77, 83, 89, 100, 148, 173,
194, 196
teacher preparation, 92, 96, 100,
106, 129-130, 158-160, 200-201
Teresa of Avila, St., 23
time, use of, 3
Trautner, Mayor Joseph, 48n, 55,
58, 102, 103
travel, 193-194, 204-205
treasure, 100, 115, 152
tree, 116
Tripps, Sr. M. Edmunda
(Katherine), 179
trust, 1, 23, 39, 48, 59, 72, 77, 83,
86, 90, 161
Urban, Boniface Caspar von (Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg),
29n, 64n, 65-66, 67, 80n, 123n,
126n, 127n, 133n
Ursuline Sisters: Landshut, 118;
Straubing, 85
Vincentia Bauer, Sr. M. See
Bauer, Sr. M. Vincentia.
vineyard, 59, 92, 102, 112, 141,
165
vision of congregation: See Job,
Francis Sebastian, and
Wittmann, George Michael.
vocation: See religious vocation.

Walburga Haider, Sr. M. See
Haider, Sr. M. Walburga.
Walburga Schwarzbauer, Sr. M.
See Schwarzbauer, Sr. M.
Walburga.
Waldthurn (Bavaria), 76, 93-94
Weiden (Bavaria), 76
Weinzierl, Sr. M. Celestine
(Christina), 165, 166-167, 197198
Weinzierl, Sr. Mary (Barbara),
32n, 66, 67, 68, 69, 81, 117,
132, 205n
Welenhofer, Anna, 165
Wenzl, Sr. M. Monica (Katherine),
199-200
Westen (Bavaria), 119
Weyarn (Bavaria), 127-128, 129n,
133-135, 164n
wheat, 3
widow’s mite, 62
Wiedemann, Sr. M. Margaret of
Cortona (Anna), 117, 131-132,
151, 153-154, 164n, 169, 171,
177
will of God: See God’s will.
wind, 181
Wittmann, George Michael
(Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg): contemplatio in actione,
2n; school inspector, 3n, 6-7;
auxiliary bishop, 9-10, 15, 2025; vision of congregation, 2733, 37-41, 44-46, 65n, 72-73,
74-76, 86-87, 93-94, 97-98, 99,
125, 128, 160, 185; crucifix,
54n; influence on former
students, 111n, 131n, 136n,
205n
Wohlfelder, Sr. M. Ignatia
(Theresa), 117, 131-132, 166,
168, 200, 205, 206, 207n
Wolf, John Nepomucene von
(Bishop of Regensburg), 13n
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Wolfratshausen (Bavaria), 204205
work of God: See God’s work.
Xaveria Götzfried, Sr. M. See
Götzfried, Sr. M. Xaveria.

zeal, 11, 68, 112, 120, 133, 157,
168, 181
Zechner, Maria Theresa, 30n
Zeiler, Sr. M. Stanislaus
(Theresa), 199-200
Zwinger, Sr. M. Sebastiana
(Rosina), 117, 131-132, 151,
153-154, 205

